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Introduction 

1.1  History of brain function imaging 

It is hard to imagine how current daily clinical practice would look like without func-
tional imaging techniques such as (functional) magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), 
positron emission tomography (PET) and functional transcranial Doppler ultrasonogra-
phy (fTCD). The wide spread application of these techniques covers clinical utilities such 
as diagnosis of cancer or brain diseases and monitoring of stroke, but also research 
purposes such as investigation of functional connectivity i.e. correlation beween func-
tional responses of brain areas to a certain stimulus. If it had not been for some early 
pioneers who were intrigued by how the brain can perform its functions, how it re-
sponds to increased metabolic demands and if and how neuronal activity is coupled to 
vascular changes, brain function imaging might not have been so well-anchored in to-
day’s research and clinical practice. 
 
The exploration of the functional organization of the brain has been ongoing already 
since the end of the 19

th
 century [1, 2]. The first to describe cerebral blood flow 

changes during mental activity is generally regarded to be Mosso, who in the late 
1800’s monitored changes in brain volume or temperature induced by brain activity in 
patients with skull defects [2]. In the same period, Broca examined circulatory changes 
induced by temperature changes which were supposed to reflect mental activity [1]. In 
1890, Roy and Sherrington confirmed the tight coupling between neuronal activity, 
metabolism and cerebral blood flow, known today as ‘functional hyperaemia’ [3, 4]. 
They proposed that diffusion of vascular mediators in response to increased neuronal 
activity led to the relaxation of vascular smooth muscle and accessory cerebral blood 
flow increase. However, interest in this research area almost vanished at the beginning 
of the 20

th
 century due to lack of sophisticated tools and contradicting evidence sug-

gesting no relation between brain activity and circulation [1, 5]. 
 
Apart from a remarkable clinical study reported by Fulton in 1928, showing that cortical 
blood flow changes are related to complexity of a visual stimulation task, it was not 
until the end of World War II that brain circulation and metabolism regained attention 
in new studies. Together with his colleagues, Kety was the first to develop quantitative 
methods for measuring brain blood flow and metabolism in humans using in-vivo tissue 
autoradiography [1]. Further maturation of this technique to a predecessor of the PET 
imaging technique led to the demonstration that blood flow changes regionally during 
changes in brain functional activity. Although its potential importance was recognized, 
the measurement technique was received with caution by then. Later with the devel-
opment of x-ray computed tomography followed by further improvement to precursors 
of the current PET, human functional brain mapping research got a boost. Moreover, 
the parallel progression of cognitive neuroscience, being at a point where experimental 
designs perfectly matched with emerging functional brain imaging techniques, contrib-
uted substantially to the revival of brain function imaging [1]. With the development of 
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the first methods to detect regional changes in cerebral blood flow in the 1960s, the 
base for modern brain function imaging was established [2].   
 

1.1 Cerebral blood flow and its regulation 

For preservation of its vital functions, the brain is largely dependent of a sufficient de-
livery of oxygen and nutrients. These metabolic factors are transported to the different 
brain areas via the blood circulation. The cerebral vasculature is anatomically organized 
by a ring like structure with branches to anterior, medial and posterior located brain 
areas. This so-called circle of Willis protects the brain for hypo-perfusion by providing 
alternative pathways in case of vessel obstruction or occlusion. A shown in figure 1, 
blood flow to the anterior areas and the mid brain is provided by the carotid arteries in 
the neck. The common carotid artery bifurcates in the external carotid artery, which is 
responsible for the facial perfusion, and the internal carotid artery which is responsible 
for the blood supply to the circle of Willis. The internal carotid artery transits into the 
large middle cerebral artery (MCA), which supplies the largest brain area i.e. the medial 
temporal area. Blood flow to the posterior areas is provided by the basilar artery which 
arises from the vertebral arteries. The basilar artery enters the brain circulation split-
ting into the two posterior cerebral arteries (PCAs) of which the P1 segment is the part 
in the circle of Willis and the P2 segment its branch outside the circle.  
Control of cerebral blood flow is crucial for proper brain function. Blood supply to the 
brain is essentially regulated by 2 control mechanisms, i.e. neurovascular coupling and 
cerebral autoregulation. Autoregulation ensures constant adequate blood supply 
through compensation for blood pressure variations by dilation or narrowing of the 
microvasculature. Neurovascular coupling adjusts blood supply to the local metabolic 
need by adaptation of microcirculatory resistance and volume. 
 
 

                                    
 

Figure 1.1 Anatomical representation of the circle of Willis, inferior view, adopted from Newell 

and Aaslid [15]. Notice the symmetry e.g. only the left middle cerebral artery is denoted with 

M.C.A., whereas right M.C.A. is not labeled. 

A.C.A.  =  Anterior Cerebral Artery 

M.C.A. =  Middle Cerebral Artery 

P.C.A.   =  Posterior Cerebral Artery 

S.C.A.   =  Superior Cerebellar Artery 

I.C.A.    =  Internal Carotid Artery  

Com.A. =  Communicating Artery 

 

  A. 

  P. 
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Cerebral autoregulation 

The brain is largely protected against ischemia and vascular damage by its control 
mechanisms. Cerebral autoregulation keeps the blood flow constant over a certain 
range of perfusion pressures (about 50-150 mmHg) by adapting microcirculatory di-
ameters and hence, microcirculatory resistance and volume. At the lower limit of cere-
bral autoregulation, maximal vasodilation or vascular expansion is attained, which 
means that if the pressure drops further beyond the lower limit of  approximately 50 
mmHg, the cerebral blood flow will also start to decrease. In this case, the cerebral 
autoregulation mechanism is not able anymore to protect the brain against ischemia.  
At the upper limit of cerebral autoregulation, i.e. at a perfusion pressure of about 150 
mmHg, the microvasculature has attained a state of maximal vasoconstriction or vascu-
lar contraction. Beyond this limit, the cerebral autoregulation mechanism loses its pro-
tective power, since further increase of the pressure will result in an increased flow 
which might harm the endothelial wall of the arteries.   

Neurovascular Coupling 

The neurovascular coupling mechanism also protects the brain against ischemia and 
vascular damage, but it acts locally and it becomes active under different circumstances 
compared to cerebral autoregulation. The input for the neurovascular coupling mecha-
nism is not the pressure, but a local change in neuronal activity [2]. In case a brain area 
is more active it will consume more energy and its metabolic reserves will start to de-
plete. This leads to local vasodilation of the microcirculatory vessels which results in an 
increase in blood flow. This blood flow response is called the functional hyperaemic 
response: because of more brain activity i.e. more active functioning of a local brain 
area, the blood flow will increase to protect this brain area from ischemia.  

 

1.3 Neurovascular biology 

The cellular basis underlying the aforementioned regulatory tools and hence, interpre-
tation of acquired data, are still incompletely understood [8]. Since Willis found nerve 
fibres in cerebral vessels in the late 1600s, more neurobiological investigators started 
to describe the innervation of extra-cerebral vessels [9]. With emerging anatomical and 
functional studies in the last century, a more prominent role in the establishment of the 
vascular response was ascribed to astrocytes, but solid experimental evidence was 
absent until recently [7]. These special type of nerve cells are situated in a unique ana-
tomical position, because of their close relationship with neurons as well as blood ves-
sels [6, 7]. Together with glia and pericytes, they form a so-called functional neurovas-
cular unit constituting a base for the establishment of the functional hyperaemic or 
neurovascular coupling response [2]. 
Functional hyperaemia is effectuated by adjustment of the cerebrovascular tone of the 
micro-vessels which changes cerebrovascular resistance. Most of the resistance, about 
40-50% [2, 5], is determined by the pial arteries and intraparenchymal arterioles i.e. the 
arterioles that run along the surface of the brain. Their anatomical morphology and the 
structural changes they undergo when penetrating deeper into the brain are shown in 
figure 1.2a. The pial artery consists from inside to outside of an endothelial layer, a 
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smooth muscle cell layer and a leptomeningeal cell layer [2]. Larger arteries are sepa-
rated from their surrounding by the Virchow-Robin space. However, as the pial artery 
penetrates deeper into the brain tissue, the Virchow-Robin space disappears, bringing 
the vascular membrane in direct contact with the end-feet of astrocytes [2, 9]. Capillar-
ies consist of an endothelial cell layer surrounded by contractile cells, the pericytes [7]. 

 
 

 

  
Figure 1.2 a. The neurovascular functional unit (left, from ref. [2]) 

b. Schematic representation of neurovascular unit in its environment (right, ref. [9] ) 

 

 

Neurovascular unit 
Astrocytes constitute together with perivascular neurons, glia and the vascular smooth 
muscle and endothelial cells a neurovascular unit which main functions are to maintain 
local homeostasis and to protect the brain against ischemia or injury [2]. They seem to 
have a key role in coordinating the neurovascular coupling [11] for several reasons. 
First, they are thought to be able to sense activity, second, they may regulate the func-
tion of a million synapses in their domain and third astrocytic end feet surround the 
blood vessels. The arrangement of axonal varicosities adjacent to astrocytic end feet 
surrounding the blood vessel wall within the neurovascular unit, indicates that perivas-
cularly released neurotransmitters or mediators can directly activate receptors on vas-
cular and astroglial cells to alter  microvascular tone [9]. In this way, cerebral blood flow 
changes can be actively controlled by smooth muscle tone changes resulting in dilation 
or constriction of pial arteries and intraparenchymal arterioles [11, 12].  
 

Neuronal innervation pathways 

Different neuronal pathways can be distinguished for cerebrovascular innervation i.e. 
extrinsic and intrinsic innervation as shown in figure 1.2b. Extrinsic innervation of pial 
arteries originates from peripheral nerves of which signals are transmitted via specific 
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types of ganglia to extrinsic nerve endings on pial arteries. When the Virchow-Robin 
space disappears, arteries receive neural input only from neurons located in the brain 
itself, therefore called intrinsic innervation. Specifically in the cerebral cortex, intrinsic 
innervation may be induced by afferents from subcortical pathways or from local corti-
cal interneurons [9].  Subcortical pathways originate from some nuclei (nucleus basalis, 
raphe nucleus, locus coeruleus), which send projection fibers to cortical microvessels 
and surrounding astrocytes to induce release of vasoactive mediators via receptors on 
astrocytes, endothelium or smooth muscle. Interneurons integrate incoming afferent 
signals which can alter the tone of neighbouring intraparenchymal micro-vessels and 
pial vessels precisely adapting perfusion to local changes in neuronal activity [9, 2].  

 
Vasoactive agents 

Synaptical activity induces neuronal and astrocytic release of neurotransmitters, which 
are either vasoactive themselves or stimulate production of vasoactive agents. A vari-
ety of mediators has been proposed to play a dominant role in the functional hyperae-
mic response, but it is highly likely that multiple vasoactive agents concert to realize a 
flow response [2, 17]. Important roles in the astrocytic signaling pathway seem to be 
reserved for glutamate and γ-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) released from neurons which 
may induce Ca

2+
 waves in astrocytes. These in turn activate K

+
 channels and P2Y recep-

tors on astrocytic  end feet, which are involved in gliavascular signalling and brain water 
permeability regulation [1, 11].  Hypoxia, hypoglycemia and vasoagents which are not 
neurotransmitters such as K

+
, H

+
, Ca

2+
, adenosine, prostaglandins have been investi-

gated as possible trigger for or as mediator in functional hyperemia revealing that none 
of them can induce functional hyperemia on their own [2, 17].  

 
Flow distribution in the vascular territory 

Smooth muscle cells and pericytes convert chemical signals originating from endothelial 
cells, neurons and astrocytes into changes in vascular diameter. The smooth muscle 
cells are triggered to constrict or relax by induced changes in Ca

2+
 concentration and 

alterations in phosphorylation of the myosine chain [2]. In addition, intravascular pres-
sure changes the contraction state of smooth muscle cells, which counteract to prevent 
changes in flow rate. Smooth muscle cells are linked via gap junctions probably involved 
in intramural propagation of vascular signals [2].  
When in a certain micro-environment vasodilatation occurs, intravascular pressure will 
become out of balance and shifts in blood volume need to restore balance [2]. Since 
capillary and venular volume increase lag behind arteriole volume increase, intra-
luminal distending pressure increase is thought to occur secondary to arteriolar dilata-
tion, which increases capillary volume [11]. Pericytes are suggested to control vascular 
dimensions, flow in capillaries and to adjust distribution of red-blood-cell flux among 
capillaries [11]. 
Arteries upstream of the local vasodilatation site need to relax as well so that cerebral 
blood flow is increased effectively and stealing will be prevented i.e. cerebral perfusion 
pressure is maintained in the whole area supplied by the mother artery [2,11]. Local 
vasodilatation is proposed to be propagated upstream in a retrograde fashion [2]. Fig-
ure 1.3 shows retrograde communication between endothelial cells through gap junc-
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tions between endothelial cells or smooth muscle cells. This is a mechanism proposed 
for conducting vasomotor responses of cerebral arterioles and capillaries to upstream 
arteries. Diameter changes in capillaries may be mediated by pericytes and the dilatory 
signal conducted along capillary endothelium to upstream arterioles where further 
dilations could occur.  
 

 
Figure 1.3 Local vasodilatation is propagated upstream in a retrograde fashion via intramural 

signalling, so that steal effects within the mother vessels’ territory can be prevented (from ref [2]). 

 

 

1.4 Cerebrovascular alterations in Alzheimer’s disease 

Cerebral hypoperfusion and disturbed cerebral blood flow regulation are associated 
with several pathological conditions. Neurobiological studies suggest that cerebrovas-
cular alterations are involved in hypertension, Alzheimer’s disease and ischemic stroke 
[2, 10]. In Alzheimer’s disease, cerebrovascular disturbances may become manifest 
already before the onset of clinical symptoms, which implies that they may be detect-
able in the prodromal phase. 

 

Alzheimer’s disease  

Accumulation of amyloid β peptide (Aβ) resulting in plaque deposition in the brain and 
blood vessels and alteration of neurofilaments to neurofibrillary tangles are the main 
features of Alzheimer’s disease [2].  Aβ plays a key role in the progression of the dis-
ease by promoting development of neuronal dysfunction and neurodegeneration. Oxi-
dative stress, ion channel dysfunction, inflammation and apoptosis are mediators for 
the toxic effect of Aβ on brain cells. Emerging evidence suggests that vascular factors 
are involved in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease, since it shares risk factors for 
vascular diseases [11]. Cerebral ischemic lesions have been shown to interact with 
Alzheimer pathology to enhance dementia.  Also, in comparison to healthy aging con-
trols Alzheimer patients have more severe atherosclerosis in the large vessels of the 
circle of Willis, which produces substantial vascular narrowing leading to hypo-
perfusion [2].   
Aβ deposition does not only affect neurons, but also has profound effects on blood 
vessels. Cerebrovascular effects of Aβ are dependent of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
production and hence, on oxidative stress conditions [2, 10]. Aβ induces NADPH oxi-
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dase-dependent ROS production in microglia and astrocytes. Increased ROS production 
leads to impaired endothelium dependent relaxation because of reduced NO availabil-
ity. Reduced vasodilatatory capacity hampers functional hyperemic responsiveness. 
Furthermore, oxidative stress alters enzymes that are crucial to vascular function.  
The progression of vascular dysregulation in Alzheimer’s disease undergoes a few steps, 
starting with reduced flow because of neuronal death and synaptic loss [2]. Several 
studies provide evidence supporting that brain hypoperfusion pushes oxidative stress, 
cognitive decline and neurodegeneration e.g. regional microvessel degeneration is 
found to be independent of disease stage and abundant senile plaques are also ob-
served in cognitively normal elderly after autopsy [13].  Progression of amyloid deposi-
tion in cerebral arterioles will impair smooth muscle cells capability to relax and prohib-
its vasodilation mechanically. Finally atherosclerosis in the vessels of the circle of Willis 
reduces global cerebral blood flow in this further impairing the ability of neural stimuli 
to increase cerebral blood flow. Assessment of cerebral blood flow regulation could 
therefore be essential for early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. 
 

1.5 Ultrasound assessment of cerebral blood flow regulation 
Cerebral blood flow and its regulation may be examined by a variety of techniques 
including Blood oxygen level dependent Magnetic Resonance Imaging (BOLD MRI), 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Photon Emission Computer Tomography 

(SPECT), Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) and duplex or Transcranial Doppler (TCD) 
ultrasonography. For the purpose of screening of subjects for a suspected pathology, 
ultrasonography is preferable over other techniques because of its advantages as non-
invasiveness, flexibility in use, superior time resolution and cost-effectiveness.  
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.4 Doppler velocity spectrum measured in the Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA) during a few 

heart beats. Coloring reflects the amount of blood cells having the specified  velocity. Usually the 

envelop corresponding to blood cells with maximum velocity are recorded and processed by beat-

to-beat detection of peak-systolic, mean or end-diastolic values. 

 

 

Measurement Principles 

Ultrasonography can be performed using a Duplex scanner, which provides both the B-
mode i.e. echo image and Doppler velocity spectrum, or using a ‘blind’ transcranial 
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Doppler device (B-TCD), which provides only the Doppler velocity spectrum without 
imaging information. For cerebral vessel imaging or blood flow velocity recording, ultra-
sound is usually insonated via the temporal window i.e. a thin spot in the bone near the 
ear. When the ultrasound signal encounters a transition between media (tissues) with 
different characteristic acoustic impedances, part of it will be reflected (echo) and the 
remaining part will travel further through the tissue. The acoustic impedance of a mate-
rial depends on de speed of sound through a medium and its density. When ultrasound 
travels through tissue, it will become attenuated dependent of absorption within the 
tissue (energy to heath conversion). The time difference between the emitted ultra-
sound pulses and their echo’s provides information about the distance of the transition 
to the transducer i.e. about depth. Echo’s originating from deeper lying tissues will be 
weaker than those coming from superficial tissues. The amplitude of the echoes or 
intensities of the reflected ultrasound signals may be depicted as gray values. To gener-
ate a 2D image ultrasound pulses are subsequently sent from an array of piezo-electric 
elements in the transducer. The reflected echo amplitudes along the array of scan lines 
can be converted to gray values obtaining a 2D echo image or Brightness mode image 
[14].   
Blood flow velocity recordings rely on the classical Doppler principle but differ in that   
the source (ultrasound transducer) is not moving with respect to the observer (red 
blood cell) i.e. the source is stationary whereas the observer has a velocity. The ultra-
sound transducer emits pulses to the red blood cells which reflect them by another 
frequency than the frequency of the emitted pulses. This results in a frequency shift 
between the emitted and reflected ultrasound signal from which the blood flow veloc-
ity can be determined according to [14]: 
 

θcos2

)(

⋅⋅

−⋅
=

t

rt

f

ffc
v           (1) 

 

With ν representing  the blood flow velocity, θ  the insonation angle, c the speed of 
sound in blood and ft  and fr  the frequencies of the emitted and reflected ultrasound 
pulses respectively.  
Equation 1 shows that the measured blood flow velocity, i.e. the blood flow velocity 
component in the direction of the ultrasound beam, depends on the insonation angle 
between the emitted ultrasound beam and the movement direction of the red blood 
cells in the vessel. Since duplex allows simultaneous reproduction of the echo image 
and the Doppler signal, it is possible to visualize where the blood flows enabling local-
isation of the vessels. In this way, the blood flow axis and thus the insonation angle of 
the ultrasound beam can be determined and automatically corrected for [14]. 
 
Assessment of cerebral blood flow regulation 

The use of ultrasonography for investigation of cerebral blood flow and its regulation 
has evolved to an important diagnostic tool [15]. Transcranial Doppler ultrasonography 
(TCD) can be applied to study cerebral autoregulatorion and vasoreactivity to gain un-
derstanding of cerebral hemodynamic mechanisms. Regarding the study of stimulus-
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evoked blood flow changes, Aaslid was first to demonstrate the use of TCD to measure 
visually-evoked blood flow responses [15, 16]. Nowadays, cerebral autoregulation and 
neurovascular coupling are often examined in clinical studies by use of transfer function 
analysis to evaluate the clinical value of ultrasonography for specific patient groups.   
For the assessment of cerebral autoregulation function, the extent to which blood pres-
sure fluctuations are transferred into the cerebral blood flow is examined. Generally, 
the transfer function or input-output relation between the simultaneously measured 
finger blood pressure and blood flow velocity in the middle cerebral artery is deter-
mined in the frequency domain [18]. The gain of this transfer function represents the 
amplification factor between the blood pressure fluctuations and the cerebral blood 
flow velocity fluctuations. The phase shift of the same transfer function denotes the lag 
between blood pressure and blood flow velocity fluctuations. Transfer function gain 
and phase are measures for cerebral autoregulation function.  
To assess neurovascular coupling, the visually-evoked cerebral blood flow velocity re-
sponse is measured in the P2 segment of the PCA using transcranial Doppler ultrasono-
graphy. A visual block stimulus consisting of repeated steps of, e.g., ‘40s stimulus on’ - 
‘20s stimulus off’ is presented to the subject, while simultaneously the blood flow is 
measured. For the visual stimulus paradigm, amongst others a flash light, text reading, 
reversal checkerboard pattern or a cartoon may be used [19, 20]. A colored cartoon is 
most often used as visual stimulus paradigm since it evokes the largest response. The 
Visually-Evoked blood Flow Response (VEFR) can be obtained by averaging the individ-
ual (step) response cycles and expressing them relative to baseline, i.e.  the mean cere-
bral blood flow velocity  10s before the stimulus is switched on. The VEFR can be fitted 
with the step response of a control system model, so that a patient-specific set of 5 
model parameter values is obtained [19, 20]. Figure 1.5 shows a typical example of a 
VEFR and its model fit. In terms of the response, model parameter K specifies the mean 

% CBFV difference between the “stimulus-off” and “stimulus-on” periods, whereas ωn 
characterizes the oscillation of the system as if it were undamped. Parameter Tv modu-

lates the initial flow response and ζ  describes the damping of the system. Finally, Td is 
the time delay between stimulus onset and flow response start.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Example of a visually-evoked blood flow response and its model-fit.  
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1.6 Aim  

Ultrasonographic assessment of cerebral blood flow regulation may have (great) poten-
tial for diagnostics, screening and therapeutic decisions in clinic. For instance, it may be 
a suitable tool for the early detection of Alzheimer’s disease [21]. Also, it may be used 
as a screening tool for increased risk of stroke after the experience of preeclampsia, 
since experience of preeclampsia increases the chance to die from cerebral hemor-
rhage 5-fold [22]. In addition, ultrasonography is a non-invasive technique, which is 
flexible in use, cost-effective and has a high temporal resolution. However, currently 
the interpretation of outcomes for cerebral blood flow regulation assessment is difficult 
due to large spread and lack of success yet in differentiating between pathological and 
normal regulation. Therefore, it is important both to enable assessment of cerebrovas-
cular control by reliable parameters and to determine its clinical value for pathological 
populations. The work in this thesis is aimed at putting a step forward towards devel-
opment of reliable and clinically relevant parameters for cerebral blood flow regulation 
assessment using ultrasonography. 

 

1.7 Outline of the Thesis 

First, duplex ultrasonography will be applied to examine blood flow velocities (BFV) 
in intra- and extracranial vessels of patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), mild cogni-
tive impairment (MCI) and healthy controls (HC). This study, described in chapter 2, 
aims to reveal the potential of ultrasonography as a diagnostic tool for discrimination of 
AD, MCI and HC based on their BFV distributions throughout the extracranial supplying 
carotid vessels and intracranial circulation. Subsequently, in chapter 3, cerebral auto-
regulation characteristics will be investigated in the same study cohort of AD and MCI 
patients and HC by comparison of their pressure - flow velocity transfer functions. 
These enable also identification of parameters of a windkessel model providing patient-
specific values for vascular properties such as resistance and compliance.  

As a next step, the focus will shift to local blood flow regulation i.e. the neurovascu-
lar coupling mechanism. First, visually-evoked blood flow responses (VEFRs) are studied 
in a relative young study population of formerly (pre-)eclamptic patients and age-
matched healthy controls in chapter 4. Several studies provide evidence for altered 
cerebral hemodynamics during (pre)eclampsia, but long-term effects are unknown. 
Then, the standard VEFR analysis procedure, applied in chapter 4, will be compared to a 
newly introduced VEFR analysis procedure including parameter reliability consideration 
and blood pressure dynamics, in chapter 5. Both procedures are applied to the study 
cohort of AD, MCI and HC and consequences for study outcomes will be discussed. To 
enable linkage of VEFR behavior to vascular properties, a physiological model of the 
visual cortex vasculature including different regulatory processes is introduced and 
tested in chapter 6. Possible pathological regulatory deficits for AD can be simulated to 
evaluate their effect on VEFR behavior.  
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Abstract 

Structural and functional changes in cerebral vasculature are increasingly thought to 
play a prominent role in the progression to Alzheimer’s disease. Of particular relevance 
for possible prevention and early detection of Alzheimer’s disease, is the study of these 
changes in patients with an increased probability of developing into Alzheimer’s disease 
i.e. patients classified as mild cognitive impairment. This study aims to compare blood 
flow velocities measured on multiple sites throughout the extra- and intracranial circu-
lation between patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), patients with mild cognitive 
impairment (MCI) and healthy controls (HC).  
Extra- and intracranial arteries of 18 AD, 21 MCI and 20 HC matched on age and sex 
were examined using Duplex ultrasonography. Blood Flow Velocities (BFV) were meas-
ured on multiple sites in the carotid arteries and intracranial basal arteries. 
Compared to HC and MCI, AD BFV were bilaterally significantly lowered at the proximal 
site of the internal carotid artery (ICA), but similar at mid and distal sites. No significant 
group differences were found at proximal, mid and distal sites of the common carotid 
arteries or in the external carotid arteries. Intracranially, the same pattern for AD vs. 
MCI and HC was observed in the middle (MCA) and posterior cerebral arteries (PCA) i.e. 
significantly lowered AD BFV in the proximal MCA and PCA P1-segment, but similar 
values remotely, i.e. in the distal MCA and P2-segment. MCI vs. HC differed significantly 
for systolic BFV in bilateral proximal MCAs.  
Remarkably,  AD is clearly distinguishable from MCI and HC based on BFV measured on 
proximal in contrast to distal sites of intra- and extracranial vessels. In view of reported 
vascular alterations in AD, this is likely to result from a diameter reduction at distal 
sites. MCI BFV measured in the intracranial anterior circulation are in general interme-
diate between AD and HC, whereas MCI BFV measured in the extracranial or intracra-
nial posterior circulation are similar to HC. Our findings do not only suggest that cere-
brohemodynamic alterations are detectable during AD progression, but also that exten-
sive ultrasonographic screening of intra- and extracranial arteries is useful for monitor-
ing BFV decline in the MCI stage. Future follow-up of MCI patients can reveal the pre-
dictive value of location-specific BFV for conversion to AD.  
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2.1 Introduction 

Over the last decade research on Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has increasingly focused on 
the role of cerebrovascular factors in the pathogenesis of AD [6, 10, 19]. Neurobiologi-
cal studies show that the structure of cerebral vessels in AD can be profoundly altered: 
large cerebral vessels may have severe ather-osclerotic plaques [10], whereas in arteri-
oles cerebral amyloid angiopathy is deposited [5]. Lesions may also be present in the 
capillaries giving rise to endothelium compression and thickened basement membrane. 
Furthermore, deposition of β-amyloid is suggested to impair the ability of arteriolar 
smooth muscle to relax, comprising vasodilatation [10]. These findings suggest that 
structural and functional changes in cerebral vasculature play a prominent role in the 
progression to AD.  
Of particular relevance for possible prevention and early detection of AD is the study of 
cerebrovascular changes in patients with an increased probability of developing into 
AD, in particular patients classified as mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Patients with 
MCI do not meet the criteria for dementia, but do have cognitive impairments [15]. 
Iadecola hypothesized that cerebrovascular alterations are already evident before the 
onset of clinical symptoms, i.e. in the latent phase of AD. This implies that basic blood 
flow alterations may be detectable in the prodromal stage of AD.  
Current studies are especially dedicated to the identification of clinical, neuroimaging 
and biological markers to distinguish AD and MCI disease stages [9, 24]. Regarding 
neuroimaging techniques, Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single Photon 
Emission Computer Tomography (SPECT) studies show quite promising results in diag-
nosis and detection of AD based on blood flow assessment [12]. However, considering 
radiation and costs, SPECT, PET and MRI are not the ideal screening tools for prediction 
or diagnosis of AD.   
Ultrasonography is increasingly posed as a screening tool for AD, because of its non-
invasiveness, low costs, easy applicability and low patient burden [6, 18]. In previous 
studies blood volume flow (BVF) of the cervical arteries were measured using duplex 
ultrasonography. BVF was reduced particularly in the internal carotid arteries (ICA) in 
AD compared to healthy controls (HC), which was mainly an effect of reduced velocity 
rather than diameter [14]. In a subsequent study, MCI BVF in the ICA was found to be 
intermediate between AD and HC [13]. Furthermore, 2 year follow-up in the same co-
hort revealed that, based on a cut-off baseline BVF value of 558 ml/min (median), AD 
conversion could be predicted with a specificity of 72% and sensitivity of 68%. 
Also intracranial vessels of MCI patients have been examined using duplex ultrasound. 
Blood Flow Velocity (BFV) was significantly decreased bilaterally in the middle cerebral 
arteries (MCA, depth 50-55 mm) and anterior cerebral arteries (ACA, depth of 60-70 
mm), but unaffected in the basilar arteries as compared to controls [25]. Doepp et al [7] 
investigated both extracranial carotid volume flows and intracranial MCA flow velocity 
in AD, vascular dementia (VD) and controls. They found volume flows and MCA flow 
velocities significantly reduced both in AD and vascular dementia (VD) as compared to 
HC.  
Recently, a TCD study was reported in which BFV has been measured in multiple extra- 
and intracranial vascular segments of AD, HC and a small MCI group [18]. In addition to  
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significantly increased pulsatility index (PI) values, they found significantly lowered BFV 
in several extra- and intracranial vascular segments in AD. However, these findings 
were not consistent for all measurement locations and for left and right side, which 
may be due to lack of angle correction compromising reliability of TCD findings. Duplex 
ultrasonography may be more sensitive for detection of BFV and PI differences. None-
theless, these findings indicate that specific sites in the extra- and intracranial circula-
tion are affected in AD. 
In this study, duplex ultrasonography has been applied to systematically evaluate BFVs 
at multiple bilateral sites in both extra- and intracranial arteries of not only AD patients 
and HC, but also patients at risk for AD i.e. MCI patients. Since duplex scanner availabil-
ity in hospitals can be limited, it has been tested whether Duplex BFV findings were 
reproducible with TCD. The aim of our study is to compare  BFV maps constructed of all 
measured intra- and extracranial BFV in different disease stages e.g. AD and MCI as 
compared to HC. Our major research hypothesis is that MCI BFV in extracranial carotid 
vessels and intracranial basal arteries and their branches are intermediate between 
those of AD and HC. 
 

 

2.2 Methods 

 

Study population 

The study population consists of 18 patients with possible/probable AD, 21 MCI pa-
tients and 20 HC. All participants gave informed consent according to the declaration of 
Helsinki. The study was approved by the local ethics committee. 
Patients are selected from the Maastricht Memory Clinic, a university affiliated outpa-
tient clinic for subjects with cognitive impairment [26]. All patients were subjected to a 
standardized assessment at baseline which included a detailed history provided by the 
patient and a psychiatric, neurological, and physical examination, appropriate labora-
tory tests, a neuropsychological assessment, and neuroimaging (CT or MRI) [26].  
AD patients were diagnosed according to the DSM-IV criteria for dementia [1] and 
NINCDS-ADRDA criteria [15]. MCI was defined as having subjective and objective cogni-
tive impairment, no significant impairments in daily living and no dementia. Patients 
living in a nursing home at the start of the study or without a reliable informant were 
excluded from the study.  Also patients with a possible diagnosis of  vascular dementia, 
according to NINDS/AIREN criteria [19] were excluded. Final exclusion criteria were use 
of psychopharmacological medication, abuse of alcohol and/or drugs, diabetes and 
heart disease.  
Participants with a possible stenosis (> 50%) of extra- and/or intracranial vessels as 
assessed by extra and transcranial non-invasive colour duplex investigation were ex-
cluded. Also participants without a temporal  “bone”  window were excluded.  
Healthy subjects were recruited via a pre-existing bank of volunteer subjects of the 
Maastricht Aging Study (MAAS) [11] and were randomly matched for age, sex and edu-
cational level. When entering the study, these subjects were subjected to a neuropsy-
chological assessment, comparable to the AD and MCI patients. 
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Table 1. Demographic data of the study participants 
 

  AD [N=18] MCI [N=21] HC [N=20]       

Characteristics Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean  ± SD   P-val Post hoc 

Age 
 
(Years)  72 ± 7 70 ± 7 70 ± 6 F 0,667  

MMSE  19.7 ± 5.4  27.7 ± 1.4  29.0 ± 1.2  F 0,000 A,B ** 

Heigth (cm) 166 ± 8 167± 8 168 ± 7 H 0,566  

Weight (kg) 73 ± 7 74 ± 12 72 ± 12 H 0,888  

MBP (mmHg) 105 ± 9 101 ± 9 103 ± 12 H 0,412  
Education (%) 

high | med | low 17 | 28 | 56 43 | 14 |43 20 | 35 | 45  χ² 0,270  
Sex (♂ - ♀)

 
 10 - 8 11 -10 9 - 11 χ² 0,797  

F: Anova | χ²: Pearson Chi Square | H: Kruskal-Wallis | A: AD≠MCI | B: AD≠HC  

**: ANOVA with Sidak correction, p<0.001 

 
Demographics of the study population are shown in table 1. Except for MMSE, no 
demographic parameter differed between groups. Relevant neuroimaging data (CT or 
MRI) for the diagnosis of AD or MCI, gathered in the aforementioned regular patient 
care, were also analyzed. Table 2 shows the MRI characteristics for AD and MCI, i.e. 
white matter hyperintensity score (Fazekas WMH) and atrophy measures, i.e. atrophy-
related white matter changes (ARWMC total), global cortical atrophy (GCA) [8] and 
medial-temporal atrophy (MTA) [22].  
 

Table 2. MRI characteristics i.e. white matter and atrophy measures for AD and MCI  
 

  AD [N=18] MCI [N=17]   

MRI characteristics Mean ± SD Mean ± SD  P-val 

Fazekas WMH (0-3)
 
 1,1 ± 0.8 0,9 ± 0,5 M 0,463 

ARWMC total (0-30)
 
 4,9 ± 4,2 4,0 ± 2,9 M 0,757 

GCA (0-3)
 
 1,7 ± 1,0* 0,8 ± 0,7 M 0,014 

MTA (0-4)
 
 3,1 ± 1,2* 2,1 ± 1,4 M 0,032 

  * p< 0.05 

 

Color Duplex Ultrasound Examination 

Extracranial systolic and diastolic BFV were measured bilaterally in the common (CCA: 
proximal, middle and distal), external (ECA) and internal carotid artery (ICA: proximal, 
middle and distal). Measurement locations were chosen equally distant over the trajec-
tory that could be visualized in B-mode resulting in inter-location distances of approxi-
mately 2 cm for the CCA and 1.5 cm for the ICA. Intracranial systolic, mean and diastolic 
BFV were determined bilaterally in the anterior (ACA), middle (MCA) and posterior 
cerebral arteries (PCA, P1 and P2 segment). The MCA was measured at two insonation 
depths with means of 56 mm (D1) and 46 mm (D2).   
Extracranial vessels were also qualitatively screened for the presence of plaques and 
degree of possible stenosis and the CCA also for vessel wall thickening. Intra- and ex-
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tracranial duplex investigations were carried out with a HP Sonos 5500 device using a  
Philips S4  i.e. 2-4 MHz sector array probe and Philips 11-3L i.e. 3-11MHz linear array 
probe, respectively. The experienced ultrasound examiner was blinded to diagnosis. All 
participants were insonated under standard resting conditions (supine position in a 
partly darkened room). Angle-corrected BFV were measured with the sample volume 
expanded over the entire vessel diameter. In several subjects BFV were only measur-
able in part of the vessels or vessel segments or only for left or right side.   

 

Transcranial Doppler ultrasonographpy without B-mode (‘Blind’ TCD) 

Since our duplex examinations were part of a larger study protocol in which dynamic 
cerebral autoregulation was tested as well, also MCA BFV measured with a 2 MHz 
pulsed wave TCD system (Multidop X4, DWL, Sipplingen) were available for our study 
cohort. These recordings were averaged over a 10-minute-interval as representatives 
for ‘blind’ MCA BFV (B-MCA BFV). The MCA was insonated at a mean depth of 48.6 mm 
(std 3 mm, range 44-57mm, N=53)   
 

Statistical Methods 

Data were statistically analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 
version 17.0. Statistical relevant group differences were investigated by independent 
Student t-test and Chi-square analysis. Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) with Sidak 
correction was performed to account for possible confounders. Mann-Whitney-U- tests 
were applied in case parameters were not normally distributed. A p-value < 0.05 was 
regarded as significant. 
 
 

2.3 Results 

 

Extracranial BFV (CCA, ECA and ICA) 

Since age was a significant confounder for right systolic and diastolic BFV in the proxi-
mal ICA, all extracranial BFV were corrected for age in statistical analyses. Systolic and 
diastolic BFV at the proximal site of the ICA were significantly lowered bilaterally in AD 
as compared to HC and MCI (see figure 1). AD and MCI BFV differences remained sig-
nificant when GCA, MTA or ARWMC total were included as confounders. No significant 
differences were found between MCI and HC.  
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Figure 1. Age-corrected left and right side systolic and diastolic ICA BF Velocities (group mean and 

standard error of the mean) as measured on three sites (distal, mid and proximal) in AD, MCI and 

HC. Significance levels according to ANCOVA with Sidak correction: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** 

p<0.005 

 

Discriminant analysis showed that based on left ICA proximal diastolic BFV an 82 % 
correct classification of AD vs. HC was obtained (sensitivity 89%, specificity 75%), 
whereas this was 68% based on right. Similarly, based on left ICA proximal systolic BFV 

82 % was correctly classified as AD vs. MCI (sensitivity 83%, specificity 81%) whereas 
this was 74% for right.  
 
 
Intracranial BFV (ACA, MCA and PCA) 

 

Anterior Cerebral Artery (ACA) BFV 

Right and left ACA BFVs were measured at a mean insonation depth of 70 mm (right 
N=44, range 60-86 mm, left N=42, range 58-79 mm).  A significantly lowered systolic, 
mean and diastolic BFV was found for AD vs. HC only in the right ACA (figure 2). For 
MCI, only a trend was observed towards lower right mean and bilateral diastolic BFV 
compared to HC. Except for left diastolic BFV, mean MCI BFVs were intermediate be-
tween corresponding AD and HC values.  
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Figure 2. Right and left side ACA systolic, mean and diastolic CBFV group means and standard 

errors. Significant differences are found for the right side values between AD and HC ( * p<0.05). 

 

 

Posterior Cerebral Artery (PCA) BFV 

 

Insonation depth P1 (PCA-P1) 
Right and left side PCA-P1 BFVs were measured at a mean depth of 67 mm (N=52, 
range 50-80 mm). Bilateral systolic PCA-P1 BFV were significantly lowered in AD vs. HC 
(figure 3a). In addition, left mean PCA-P1 BFV were significantly lowered for AD vs. HC 
and AD vs. MCI.   
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Figure 3. Right and left side group-averaged PCA-P1 (a) and PCA-P2 (b) systolic, mean and dia-

stolic BFV for AD, MCI and HC (raw values, *p<0.05) 

 
 
Insonation depth P2 (PCA-P2) 
PCA-P2 BFVs were not significantly different between the three groups (see figure 3b). 
Systolic, mean and diastolic PCA-P2 BFVs were also not significantly different from their 
corresponding PCA-P1 values for AD, MCI and HC.  
 
 

Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA) BFV 

Right and left side MCA BFVs were measured at insonation depths D1 and D2 with for 
all subjects D1 > D2. At the left side D2-D1 difference was  -12 ± 5 mm (range: -34 to -4 
mm) and the right side -11.3 ± 5 mm (range -22 to -2 mm). 
 
Insonation depth D1(MCA-D1) 
Since insonation depth was a significant confounder for right systolic, mean and dia-
stolic MCA BFV, all MCA BFV (D1 and D2) values are corrected for insonation depth. 
Systolic, mean and diastolic MCA-D1 BFV were significantly lowered in AD vs. HC bilat-
erally for depth D1 (mean= 56 mm, std= 4 mm, range 45-65 mm ). Also, a bilateral sig-
nificantly lowered systolic MCA-D1 BFV was found for MCI vs. HC, whereas a trend was 
found for mean and diastolic values.  
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Figure 4.  Right and left side group-averaged MCA-D1 (A) and MCA-D2 (B) systolic, mean and 

diastolic BFV (values corrected for confounder insonation depth, ***p<0.005, **p<0.01, *p<0.05) 

 
 
Insonation depth 2 (MCA-D2) 
After correction for the D2 (mean= 45 mm, std=6 mm, range 34-60 mm), no significant 
differences in MCA-D2 BFV were found between groups (figure.4b).  
 
 
TCD “blind” MCA BFV (B-MCA) 
Right and left side B-MCA BFVs were measured at an insonation depth of 48 ± 2.8 mm 
(range 44-57 mm). Significantly lowered left side systolic, mean and diastolic B-MCA 
BFV were found for AD vs. HC (figure 5a), whereas for the right side a significantly low-
ered mean B-MCA BFV and trends for lower systolic and diastolic BFV were observed 
(figure 5b). Compared to MCI, AD BFV showed a trend for lowered left mean and dia-
stolic values, whereas HC BFVs were similar.  
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Fig.5.  Right and left side group-averaged B-MCA systolic, mean and diastolic BFV for AD, MCI and 

HC 

 

 

Overview: BFV map 

Figure 6 gives an overview of the measurements locations (circles) throughout the 
extra- and intracranial circulation. Sites where significant group differences were found 
are indicated by the large black-filled circles. Group-averaged BFV values are shown in 
table 3 with systolic BFV values presented for the extracranial arteries and mean BFV 
values for the intracranial circulation. Notably, significant differences are bilaterally 
found at the proximal measurement site of the ICA, P1 segment of the PCA and depth 
D1 of the MCA (location denoted as M1). In addition, right ACA BFV (location denoted 
as A1) were significantly different between AD and HC, but not  for AD vs. MCI. MCI and 
HC were differentiable on bilateral systolic BFV at the proximal MCA (denoted by addi-
tional encircling). 
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Figure 6. Overview of extra- and intracranial measurement sites. Sites where significantly diffe-

rent BFV values between AD vs. MCI and/or HC were found are indicated by the enlarged black 

filled circles. Encircling of M1 indicates that here also a significant BFV difference between MCI 

and HC is found.  
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Table 3. Overview of extracranial systolic BFV and intracranial mean raw BFV values 
and p-values. 

Location AD MCI HC p-value 

L CCA, prox 77 85 85 <0.394 

R CCA, prox 70 76 68 <0.419 

L CCA, mid 80 91 91 <0.135 

R CCA, mid 76 84 90 <0.085 

L CCA, dist 72 77 76 <0.408 

R CCA, dist 66 76 75 <0.167 

L ECA 71 82 79 <0.228 

R ECA 70 90 84 <0.064 

L ICA, prox 49 70 68 AD-HC, AD-MCI <0.005 

R ICA, prox 48 61 60 AD-HC, AD-MCI <0.05 

L ICA, mid 61 73 72 <0.109 

R ICA, mid 66 72 74 <0.291 

L ICA, dist 63 69 67 <0.629 

R ICA, dist 66 69 66 <0.783 

L ACA 50 52 58 <0.452 

R ACA 45 48 62 AD-HC <0.05, AD-MCI<0.07 

L MCA, prox 47 49 62 AD-HC <0.01, MCI-HC<0.05 

R MCA, prox 47 51 61 AD-HC <0.05 

 
L MCA, dist 43 49 50 <0.372 

R MCA, dist 43 48 52 <0.351 

L PCA P1 28 35 35 AD-HC, AD-MCI <0.05 

R PCA P1 28 37 37 AD-HC, AD-MCI <0.06 

L PCA P2 34 38 37 <0.329 

R PCA P2 35 36 39 <0.635 
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2.4 Discussion 

 

Extracranial Vessels 

Significant age-corrected extracranial BFV differences were found between AD vs. HC or 
MCI bilaterally in the proximal ICA (except for right diastole). No significant differences 
were found between MCI and HC for proximal ICA or between groups for CCA, ECA and 
mid and distal ICA. Proximal ICA BF velocity of AD is a factor 0.75 of MCI or HC (left: 
0.7/right: 0.8), which is similar but slightly higher than the factor 0.6 reported for vol-

ume flow [14]. This difference may be due to the slightly higher MMSE in our AD group 
(20 vs.18) or to the contribution of both velocity and diameter to volume flow. Our 
findings are consistent with those of Roher et al. [18], who also found significantly de-
creased ICA BFVs in AD vs. HC using TCD. Furthermore, sensitivity (83 vs. 82%) and 
specificity (81 vs. 93%) for AD vs. HC classification based on our proximal ICA BFV are 
close to reported values for MRI brain atrophy measures e.g. cortical thickness [3].  
In contrast to proximal findings, mid and distal ICA BFV are similar for all groups. As-
suming no bifurcations along the trajectory between the proximal to distal ICA meas-
urement sites, the ICA diameter in AD may either be dilated at the proximal site or be 
narrowed at the mid and distal site. A pathology involving an enlarged vessel diameter 
is dolichoectasia [21]. Dolichoectasia is a dilatative arteriopathy consisting of an 
enlarged diameter combined with an increased arterial length causing ischemic stroke.  
However, this pathology is often seen in vertebrobasilar arteries and less frequently in 
the (internal) carotid arteries [21, 2]. A reduced distal vessel diameter, on the other 
hand, could be speculated to result from local vessel wall thickening.  As a consequence 
of cerebral amyloid deposition, the cardiovascular system faces increased cerebrovas-
cular resistance possibly leading to cardiovascular compensatory actions to accomplish 
a sufficient blood supply to the brain at the expense of locally increased pressure. Ex-
posure to increased pressure may have evoked a long term adaptive response by thick-
ening of the vessel wall. Another possibility we can not exclude is that geometric and 
tapering differences may be responsible for our findings. These speculations show that  
it is highly recommendable to measure ICA vessel diameters to provide conclusive evi-
dence on this topic.  
Intracranial Vessels 

Right ACA 

Right ACA BFV were significantly decreased in AD compared to HC. Contrary to another 
study investigating ACA BFV [25], we found no significant difference between MCI and 
HC for left ACA and only a trend for right ACA BFV. This may be ascribed to differences 
between Sun and our study regarding the more precise ultrasound modality applied in 
our study (TCD vs. Duplex), insonation depth (60-70 vs. 58-86 mm) or to stricter inclu-
sion criteria for vascular risk factors in our study. Right ACA BFV correlate significantly 
with outcomes of several neuropsychological tests, but this will be discussed in detail in 
another publication.  
PCA P1 and P2 

PCA P1 BFV are bilaterally significantly lowered in AD compared to MCI and HC, 
whereas PCA P2 BFV in AD are similar to MCI or HC. This finding could be interpreted as 
a reduced P1 flow in AD which recovers to ‘normal’ values in P2. However, this is 
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unlikely, since P1 and P2 flow should be approximately equal assuming insignificant 
flow to the posterior communicating artery. Therefore, two hypotheses may explain 
our P1 and P2 BFV findings in AD as compared to MCI or HC: either the diameter of the 
P1-segment must be enlarged or the diameter of the P2-segment reduced compared to 
the normal condition. An enlarged P1 diameter could also be speculated to result from 
intracranial dilatative arteriopathy (dolichoectasia) [17] just as we suggested to explain 
our ICA findings. Dolichoectasia pathophysiology is unknown, but debated to be either 
a cause or a consequence of atherosclerosis. However, described consequences of AD 
pathology for large intracranial arteries are structural alterations such as increased 
atherosclerotic plaques [5]. Plaque deposition resulting from Alzheimer disease is asso-
ciated with reduced vessel diameters and increased vessel stiffness. A reduction of P2 
diameter seems therefore the more obvious explanation for our findings. Still, knowl-
edge of diameter values in AD is required to support either one of the hypotheses. 
MCA D1 and D2  

Our mean BFV on MCA D1 (~56mm) are quite consistent with reported BFV for 20 AD 
(47 vs. 43 cm/s) and 12 HC (59 vs. 61cm/s) measured on a depth of 50-60mm using 
duplex ultrasonography [7]. Regarding MCI vs. HC, we found bilateral systolic BFV to 
differ  significantly on D1. These findings are less pronounced than those of Sun et al. 
[25], who also found mean and diastolic TCD BFV to differ significantly between MCI 
and HC. As discussed for ACA, this may be due to MMSE, duplex vs. TCD use, insonation 
depth or inclusion criteria.  
Similar to PCA findings, MCA D1 BFV is significantly decreased, whereas MCA D2 BFV 
seems preserved in AD. This pattern is also observed for MCI vs. HC for systolic values. 
Postulated BFV hypotheses for P1 vs. P2 may also be applicable to explain MCA D1 vs. 
D2 findings for the different groups. Thus, for the MCA the same theory may apply, i.e. 
distal vessel stiffness is increased in AD and to a lesser extent in MCI, possibly accom-
panied by a diameter reduction.  
Our duplex findings are only partly consistent with TCD findings of Roher et al. [18]. 
They report a significantly lowered right proximal MCA BFV for AD vs. HC and only a 
trend for left side measurements, but they find pronounced BFV differences bilateral at 
the distal MCA site. Although this may be ascribed to the inferior accuracy of TCD in 
comparison to duplex, we can not exclude the possibility that distal BFV are reduced 
since in our findings we also observe a decreasing pattern in the order HC-MCI-AD al-
though differences are not significant.  
Duplex vs. TCD 

Also TCD BFV differed significantly between AD and HC for bilateral mean and left sys-
tolic and diastolic values. However, TCD BFV has been measured at an (group-averaged) 
insonation depth (48 mm), which lies intermediate between the depths adjusted to 
acquire proximal (56mm) and distal (45 mm) MCA BFV by duplex ultrasonography. 
Considering lowered proximal and similar distal duplex BFV in AD as compared to HC, 
the less pronounced group difference in TCD BFV can be speculated either to arise from 
earlier addressed site-specificity of AD pathology or from its methodological inferiority 
compared to duplex. Still, distal duplex BFV may be overestimated in AD due to in-
creased vascular tortuosity which results in excessive angle correction. This suggests 
that TCD findings may reflect rather a pathological than a methodological effect. On the 
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other hand, default receiver gate times and burst lengths of TCD and Duplex systems 

are in the order of 5-7.5 µs, which correspond to quite large sample volumes of ~0.75-
1.2 cm. This implies that the TCD sample volume may have had overlap with distal as 
well as proximal duplex sample volumes, which compromises comparison of TCD vs. 
duplex BFV. Therefore, it is recommended for future studies to measure BFV at exactly 
the same insonation depth with TCD and duplex ultrasonography to evaluate TCD sensi-
tivity.   
Recommendations for future research 

A major disadvantage of ultrasonography is that velocities rather than volume flows 
can be measured in the upper part of the internal carotid artery and the intracranial 
vessels. A possible approach to also assess intracranial volume flows could be started 
by adding volume flow measurement in the cervical arteries to our measurement pro-
tocol. However, to enable volume flow distribution assessment at remote bifurcations 
(i.e. ratio’s for branches, i.e. ICA flow to MCA/ACA flows) diameter values should be 
available. Generic values for cerebral vessel diameters are available for the healthy 
population, but they already vary considerably. Therefore, assessment of generic di-
ameter for the basal intracranial vessels by for example applying MR angiography in a 
large population of Alzheimer patients does not seem an option. An optimal approach 
for patient-specific volume flow assessment would be to combine ultrasonography for 
BFV measurement with MR angiography for diameter measurement. In most clinics, 
MR images are routinely made for all patients with memory complaints to check for 
hippocampus atrophy. Additional MR angiography is feasible although contrast-
enhancement, i.e. a bolus injection, is required. The currently optimal accuracy de-
pends on field of view (FOV) and coil. A FOV of 0.35 x 0.35 x 0.6 mm has been reported 
[4], implying that detection of flow differences of minimally ~3 ml/min are possible 
assuming a BFV of 50 cm/s and detectable diameter change of 0.35mm. In other words, 
the MCA diameter being about 3.1 mm needs to change for example by ~11% to be-
come detectable. Since MR coil development evolves rapidly, resolution will improve 
fast. It is conceivable that acquisition of blood volume flow maps based on combined 
ultrasonographic BFV measurement and MR angiographic diameter detection will be 
sufficiently sensitive to differentiate MCI from AD and HC.   
A follow-up study in our MCI group and monitoring of newly admitted patients with 
memory complaints may reveal whether location-specific BFV decline can predict con-
version to AD. In addition, we strongly recommend prospective studies applying our 
measurement protocol in all MCI patients. An optimal setting would be to extensively 
examine all patients who present themselves at the memory clinic with memory com-
plaints by use of duplex ultrasonography, TCD for comparison and MR angiography. 
Follow-up will reveal which MCI patients have converted to AD and which MCI patients 
are stable. Comparison of baseline BFV between converters and stable MCI patients can 
identify which BFV measurement sites may be predictive for AD development. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

This study provides evidence that BFV differences between AD, MCI and HC measured 
with duplex ultrasonography are location-specific even within a single vessel. AD BFV 
are mainly decreased at proximal sites, but preserved at distal sites. This is highly likely 
to result from AD pathology manifesting by diameter reductions at distal locations. MCI 
BFV measured in the intracranial anterior circulation are in general intermediate be-
tween AD and HC, whereas MCI BFV measured in the extracranial or intracranial poste-
rior circulation are similar to HC. The considerable advantages of ultrasonography for 
clinical practice and the detectable location-specific BFV decline in AD and MCI make it 
worthwhile to implement it as a standard screening tool for MCI patients. Following all 
future MCI patients entering the memory clinic enables comparison of cerebral hemo-
dynamics of MCI converters vs. non-converters.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Dynamic Cerebral Autoregulation in 

patients with Alzheimer’s disease and  
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Abstract 

Cerebrovascular dysfunction plays a role not only in vascular causes of cognitive im-
pairment but also in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). We hypothesized that cerebral autoregu-
lation is impaired in patients with AD compared to patients with mild cognitive impair-
ment (MCI) and control subjects. Dynamic cerebral autoregulation (dCA) was investi-
gated in 17 AD patients, in 19 patients MCI subjects and in 20 controls (C). The 3 groups 
were matched for age, sex and level of education. 
The electrocardiogram and non-invasive finger arterial blood pressure were measured 
and transcranial doppler ultrasonography was used to measure cerebral blood flow 
velocity in right and left middle cerebral artery (MCA). Also cerebrovascular resistance 
index CVRi was computed. dCA in supine position was quantified based on spontaneous 
blood pressure variations by computation of the linear transfer function between arte-
rial blood pressure as input and MCA cerebral blood flow velocity as output resulting in 
transfer function gain and phase. dCA gain and phase were evaluated for different fre-
quency bands of autoregulation. Results were also evaluated using a 3-parameter 
windkessel model (WKM). 
CVRi was significantly higher in AD (2.9±0.2) compared to both MCI (2.3±0.1, p=0.02) 
and C (2.1±0.1 mmHgs/cm, p=0.002). Five MCI patients who converted to AD during the 
course of the study also had higher CVRi compared to non-converters (2.8 ± 0.6 vs. 
mean 2.1 ± 0.5 mmHgs/cm, p<0.05). For all groups no significant differences in dCA gain 
and phase were found. In terms of the WKM approach, in the order C→MCI→AD 
groups showed about equal arterial resistance and peripheral compliance, but in-
creased peripheral vasculature resistance (26±2 vs. 36±3  mmHgs/ml in C resp. AD, 
p=0.004). 
In conclusion, AD patients compared to MCI patients and controls have increased CVRi, 
whereas dCA parameters do not seem to differentiate AD patients. For MCI patients 
CVRi might have predictive value in developing AD. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Dementia is one of the principal neurological disorders in elderly. Recent studies [1-3] 
have indicated that vascular risk factors are involved in the pathogenesis of cognitive 
disorders and dementia. For adequate function, the brain is critically dependent on 
continuous blood supply. Therefore, the cerebral vasculature is endowed with 
neurovascular control mechanisms that assure that the blood supply of the brain is 
commensurate to the energy needs of its cellular constituents. The regulation of cere-
bral blood flow (CBF) during brain activity involves the coordinated interaction of neu-
rons, glia, and vascular cells. Alterations of the vascular regulatory mechanisms may 
lead to brain dysfunction and disease. A more and more emerging view is that cere-
brovascular dysregulation is a feature not only of cerebrovascular pathologies, such as 
stroke, but also of neurodegenerative conditions, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1]. 
First epidemiological studies have shown that risk factors for vascular diseases are im-
portant risk factors for AD [4]. Small ischemic lesions substantially aggravate the de-
mentia [5]. Interaction of cerebral ischemia with AD pathology enhances the clinical 
manifestations of the disease. Moreover, AD patients have more severe atherosclerosis 
in large cerebral arteries at the base of the brain (circle of Willis) than age-matched 
controls without AD [6]. 
AD is the most common form of dementia and is often characterized by deposition of 
amyloid β-peptide in the blood vessels (amyloid angiopathy). Cerebral micro vessels are 
reduced in number and cerebrovascular function is also altered in AD. Resting CBF is 
reduced and the increase in CBF produced by activation (neurovascular coupling) is 
attenuated [7]. The cerebrovascular dysfunction often precedes the onset of cognitive 
impairment suggesting a role in the mechanisms of dementia [1]. Iadecola et al. [1] 
pose a hypothetical time-course of the interplay between vascular dysregulation, neu-
ropathological alterations and decline in brain function in AD. In the latent phase vascu-
lar dysregulation is already apparent when patients are asymptomatic. During the pro-
dromal phase neuropathological alterations begin to manifest and cognitive function 
begins to decline. At this time, cognitive alterations are likely to result from amyloid ß-
peptide (Aß) induced neuronal dysfunction and vascular dysregulation. As the disease 
progresses, the neuropathological changes evolve. Cerebrovascular disease deterio-
rates in parallel with cognitive function, reflecting in addition to Aß induced vascular 
effects, the deleterious cerebrovascular effects of synaptic loss and vascular amyloid. In 
the late phase of the disease, brain function and vascular regulation are maximally 
compromised.  
Cerebral autoregulation (CA) is one of the fundamental properties of the cerebral circu-
lation through which CBF is maintained relatively constant despite variations in mean 
arterial pressure (MAP) within a certain range. To maintain flow in the autoregulated 
range of MAP, cerebral resistance vessels undergo vasoconstriction during hyperten-
sion and vasodilatation during hypotension. Therefore, failure of vasoconstriction 
and/or vasodilatation may result in CA disruption rendering the brain more susceptible 
to fluctuations in MAP. 
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Recently, results were published from a study describing specific abnormalities in AD in 
particular increased vessel flow resistance [8]. Cerebral blood flow was severely com-
promised during dynamic squat-stand procedures, and this was interpreted as reduced 
capability to counteract blood pressure changes in patients with early AD. To our 
knowledge, dynamic cerebral autoregulation (dCA) has not been studied in patients 
with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and compared to AD and controls (C). MCI de-
scribes the transitional phase between normal aging and dementia. Patients with MCI 
are at increased risk for developing AD. Maybe impaired cerebral autoregulation can be 
a marker of developing AD in patients with MCI. Because vascular dysfunction might be 
a precursor of developing dementia it seems worthwhile to investigate parameters of 
vascular function in these groups. 
A common approach to quantify the dynamics of cerebral autoregulation [9-11] is 
transfer function analysis (TFA) of the presumed linear control system with arterial 
blood pressure (ABP) as the input and cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) as the output 
signal. Data analysis methods such as TFA are descriptive techniques quantifying the 
relation between ABP and CBFV without any assumption of the underlying physiology. 
To gain more insight in the results of this analysis with respect to physiological parame-
ters a windkessel model (WKM) proposed by Zhang et al.[12] can be fitted. In this way 
three parameters representing arterial vessel resistance (Ra), peripheral vessel resis-
tance (Rp) and vessel compliance (Cp) can be estimated. 
The objective of this study was to investigate TFA quantified cerebral autoregulation 
using spontaneous blood pressure variations in subjects with AD type dementia, 
MCI/prodromal AD and healthy controls. We hypothesized that dCA is impaired in AD 
patients compared to healthy controls. Additionally, we hypothesized that in MCI, as a 
possible prodromal phase of AD, cerebral autoregulation shows reduced capacity. The 
model approach possibly can be used to identify specific physiological changes. 

3.2 Patients & Methods 

In this study 17 AD patients, 19 MCI patients and 20 matched healthy controls subjects 
(C) were investigated. The groups were matched for age, sex and level of education. 
Patients with AD and MCI were selected from the Memory Clinic of the Maastricht 
University Medical Centre (MUMC). Control subjects were recruited from an existing 
cohort of elderly and through colleagues and personal acquaintances. The Institutional 
Review Board of the MUMC approved the study and all subjects gave written informed 
consent. 
AD patients were diagnosed according to the DSM-IV criteria for dementia [13], and 
NINCDS-ADRDA criteria [14]. Nineteen MCI patients were included. Sixteen of these 
subjects (84%) fulfilled the MCI criteria of Petersen et al.[15], defined as a subjective 
cognitive complaint, objectified by an impaired cognitive performance; no significant 
impairments in daily living and no dementia. According to this definition, 11 subjects 
(69%) had amnestic MCI, operationalized as a score below -1.5 standard deviation on 
the memory domain), and 5 subjects (31%) had non-amnestic MCI, defined as a score 
below -1.5 standard deviation on the non-memory domain (more details are described 
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below). Three subjects were clinically representative for the MCI syndrome, but did not 
reach the threshold of -1.5 SD on the cognitive tests. Exclusion criteria were any so-
matic, psychiatric or neurological disorder that may have caused the cognitive impair-
ment. In addition, patients were excluded if diagnosed with Vascular Dementia, accord-
ing to NINDS/AIREN criteria [16]. Also patients with diabetes and/or cardiovascular 
disease were excluded. Subjects with a stenosis of the common or internal carotid ar-
tery or the middle cerebral artery (MCA) of more than 50%, as detected by extracranial 
and/or transcranial colour-coded duplex, were excluded as were subjects without a 
temporal bone window. 
The electrocardiogram (ECG) and non-invasive ABP were measured using a Task Force 
Monitor (CN Systems, Austria). A transcranial Doppler system (Multidop X4, DWL, Sip-
plingen, Germany) was used to measure CBFV in the main stem of both the right and 
left MCA. Two 2 MHz probes were held in position by a special frame. Patients were in 
supine position with their eyes open during all 15-minute recordings and were breath-
ing spontaneously. Based on analysis of available MRI images of AD (n=17) and MCI 
(n=15) patients scores were obtained for medial temporal lobe atrophy (MTA)[17], 
general cortical atrophy (GCA), age-related white matter changes (ARWMC) and 
Fazekas score [18]. All subjects underwent a neuropsychological assessment. The 
measured cognitive domains included general cognitive functioning (Mini Mental State 
Examination, MMSE) [19], memory (immediate and delayed recall of the Auditory Ver-
bal Learning Test [20] or the story of the Rivermead Behavioral Memory Test [21], 
speed of information processing (Trail Making Test, part A [22]; Stroop, card I and II 
[23]; and Symbol Digit Modality Test [24]), executive functioning (Trail Making Test, 
part B: Stroop, card III), and verbal fluency (fluency animals, 60 seconds) [25]. 
 
Data analysis 

Raw data from the Task Force Monitor were exported to an in-house made acquisition 
and analysis software package (AFOnew version 2.48, IDEE Maastricht ®, the Nether-
lands). An automatic algorithm detected the ECG R-waves and determined the subse-
quent diastolic, mean and systolic blood pressure and corresponding end diastolic, 
mean and peak systolic CBFV. Artefacts were removed manually by linear interpolation. 
The beat-to-beat values of ABP and CBFV were exported to Matlab and resampled at 5 
Hz using spline interpolation [10]. ABP and CBFV were normalized with respect to the 
mean. This resulted in zero-mean signals suited for spectral analysis to estimate the 
transfer function. Estimation of the transfer function was performed as previously de-
scribed [26]. Phase and gain were evaluated for different frequency bands of autoregu-
lation namely Total (0.04-0.11 Hz) , very low frequency VLF (0.04-0.06 Hz), 01 (0.1 Hz) , 
low frequency LF (0.06-0.11 Hz). In order to compare the results (addition JC in abbre-
viations) reported by Claassen et al.[8] with ours, we also computed the different CA 
parameters for the frequency bands  VLFJC (0.02-0.07 Hz), LFJC (0.07-0.2 Hz) and HFJC 
(0.2-0.35 Hz). To be strict in acceptance of data, the coherence threshold applied is 
three times the previously described theoretically derived value [27]. With 15 minute 
recordings this means only recordings with a coherence of at least 0.18 were included. 
Recordings were excluded from further analysis, if nowhere in the frequency range 
below 0.25 Hz a coherence of 0.18 was reached. From fitting the first 5 seconds of the 
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step response function the autoregulation index (ARI) was determined in the same way 
as described previously [27]. 
 
Model description of dCA data 

The layout of the WKM is shown in figure 1. It consists of two resistors and one capaci-
tor. Resistor Ra represents flow resistance for arterioles distal to the MCA. Rp represents 
more peripheral resistance in the microcirculation. Cp represents compliance of the 
microcirculation. The transfer function from pressure ABP to flow CBF can be described 
in the Laplace domain with equation 1: 
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where H is the transfer function between arterial blood pressure (ABP) and cerebral 
blood flow (CBF). Cp is peripheral compliance, Rp is peripheral resistance, Ra is arterial 
resistance and s is the Laplace transform variable. Although the model parameters Cp, 
Rp and Ra are time-invariant system parameters, the transfer function of the model in 
equation 1 describes behaviour in response to blood pressure changes that can be 
related to the estimated transfer function of dCA calculated through cross spectral 
analysis. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Windkessel model consisting of arterial resistance Ra, peripheral resistance Rp and pe-

ripheral compliance Cp with pressure ABP representing arterial blood pressure and CBF cerebral 

blood flow. 

 
To fit the WKM and convert the measured flow velocity into a flow for the model (CBFV 
→ CBF) CBFV has to be multiplied by a cross sectional area A. Therefore, an internal 
MCA diameter of 3 mm was assumed [28], resulting in A of π (1.5)

2
 = 0.0707 cm

2
. This 

assumption obviously introduces noise in the results since not everyone will have a 
MCA caliber of 3 mm. To estimate WKM parameters Ra, Rp and Cp, an error function is 
minimized iteratively using the “fsolve” function in Matlab with a Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm.  
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The error function consists of the set of expressions in equation 2 that represent the 
differences of: 1) TFA and WKM gain in the frequency band from 0.06-0.2 Hz 2) TFA and 
WKM phase in the frequency band from 0.06-0.2 Hz and 3) CVRi and (Ra+Rp)*A. Con-
sequently, for both gain and phase eight data points (in the frequency range 0.06-0.20 
Hz) from the calculated transfer function are compared with corresponding frequency 
WKM values. For CVRi it consists of a single value difference. The fit error was calcu-
lated as the sum of squares of the error function components expressed in equation 3. 
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Statistical analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 
(SPSS) version 16.0 for Windows. Between group data were statistically compared using 
multifactor ANOVA (Sidak correction). Confounders were only included if significant 
correlation existed with the parameter studied. In this case multifactor ANOVA was 
repeated with correction for the confounders. If during the course of the study MCI 
patients convert into Alzheimer’s disease according to the diagnosis criteria, the results 
for these converters will be analysed separately. 

3.3 Results 

In two AD cases coherence was below the threshold of 0.18 at all frequencies up to 
0.25 Hz and these patients were excluded from the results, thus leaving 15 AD patients. 
General subject characteristics are shown in table 1. Age and sex matching between the 
groups was adequate since there were no significant differences. The MMSE was sig-
nificantly lower in AD compared to both MCI and C. Blood pressure values (systolic sBP, 
diastolic dBP and mean mBP) did not differ between the groups. Mean cerebral blood 
flow velocity (mCBFV) data from right and left MCA were pooled as there were no sig-
nificant right-left differences. In AD mCBFV was significantly lower compared to C and 
tended to be lower compared to MCI (p=0.068). CVRi was significantly higher in AD 
compared to both MCI and C. 
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Table 1 General characteristics of subjects with AD, MCI and controls. MMSE =mini mental state 
evaluation, MTA = medial temporal lobe atrophy, sBP, dBP, mBP = systolic, diastolic, mean blood 

pressure, mCBFV = mean cerebral blood flow velocity, CVRi = cerebrovascular resistivity index 

 

 AD (n=15) MCI (n=19) C (n=20)  

Male/female 8/7 11/8 10/10 NS 

Age [year] 72 (2) [58-87] 70 (2) [58-80] 70 (1) [59-78] NS 

Level of Edu-
cation [%] 

    

Lower 53 37 45 NS 

Middle 33 16 35 NS 

Higher 13 47 20 NS 

MMSE 19.8 (1.2) [12-27] 27.6 (0.3) [24-30] 29.0 (0.3) [26-30] 

AD-MCI 
p<0.001 
AD-C 
p<0.001 

MTA > 2 [%] 80 33 no data p=0.011* 

End-tidal CO2 

[%] 
6.0 (0.4) 6.3 (0.2) 5.3 (0.1) 

MCI-C 
p=0.006 

sBP [mmHg] 134 (4) [116-156] 133 (2) [116-150] 133 (3) [107-158] NS 

dBP [mmHg] 89 (2) [78-101] 86 (2) [70-105] 88 (2) [61-104] NS 

mBP [mmHg] 104 (2) [90-119] 101 (2) [88-117] 103 (3) [76-119] NS 

mCBFV 
[cm/s] 

37.3 (2.3) [26-54] 46.6 (2.8) [27-77] 51.0 (2.8) [32-82] 
AD-C 
p=0.003 

CVRi 
[mmHgs/cm] 

2.9 (0.2) 2.3 (0.1) 2.1 (0.1) AD-C 
p=0.002 
AD-MCI 
p=0.02 

All data are presented as mean (SEM) [min max]. 

n=number of subjects, p-values of multifactor Anova with Sidak correction 

* p-value of Mann-Whitney test  
 

 

dCA linear transfer function results 

Table 2 shows a summary of dCA parameters. Figure 2 shows the group averaged gain 
and figure 3 the group averaged phase plots. None of the dCA parameters showed 
significant differences between the groups. Also all other parameters including the dCA 
parameters in the specific frequency bands used by Claassen et al [8], did not reveal 
significant group differences. 
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Table 2 dCA parameters of AD, MCI and controls. ARI = autoregulatory index 
 

 AD (n=15) MCI (n=19) C (n=20) 

CoherenceVLF 0.25 (0.03) 0.27 (0.03) 0.28 (0.03) 

CoherenceLF 0.47 (0.07) 0.53 (0.04) 0.53 (0.03) 

CoherenceTotal 0.38 (0.05) 0.42 (0.03) 0.43 (0.03) 

GainVLF [%/%] 0.85 (0.07) 0.96 (0.08) 1.03 (0.10) 

GainLF [%/%] 1.32 (0.12) 1.51 (0.09) 1.58 (0.11) 

GainTotal [%/%] 1.13 (0.08) 1.29 (0.08) 1.36 (0.09) 

PhaseVLF [rad] 0.85 (0.13) 0.66 (0.06) 0.78 (0.11) 

PhaseLF [rad] 1.00 (0.09) 0.94 (0.06) 0.84 (0.05) 

PhaseTotal [rad] 0.94 (0.09) 0.83 (0.05) 0.81 (0.06) 

ARI 6.1 (0.2)  5.8 (0.2)  5.5 (0.2)  

All data are presented as mean (SEM). n=number of subjects. 

No significant differences with multifactor Anova with Sidak correction 
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Figure 2 Group average gain spectrum for AD (solid), MCI (dashed) and C (dotted). 
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Figure 3 Group average phase spectrum for AD (solid), MCI (dashed) and C (dotted). 

 

Model description 

Estimation of the WKM parameters was successful in all recordings. Table 3 summarizes 
the three model parameters for the three groups. Peripheral resistance Rp was signifi-
cantly increased in AD compared to C. MCI was in between AD and C without significant 
differences to either of them. Entering the WKM parameters from table 3 in equation 1, 
gain and phase can be calculated respectively as the modulus and argument of the 
transfer function H. Plots of gain and phase versus frequency are shown in figure 4 and 
5 showing no significant difference between groups. 
 

Table 3 Windkessel model parameters of subjects with AD, MCI and controls 

 AD (n=15) MCI (n=19) C (n=20)  

Ra 
[mmHgs/ml] 

5.6 (0.7) [2-10] 4.9 (0.4) [2-9] 5.2 (0.5) [0-11] NS 

Rp 
[mmHgs/ml] 

36 (3) [21-59] 29 (2) [16-52] 26 (2) [14-48] AD-C 
p=0.004 

Cp 
[ml/mmHg] 

0.24 (0.02) 
[.12-.44] 

0.25 (0.02) [.13-
.47] 

0.29 (0.04) [.13-
.98] 

NS 

Fit error εfit 2.1 (0.5) [0.4-7] 1.3 (0.3) [0.04-5] 1.7 (0.5) [.3-10] NS 
All data are presented as mean (SEM) [min max]. n=number of subjects. 

P-values of multifactor Anova with Sidak correction 
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Figure 4 Gain plots for WKM group averaged parameters for AD (solid), MCI (dashed) and C (dot-

ted). 
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Figure 5 Phase plot for WKM group averaged parameters for AD (solid), MCI (dashed) and C (dot-

ted) 

 

Correlations 

Significant correlations between autoregulation parameters and subject characteristics 
are shown in table 4. To see if covariates exist for autoregulation parameters and to 
investigate dependencies between parameters bivariate correlations were calculated 
between general subject characteristics and autoregulation parameters. For continuous 
parameters (e.g .blood pressures) Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated and 
for MRI parameters with only a few levels Spearman’s correlation coefficient was calcu-
lated. In 4 MCI cases no MRI data was present. Comparing groups incorporating signifi-
cant covariates did not show additional significant differences between groups nor did 
it abolish pre-existing significant differences.  
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Table 4 Significant Pearson (for sBP, dBP and mBP = systolic, diastolic and mean blood 
pressure) and Spearman (for GCA = general cortical atrophy, MTA = medial temporal 

lobe atrophy and MTA right) correlation coefficients between autoregulation parame-
ters and general subject characteristics 

 

 sBP dBP mBP GCA MTA MTA 
right 

 n=54 n=54 n=54 n=30 n=30 n=30 

GainLF [%/%]       
GainTotal [%/%]       
PhaseVLF [rad] 0.28 *      
PhaseLF [rad] 0.37 ** 0.31 * 0.35 **    
PhaseTotal [rad] 0.41 ** 0.29 * 0.36 **    
ARI 0.29 *  0.28 *    
CVRi [mmHgs/cm] 0.28 * 0.36 **  0.38 * 0.43 * 0.49 ** 
Ra [mmHgs/ml]    0.41 * 0.46 * 0.49 ** 
Rp [mmHgs/ml] 0.30 * 0.37 ** 0.36 **    
Cp [ml/mmHg]      0.38 * 

* p<0.05, ** p <0.001 
 
 
Conversion of MCI into AD 

Since the beginning of the study five of the MCI patients have converted into AD. Post 
hoc we analysed if certain parameters could predict this conversion. We tested all pa-
rameters using a Mann-Whitney test for the converted (n=5) and non-converted (n=14) 
MCI patients. Only mCBFV (35 ± 5 vs. 51 ± 11 cm/s, p<0.01) and CVRi were significantly 
different (2.8 ± 0.6 vs. mean 2.1 ± 0.5 mmHgs/cm, p<0.05) for converted versus non-
converted MCI patients.  

3.4 Discussion and conclusions 

In this study we found reduced mCBFV and correspondingly elevated CVRi in AD pa-
tients compared to matched controls. Also compared to MCI CVRi is significantly ele-
vated in AD. It has been argued that reduction in CBF in AD could be explained by loss 
of brain tissue due to the neurodegenerative processes, or by a reduction in brain 
metabolic demand that parallels cognitive decline [29]. We found increased medial 
temporal lobe atrophy in AD compared to MCI, which could support the relation be-
tween loss of brain tissue and reduced cerebral blood flow. Also, recent fMRI data in 
MCI and AD are beginning to reveal relationships between abnormalities of functional 
activity in the medial temporal lobe memory system and in functionally connected 
brain regions [30]. Since inclusion of AD and MCI subjects in our study was from an 
existing cohort of the Memory Clinic in our hospital, MRI data was sometimes acquired 
at an earlier stage compared to the autoregulation tests. Only in nine subjects auto-
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regulation tests were performed within one year from the MRI acquisition date. While 
disease progresses this could have blurred the correlation between atrophy and auto-
regulation data. 
From the group of MCI patients, during the course of this study, five converted to AD. 
The results for this subgroup compared to the non-converted MCI patients showed 
mCBFV to be significantly lower and CVRi to be significantly higher. Although the num-
ber of converters is small this strongly suggests the value of these parameters in the 
diagnosis of AD. It could therefore be worthwhile to evaluate the value of screening 
elderly and specifically MCI patients for these parameters. 
No significant differences were found between the groups for dCA. This is in corre-
spondence with findings of Claassen et al.[8] for spontaneous fluctuations of blood 
pressure. However, they did show differences in gain during squat-stand maneuvers. 
They also showed increased spectral power in blood pressure and CBFV during these 
maneuvers. It could therefore be necessary to induce stronger challenges to the control 
of cerebral blood flow for changes in cerebral autoregulation to become apparent. By 
inducing stronger challenges such as squat-stand maneuvres maybe also differences 
between MCI and C might appear. New extensive and long term prospective research is 
needed to investigate this theory and to study the development from MCI into AD in 
relation to dCA parameters. 
Although we included roughly twice the amount of subjects as Claassen et al. [8] did, 
the study might be underpowered to show differences in autoregulation parameters 
with spontaneous blood pressure variations in supine rest. Using the results from this 
study the group size needed to show significant differences between AD and C could be 
estimated. A  sample size analysis for GainLF shows that two to three times as many 
subjects are needed to show possible significant differences (p<0.05) between AD and C 
with 80 % power. 
The windkessel model parameters that were fitted with the transfer function results 
show that the differences between AD, MCI and C groups are specific for the peripheral 
vasculature, since the arterial resistance Ra did not differ between the groups. The pe-
ripheral resistance Rp is increased in AD compared to controls. This is in accordance 
with the increased CVRi we found. Bateman et al. [31] also found increased resistance 
in AD using MRI to quantify cerebral haemodynamics. They also found compliance to be 
significantly lower (about 20 %) in AD compared to controls. We found compliance in 
AD to be 17 % lower than in controls, which was not significant. Our results therefore 
do not provide evidence for additional benefit of using the windkessel model over sim-
ply determining CVRi. CVRi is much easier to determine and could prove its value in the 
multidimensional diagnosis of AD. With a correlation between CVRi and Rp of 0.97 the 
parameters show to be almost identical. 
The autoregulation parameters phase and ARI have positive correlations with blood 
pressure parameters, whereas autoregulation gain does not correlate with blood pres-
sure. Apart from autoregulation, vascular compliance also elicits flow phase lead with 
respect to pressure due to fundamental hemodynamic behaviour of elastic tubes. As 
Zhang et al. showed, in the WKM for low values of Cp a positive correlation with phase 
exists and for high values of Cp it is negatively correlated with phase [12]. We found no 
correlation between Cp and blood pressure and therefore the correlation between 
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phase, ARI and blood pressure seems to be determined by direct influence of blood 
pressure. So, the higher blood pressure the faster autoregulation performs showing 
cerebral autoregulation seems to adjust adequately to higher levels of blood pressure. 
CVRi and Rp also positively correlate with blood pressure. For CVRi this can be easily 
explained by the formula used to calculate it. Rp, which is the only windkessel model 
parameter that significantly differs between AD and C, is strongly correlated with CVRi 
and therefore seems to reflect best the differences in CVRi among these groups also 
indicating that vascular pathology manifests predominantly in the smaller arterioles. 
CVRi and the windkessel parameters Ra and Cp positively correlate specifically with right 
medial temporal lobe atrophy, whereas CVRi and Ra also correlate with the MTA aver-
age, but less strong. This side specific correlation is difficult to explain, but could indi-
cate lateralisation of pathological cognitive function. 
Of course the autoregulation parameters evaluated in this study will never be a single 
diagnostic parameter identifying which MCI patient will develop Alzheimer’s disease 
and which one doesn’t, but these parameters could help in determining the influence 
of vascular components in the disease spectrum of cognitive disorders and together 
with other factors could disentangle the complex relationship between cerebral blood 
flow and cognition. A multidisciplinary approach is needed to study vascular cognitive 
impairment [32]. We also performed extensive duplex and neuropsychological investi-
gations. These results will be published in successive papers. 
 
Limitations 

TCD measures only relative velocity instead of absolute flow due to the unknown vessel 
diameter and insonation angle. Therefore, the assumed diameter of 3 mm for the WKM 
parameters increases noise and could mask differences in e.g. compliance. 
The small number of patients in this study could limit the power to show significant 
differences. For the autoregulation parameter GainLF gain a post hoc analysis showed 
that at least twice the number of subjects would be needed to show a significant differ-
ence for this parameter. Since the recruitment was from an existing cohort of both AD 
and MCI the MRI data were not always acquired within the same time frame as the 
autoregulation measurement were performed. In only 9 patients the MRI was acquired 
maximally one year before the autoregulation test. This means that the condition of the 
cerebrovascular system could have been worsened with respect to the MRI results.   
Medication can influence the relation between disease groups and their cerebrovascu-
lar results. Therefore, use of psychopharmacological medication was an exclusion crite-
rion. Medication use was asked and almost every AD patient used a cholinesterase 
inhibitor. Due to ethical reasons this could not be stopped for the present study. A few 
AD patients (12%) and MCI patients (32%) used statins, which could influence autoregu-
lation performance. 
 
Conclusion 

This is the first study comparing cerebral autoregulation in three subject groups namely 
AD, MCI and matched controls in which distinct changes in cerebral hemodynamics in 
patients with AD were observed. Increased cerebrovascular resistance is found, possi-
bly due to enhanced vasoconstriction in AD. CVRi values for MCI showed to be in be-
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tween AD and controls but not significantly different from controls. In MCI decreased 
mCBFV and increased CVRi might be prognostic factors for developing AD. CVRi shows 
to be an easy to determine parameter and could be of value in the multidimensional 
diagnosis of AD. 
Linear transfer function analysis of cerebral autoregulation may be used as a tool to 
characterise the cerebrovascular dynamics in AD and particularly in MCI patients, but 
probably the control of cerebral blood flow needs to be more strongly provoked by 
inducing greater blood pressure variability. Regarding the latter, future studies should 
evaluate the predictive power of such measurements with regard to the development 
of MCI into AD. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Neurovascular Coupling after Experience 

of Preeclampsia or Eclampsia. 
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 Abstract 

Several studies provide evidence for altered cerebral hemodynamics during 
(pre)eclampsia. Whether (pre)eclampsia has a persistent negative impact on cerebral 
hemodynamics possibly contributing to an elevated risk of premature stroke, is un-
known. The aims of this study were 1.To refine and apply a control system-based 
method previously introduced by Rosengarten to quantify the visually-evoked blood 
flow response of the posterior cerebral artery (PCA), and 2. To test the hypothesis with 
this method that cerebral hemodynamics in women with a recent history of (pre)-
eclampsia is abnormal relative to that in parous controls. Hereto, we recorded cerebral 
blood flow velocity (CBFV) in the PCA by transcranial Doppler sonography during cyclic 
visual stimulation in 15 former preeclamptics (PE), 13 former eclamptics (E) and 13 
controls (C). The typical CBFV response was fitted with the step response of a 2

nd
-order-

linear model enabling quantification by parameters K (gain), ζ (damping), ω (natural 
frequency), Tv (rate time), and Td (time delay). The method refinement introduced here 
consisted of response filtering before quantification and of considering individual in-
stead of group averaged response patterns. Application of this refinement reduced the 

fitting errors (1.4 ± 1.2 vs. 3.2 ± 1.8, p<0.01). Inter-group differences in model parame-
ters were not found. Although statistically not significant, a trend was observed that 

critical damping (ζ>1) occurred more frequently in the combined PE+E group than in C 

(7 of 28 vs.1 of 13, p=0.16). Critical damping (ζ>1) reflects an abnormal response, which 

is either compensated for by a rise in rate time (“intermediate”; ζ>1; Tv > 20) or remains 

uncompensated (“sluggish”; ζ>1; Tv < 20). Critical damping increased significantly 
(p=0.039) with (pre-)eclampsia-to-test-interval in patients with abnormal responses 

(ζ>1), suggesting (pre)eclampsia might induce diminishing cerebral hemodynamic func-
tion over time. Based on a system-analytical classification approach, the study data 
provide evidence for individual CBFV responses to be abnormal in former (pre)-
eclamptics compared to controls. Further study is needed to reveal how the abnormal 
CBFV response classification reflects cerebrovascular dysfunction. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 

Formerly (pre)eclamptic women have a five times higher chance to die from cerebral 
hemorrhage [4] and three to nine year shorter life expectancy [1] than women who had 
uneventful pregnancies only. Whether this predisposition of former patients is related 
to a common denominator such as e.g. abnormal cerebral hemodynamics is unclear.  
Preeclampsia is a hypertensive pregnancy complication triggered by endothelial dys-
function. The syndrome is defined by the concomitant presence of pregnancy-induced 
hypertension and de-novo pathologic proteinuria [13]. Abnormal renal, hepatic and 
clotting function often accompany the disorder, with occasionally also the presence of  
neurological symptoms such as visual disturbances and headache [6]. The development 
of seizures or coma unrelated to other cerebral conditions indicates progression of 
preeclampsia to “eclampsia”, the most severe complication of preeclampsia. 
(Pre)eclampsia has been shown to affect the cerebral perfusion [8, 16]. The cerebral 
circulation during (pre)eclampsia is often evaluated using Transcranial Doppler Ultra-
sonography (TCD). This technique is widely used to estimate the cerebral perfusion, as 
it is noninvasive, cost-effective and has a better time-resolution than, e.g. fMRI or PET 
[5]. Several TCD studies provide evidence for altered cerebral hemodynamics [2, 8, 9, 
16] and impaired cerebral autoregulation [7] during (pre)eclampsia. 
Although symptoms of preeclampsia, like visual disturbances such as seeing flash lights, 
and other cerebral perfusion-related complaints (e.g. headache) usually disappear 
postpartum, it is conceivable that the preeclampsia-related endothelial damage persists 
subclinically for a prolonged period. Functional evaluation of visual neurovascular cou-
pling (NVC), which represents the control mechanism that adjusts the local blood flow 
to the metabolic demand of the visual cortex, provides an estimate of the cerebral 
hemodynamics and indirectly, of the cerebral endothelial function.  
The objectives of this study were 1.To refine and apply a 2

nd
-order linear-model-based 

method to quantify the visually-evoked blood flow response of the posterior cerebral 
artery (PCA), and 2.To use this method for testing the hypothesis that cerebral hemo-
dynamics in women with a recent history of (pre)eclampsia is abnormal relative to that 
in parous controls. To this end, we estimated the NVC function at least 3 months post-
partum in 2 groups of either healthy formerly preeclamptic or eclamptic women who 
fully recovered from their complicated pregnancy, and compared the results which 
those obtained in a reference group of healthy parous controls.  
 
 

4.2 Patients and methods 

 

Patients 

We assessed the NVC in three groups, i.e. two patient groups of former preeclamptics 
(PE, n=15) and formerly eclamptics (E, n=13), respectively, and a reference group of 
healthy parous controls (C, n=13). The controls were matched with the patient groups 
for age, BMI and time elapsed between delivery and measurement session. The study 
was approved by the Institutional Review Board and all participating subjects gave 
written informed consent. Former preeclamptic and eclamptic women were obtained 
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from the database of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology of the University 
Hospital Maastricht. The inclusion criteria for the pre-eclamptic group were a recent 
history (elapsed time: 0.25-6 years) of a pregnancy complicated by preeclampsia, de-
fined as de-novo hypertension (>140/90 mmHg) and pathological proteinuria after 20

th
 

week of pregnancy [13]. Women enrolled in the eclampsia group had a recent history 
of a pregnancy (elapsed time: 0.25-6 years) complicated by eclampsia, defined as the 
de-novo development of seizures during pregnancy. We only included subjects older 
than 18 years at the time of pregnancy in any of the study groups. Controls had an 
uncomplicated pregnancy in their recent history, and were matched with the patient 
groups with respect to age, BMI and the length of the period between delivery and 
measurement (birth-to-test-interval). Women with a history of chronic hypertension, a 
renal, metabolic, neurological or cerebrovascular disorder, the use of statins, or the 
presence of a new pregnancy, were excluded from this study. In addition, women were 
only evaluated after resumption of the menstrual cycle and discontinuation of breast 
feeding. Table 1 lists the demographic and clinical features (mean and standard devia-
tion) of the two patient subgroups and the controls. 

 
Flow recording method 

TCD measurements were performed using a Multidop X 4 Doppler device (® DWL, Sip-
plingen, Germany). A 2MHz probe was mounted on a headband and cerebral blood 
flow velocity (CBFV) was measured in the P2 segment of the PCA. From the envelope of 
the cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) signal, we used the beat-to-beat peak systolic 
CBFV-values for analysis. The Doppler device was coupled to the measurement com-
puter, the Task Force Monitor (® CNSystems, Graz, Austria) enabling concomitant re-
cording of CBFV, ECG and arterial finger blood pressure.   

 

Visual stimulus paradigm 

Data were recorded during repetitive cycles of visual stimulation using a colored car-
toon video on an LCD-screen. Each cycle consisted of 40 seconds visual stimulus “on” 
and 20 seconds visual stimulus “off” (black screen). Switching between these visual-
stimulus phases was signaled by an audible tone. Subjects were instructed to close their 
eyes during the stimulus-off periods. This blocked stimulus paradigm was applied for 
approximately 10 minutes until at least 10 usable (i.e. artifact-free by visual inspection) 
cycles for every subject were recorded.  

 
Data processing 
Peak-systolic CBFV was used for analysis to minimize artifacts and to make optimal use 
of signal quality [10]. Since non-equidistant beat-to-beat data were used as input, first 
linear interpolation and resampling (with 5 Hz) were applied to obtain equidistant data 
points with sufficient time resolution (0.2 sec). Absolute CBFV values were transformed 
into relative CBFV changes using equation (1): 
 

100%
V
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=       (1) 
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where ∆V represents the % change in CBFV relative to baseline, V the peak systolic 
blood flow velocity during the stimulation cycle and Vbaseline the mean peak systolic 
baseline blood flow velocity during the 10 seconds rest period preceding stimulation. 
The TCD data of 10 visual stimulation cycles were stimulus-locked averaged to obtain a 
characteristic PCA CBFV response for each subject.  
 

Response quantification  

We considered the PCA NVC-response as a so-called “step response of a 2
nd

-order-
linear system” as proposed by Rosengarten [11] for the description of dynamic NVC 
responses. Fitting this step response enables quantification of the measured PCA NVC 
response by a specific set of system parameters. This quantification method was previ-
ously used by Tiecks [15] to describe cerebral autoregulation and later adapted to 
neurovascular coupling by Rosengarten [10, 11]. The model used here can be described 
in the Laplace domain with the following transfer function: 
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where K represents the gain, ω  the natural frequency, Tv  the rate time, ζ  the damping 
and Td  the time delay. In terms of the response, K specifies the mean % CBFV differ-

ence between the “stimulus-off” and “stimulus-on” periods, whereas ω characterizes 
the oscillation of the control system as if it were undamped. Tv modulates the initial 

flow response and ζ  describes the damping of the system. In literature parameter ζ  is 
also referred to as attenuation or damping ratio, however in this publication the term 
damping is used consistently.  Finally, Td is the time delay between stimulus onset and 
flow response start. 
 
Refinement  

So far, the method explained here is consistent with procedures previously reported. 
However, we changed two aspects of this method. First, we filtered the characteristic 
NVC response before fitting it with the model, using an advanced time-variant low-pass 
filtering procedure based on a technique known as smoothness-priors (SP). Previously, 
this technique has been applied successfully for high-pass filtering or detrending of 
physiological signals [14].  Here, we employed low pass filtering with a time-varying cut-

off frequency of 0.2 Hz (λ =25), which resulted in removal of high frequencies and still 
provided an optimal track of the low frequency NVC response. To avoid interference of 
SP-filtering, the low pass cut-off frequency f (0.2Hz) was chosen far outside the range (> 
mean + 10 standard deviations) of reported literature values for the NVC response 

natural frequency ω (0.23 ± 0.06 rad/s corresponding to f = 0.04 ± 0.01 Hz; Rosengarten 
2001a). Second, we evaluated individual rather than group-averaged responses. 
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Hereto, every individual SP-filtered response was fitted with the system transfer func-
tion according to equation (2) using the least square error technique. We performed all 
data analysis using the mathematical software program Matlab (® The Mathworks Inc., 
Natick, MA, USA). Figure 4.1 illustrates a typical response and accessory fitted step 
response. 

 
Statistics 

We compared the system parameters between groups using the non-parametric 
Kruskal-Wallis test using a cut-off value of 0.05 to indicate a statistically significant 
difference. Where applicable, we additionally compared group medians with one an-
other using the Mann-Whitney-U test or group incidences using the Fisher Exact Test. 
The influence of SP-filtering on the fitting errors was tested with the Wilcoxon signed 
ranks test. A linear regression analysis was conducted to investigate the effect of po-
tential explanatory variables on the system parameters.  

 

 
Figure 4.1. Example of smoothed response (filtered response) and its model-fitted step 

response (step response) 

 

 

4.3 Results 

 
The methodological refinement of filtering the characteristic responses before fitting 
them with the model resulted in smoothed response curves, which still track the trend 
of their original response accurately. A representative example is shown in figure 4.2. In 

all cases pre-analysis filtering reduced the fitting error (1.4 ± 1.2 instead of 3.2 ± 1.8, 
Wilcoxon signed ranks test, p<0.01) between the fitted step response and the meas-
ured response. The second adjustment in our approach, i.e. considering individual 
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rather than group-averaged responses, enabled us to detect incidence differences be-
tween groups. 
 

 
Figure 4.2. Example of a measured response with its high-frequency signal content separated 

from its low-frequency signal content by SP-filtering. The low-frequency signal content represents 

the trend of the original response. 

 
 

Table 1 lists the demographic characteristics of all participants subdivided over two 
patients - and one control group. Both patient groups differed from the control group 
by a shorter gestation, a lower birth weight, and a lower parity, but were comparable 
with the control group with respect to age, BMI and time elapsed between delivery and 
the NVC measurement. 

 
Table 1. Demographics and outcome of preceding pregnancy of the participants in the 

two patient subgroups (PE and E) and control group (C). * p < 0.05 

 C  (N = 13) PE  (N = 15) E  (N = 13) 

age (years)  33  ±  3 31  ±  4 33  ±  3 

BMI during testing (kg/m
2
)  24  ±  3 24  ±  3 26  ±  3 

Interval birth to test (months) 24  ± 14 19  ± 12 29  ± 19 

Primipara during testing  23% (3/13) 60% (9/15) 46% (6/13) 

Gest. age at birth (weeks)  39  ±  1 30  ±  2* 32  ±   5* 

Neonatal weight (g)  3383  ±  368 1051  ±  315* 1812  ±  1055* 

A typical normal NVC response curve is characterized by an initial fast upstroke, a 
transient modest overshoot which then stabilizes (or saturates) at a higher plateau (fig. 
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4.1). After filtering of the response curve, we fitted for each participant the NVC re-
sponse with the step response of a 2

nd
 order transfer function (fig. 7.1) to obtain 5 

model parameters defining their individual NVC response curve. The obtained values 
for the model parameters are listed per group in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Hemodynamic outcomes and model parameter values averaged over the sub-

ject group (C, PE, E). 

MODEL PARAMETERS C (N=13) PE  (N=15) E (N=13) 

Gain K  28 ± 7 24 ± 9 24 ± 6 

Damping ζ  0.6 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.3 

Natural frequency ω (rad/s)  0.23 ± 0.08 0.21 ± 0.08 0.25 ± 0.11 

Rate time Tv (s)  4.8 ± 7.8 11.0 ± 16.7 5.8 ± 6.6 

Time delay Td (s)  0.4 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.6 

Fit error (%) 1.9 ± 1.8 1.1 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.7 

 

Damping parameter ζ and rate-time parameter Tv describe the dynamic behavior of the 
NVC response. In case of a normal response with both overshoot and saturation, these 
parameters were noted to be < 1 and < 20, respectively. In 12 of 13 controls, 11 of 15 
former preeclamptics and 10 of 13 former eclamptics, we encountered a normal NVC 
response curve. Conversely, deviant response behavior (absence of overshoot or ab-

sence of saturation) was accompanied with a ζ higher than 1, which is known from 
control system theory to indicate critically overdamping. Such an abnormal response 
was observed 3 times more often in former patients (7 of 28) than in controls (1 of 13) 
(Fisher Exact Test, p = 0.16). 
By taking the rate time Tv into account, the 8 critically overdamped response curves 
could be further differentiated in intermediate (Tv > 20) responses, corresponding to 
curves which lack of saturation, and sluggish responses (Tv < 20), representing re-
sponses without an overshoot. This led to a subdivision of the critically overdamped 
curves in a group of 5 intermediate responders (3 PE, 1 E, 1C) and 3 sluggish responders 

(1 PE, 2 E). Plotting the combinations of dynamic model parameters ζ and Tv for all 41 
subjects illustrates how the two critically-overdamped response types, i.e. intermediate 
and sluggish, are distributed in our study population (fig. 7.3).  The three displayed 
sections in this plot were obtained by adding two standard deviations (Table 2) to the 

mean value of each parameter for the control group. This resulted in a limit of 1 [0.6 + 

2 * 0.2] for ζ, and  20 [4.8 + 2 * 7.8] for Tv .  Section I (ζ < 1; Tv < 20) contains the normal 

responders (n=33), section II the 5 intermediate responders (ζ > 1; Tv < 20) and section 

III the 3 sluggish responders (ζ > 1; Tv > 20). The section-averaged responses, i.e. the 
responses resulting from averaging all responses per section, are shown in figure 4.4. In 
contrast to the section-averaged responses, the group-averaged responses, averaged 
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per patient group (PE, E or C), show no dissimilarities. All of them have a typical normal 
course with a modest overshoot and subsequent saturation. 

It is conceivable that changes in model parameters and in particular damping ζ and 
slope Tv may be related to other (patho)physiological factors. For this reason we evalu-

ated ζ  and Tv  behavior versus age and PE/E-to-test-interval. Damping ζ increased sig-
nificantly (p=0.039) with PE/E-to-test-interval in the PE+E patients with abnormal re-

sponses (ζ>1), while in the controls no relation was found with the post-pregnancy 
period.  
Finally, we compared the mean model parameters and additional physiological meas-
ures of both patient groups with those in the control group (Table 2). Arterial blood 
pressure, heart rate, CBFV and the mean values for the model parameters in neither of 
the two patient groups differed significantly from the corresponding values in the con-
trol group.  
 
 

4.4 Discussion 

 

In this study we defined the NVC response curve on the basis of  5 model parameters, 
which were generated by fitting a 2

nd
 order linear model to experimentally obtained 

NVC-responses. By separating the slow response of interest from superimposed higher 
unwanted frequencies, we successfully applied a novel signal analytical technique - 
called smoothness priors (SP) - to   NVC responses. Considering both the balance be-
tween accurate tracking of the original response and adequate noise reduction in rela-

tion to literature values for NVC natural frequency ω, a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz (cor-

responding to λ = 25) was chosen for SP-filtering. Since the range of natural frequencies 

found in this study, ( ω = 0.25 ± 0.11 rad/s or f = 0.04 ± 0.02 Hz ; eclampsia group), does 
not overlap the applied low pass filter frequency of 0.2 Hz  no relevant interference 
from SP-filtering on the low pass NVC response is present. Therefore, the 0.2 Hz cut-off 
frequency choice is justified. After SP-filtering, we obtained a smoothed NVC response 
for each participating subject, which was then fitted with the step response of the 
model to obtain a specific set of quantitative parameters. SP-filtering resulted in re-
duced fitting errors between the original response and fitted step response. In agree-
ment with a recent study by Rosengarten [12], we found that the presence of the dif-
ferentiating term in the model (Tvs) plays a crucial role in reducing the fit error. 
As opposed to the approach of comparing the group-averaged NVC response between 
patient groups, we classified the individual NVC response curves into 3 categories (fig. 
4.3) based on visual recognized differences and on the values of the 2 model parame-

ters ζ and Tv. In the model expression of the normal response curve (fig 1), damping 

parameter ζ and rate-time parameter Tv are always < 1 and < 20, resp. In the limited 

literature describing NVC response parameters, the normal value for ζ and Tv are < 1 

and < 13, resp. [10]. In this study the upper limit for a normal ζ was similar, but the one 

for Tv was higher (20 vs. 13). Using - together with a ζ < 1 - a cut-off value of 13 for a 
normal Tv would not have altered our current classification (fig. 4.3).  
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Figure 4.3. Classification of the responses based on model parameters rate time Tv and damping 

ζ. Damping ζ > 1 reflects critically overdamping and differentiates - with parameter Tv - between 

the three observed response types. 

 

When considering the group-averaged responses of the PE, E and C-group, differ-
ences between the groups can neither be detected by visual recognition nor by model 
parameter values. In contrast, evaluating the responses on an individual base disclosed 
different response types (fig. 4.4) as well as different incidences of these response 
types in patients relative to controls. This information is filtered and by that eliminated 
in case of group-averaging.   

Figure 4.4. The section-averaged responses normalized on the mean value of the last 10 seconds 

of stimulation: normal (section I, n=33), intermediate (section II, n=5) and sluggish (section III, 

n=3). 
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As mentioned before, we identified normal (fig 4.3 sec I, fig 7.4) and critically-

overdamped (ζ >1) responses, the latter either being compensated (intermediate) or 
uncompensated (sluggish) (fig 4.3 sec II, sec III resp. and fig 4.4). The intermediate re-
sponse, observed in 5 of 8 subjects (3 PE, 1 E, 1C), differs from normal by failure of the 
overshoot to return to the new plateau within the stimulation period. The sluggish 
response, observed in the other 3 subjects (1 PE, 2 E) differs from normal by the com-
plete absence of an overshoot and late saturation.   
A major point of discussion is the value and interpretation of this control system ap-
proach with regard to (patho-)physiology of cerebrovascular NVC reactivity.  Neurovas-
cular coupling adjusts cerebral blood flow to cerebral metabolic activity. It is a complex 
mechanism of neuronal and vascular interactions [3]. Simplification and description of 
such a mechanism by an analytical model approach might enable the development of 
new insights.  
The presentation of the visual stimulus is considered to be a step input for this control 
mechanism and the corresponding PCA flow its step output reaction. The interjacent 
input-output system, which includes the (micro)vasculature of the reacting visual corti-
cal areas, is modeled as a second order transfer function incorporating parameters gain 

K, natural frequency ω , damping ζ and rate time Tv. This approach, however, allows no 
conclusions about the possible underlying physiological mechanisms of the neurovascu-
lar coupling.  A major aspect of NVC is feedback control. This feedback control system 
should have the transfer function properties given by equation (2). A second order 
model incorporating both feedback and adherence to this requirement is schematically 
shown in fig. 4.5. It consists of a first-order vascular plant which is controlled by propor-
tional-plus-integral control. In this model the error signal between the actual NVC out-
put signal and the step input is processed by Proportional (Gain) and Integrative action 
(PI control), the sum of which is input for a first order plant (FOP ). FOP represents the 
properties of the (micro)vasculature of the reacting visual cortical areas. Integral con-
trol action for this system eventually eliminates the error between input and output 
and raises the order of the system by one, thus resulting in a second order system that 
can oscillate.  
Because of this PI-control the system is capable of producing larger overshoots but also 
faster rise times compared to a system without PI-control, in particular for damping 

values exceeding 1. It also illustrates the common misconception that ζ>1 necessarily 
indicates a response to be sluggish.   
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Figure 4.5. Schematic design of a control system representing the transfer functions of eq. 2. 

In this design the control system consists of an integrating proportional (PI)-controlle, a FOP and 

an output-to-input feedback loop. FOP is a function of parameters ω and ζ  notated as f(ω,ζ). 

Similarly, PI is a function of K and Tv. 

 
The finding of the two abnormal responses can possibly be explained in terms of this 
control system. The intermediate response is by its own an adequate response which 
attains the required blood flow reasonably fast, but in terms of model interpretation it 
could be an intermediate stage between normal and abnormal. It seems that the more 
the system becomes damped the larger the drive is to elicit a compensatory rise in Tv to 
accelerate the system’s response to attain an adequate blood flow in time. How this 
differentiating action operates on vessels or neuronal level is unclear and should be 
subjected to further investigation. When a compensatory rise in Tv does not occur, the 
overdamped response will attain a sufficient blood flow much later than normal, giving 

rise to the sluggish response. As ζ  may vary as a function of vessel stiffness, an ele-

vated ζ may indicate cerebrovascular dysfunction secondary to a reduced vascular 
compliance. 
In most subjects enrolled in this study the NVC response curve was normal (C 92%, PE 
73 %, E 77 %), with 5 cases displaying an intermediate and 3 cases a sluggish response. 
Considering all critically overdamped responses to be abnormal, 7 of 8 abnormal re-
sponses occurred in former patients, disproportionally more than in controls. This dif-
ference, however, is less obvious after subdividing former patients into two subgroups. 
This may be due to loss of power as a result of diminishing group sizes. Notably, on the 
other hand, preeclampsia is a pregnancy disorder defined by clinical symptoms rather 
than causality, a feature causing more heterogeneity in subsequent group comparisons.  

We also questioned whether changes in model parameters and in particular damping ζ 
and slope Tv may be related to other (patho)physiological factors and found that damp-

ing ζ increased significantly (p=0.039), not as may be expected with age, but with PE/E-

to-test-interval in the PE+E  patients with abnormal responses (ζ>1). In the controls no 
relation was found with post-pregnancy-period. This finding supports the idea that the 
occurrence of PE or E may in some way trigger deterioration of cerebral function over 
post PE/E time or strengthen the already pre PE/E present diminished cerebral function 
in the period post PE/E. This addresses to but does not answer the question whether 
(pre-)eclampsia is just a marker of lifelong existing endothelial dysfunction or the cause 
of endothelial dysfunction. However, the possibility that cerebrovascular alterations, 
i.e. increased damping, induced by preeclampsia could be only a temporary effect can 
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not be excluded. Monitoring cerebrovascular hemodynamics of formerly preeclamptics 
on a longer time base e.g. in their middle ages, may provide more conclusive evidence 
on the time course of endothelial function. This issue is still topic of debate in the pree-
clamptic research field.  
Vascular compliance is the most important determinant of the dynamic behavior of the 
visually-evoked responses. Different pathogenetic pathways in the subclinical period 
that precedes manifest (pre)eclampsia and the HELLP syndrome eventually merge into 
a relatively homogeneous clinical symptomatology [13]. The initiation of some of these 
pathogenetic pathways may be facilitated in the presence of an underlying vascular 
disorder. Therefore, it is conceivable that some former patients share vascular pathol-
ogy that involves systemic vascular and cerebrovascular dysfunction. Measurement of 
NVC function possibly helps to discriminate between patients who in the future will or 
will not become symptomatic. 
In summary, although abnormal NVC responses were found to cluster in former 
(pre)eclamptic patients, irrespective of whether they experienced eclampsia or pree-
clampsia, most of these former patients displayed a normal NVC response. An abnor-
mal NVC response may be associated with reduced arterial compliance, but experimen-
tal evidence has not been provided yet. Our findings emphasize the importance of 
quantitative analysis of individual NVC responses in addition to group-averaged re-
sponses. In the future, NVC feedback control properties should be studied in more 
detail. Modeling of transfer function and its verification with new measurements and 
finally interpretation and translation of model parameters into the physiology and pa-
thology of NVC deserve major attention.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Neurovascular Coupling of Alzheimer and 

Mild Cognitively Impaired Patients: 

influence of reliability and blood pressure  
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Abstract 

Visually-evoked blood flow responses (VEFRs) measured by transcranial Doppler ultra-
sonography reveal information about neurovascular coupling. In general, VEFRs are 
analyzed by control system fitting. This study aims to compare a revised VEFR-analysis 
procedure incorporating parameter reliability and blood pressure dynamics, to the 
standard procedure.  
To account for blood pressure dynamics the standard model (RG) has been extended 
(RGe). Both procedures are applied to VEFRs of 15 Alzheimer patients (AD), 17 mild 
cognitively impaired patients, and 18 controls. 
Reliability consideration resulted in 40% VEFR exclusion mainly due to the models’ 
inability to fit aberrant responses. Irrespective of this, a significantly increased damping 
was found in AD for RG but not for RGe fitting.  
Accounting for blood pressure dynamics reverses study conclusions from altered into 
normal neurovascular coupling in AD, but they are unaffected by reliability considera-
tion. Nevertheless, reliability consideration decreases parameter variability considera-
bly. Therefore, both aspects should be included in VEFR-analysis.  
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5.1 Introduction 

 

Visually-evoked blood flow responses (VEFRs), measured by transcranial Doppler ultra-
sonography (TCD), are commonly used to assess local cerebral blood flow regulation i.e. 
neurovascular coupling (NVC). The VEFR is the increase in blood flow velocity in the P2 
segment of the posterior cerebral artery(PCA-P2) in response to a visual stimulus e.g. a 
cartoon, relative to baseline when eyes are closed. VEFRs can be analyzed either by 
identification of characteristic features or by transfer function analysis describing them 
by control system parameters [1, 2]. Two important aspects are, however, not included 
in VEFR analysis: first, the reliability of computed model parameters and second, the 
possible influence of blood pressure variation on the measured VEFR.  
Reliability of VEFR parameters has been evaluated previously in a test-retest set-up and 
quantified by Cronbach’s alpha [3]. Re-test errors were largest for initial rise time Tv 

and damping ζ but single measurement reliability was not addressed. In this paper, we 
introduce a measure for reliability of model parameter values applicable to single 
measurements. 
The second aspect regards possible influence of blood pressure variation on VEFR.  
Cerebrovascular control involves a complex interaction of a multitude of processes 
influencing vascular smooth muscle tone [4]. Cerebral autoregulation (CA), i.e. the 
mechanism which aims to maintain a stable blood flow despite blood pressure varia-
tions, may interfere with neurovascular coupling. Visual stimulation may evoke blood 
pressure variations, possibly activating the CA mechanism leading to flow variation. 
Interference between dynamic CA and neurovascular coupling is conceivable since both 
mechanisms act on the level of small arteriolar resistance vessels and have characteris-
tic time constants in the same range (~ 10s).  
Several studies already contributed to the disentanglement of the neurovascular cou-
pling - CA relationship. For example, the interaction between system hemodynamics 
and cerebral blood flow responses has previously been demonstrated for attentional 
processing [5] and for cognitive and motor activation [6, 7]. Very recently, Panerai and 
co-workers [8] introduced an autoregressive moving average model enabling identifica-
tion of physiological signals contributing to a stimulus evoked blood flow response 
other than the stimulus itself. They evaluated motor-induced flow responses and re-
vealed that blood pressure variation  accounted for about 20% of the CBFV response 
variation. Their finding emphasizes the need to correct for blood pressure influence. 
Independently of the work of Panerai and co-workers of which we were not aware until 
recently, we also developed a model to enable correction for blood pressure dynamics 
based on a control system approach. Contributions to flow induced by blood pressure 
changes should be filtered to obtain the ‘real’ VEFR representing purely neurovascular 
coupling action.  
The relevance of these two aspects in VEFR analysis was evaluated in this study in a 
cohort of Alzheimer patients, patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and con-
trols (HC). This cohort is selected because of accumulating neurobiological evidence for 
disturbed NVC in an early stage of Alzheimer pathology [9]. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is 

characterized by deposition of Aβ amyloid in neurons and blood vessels (amyloid an-
giopathy) and alterations in phosphorylated neurofilaments, also called neurofibrillary 
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tangles. The emerging view is that AD is initiated by vascular factors which precede the 
neurodegenerative process

=
[10]. The larger cerebral vessels of AD patients show a 

substantial increase in severity of atherosclerosis [9] whereas smaller arteries are af-
fected through manifestation of cerebral amyloid angiopathy [10]. These structural 
changes may alter vascular wall properties such as stiffness and by that flow resistance 
and compliance. Cerebrovascular dysregulation is hypothesized to be evident before 
the onset of clinical AD symptoms [9], implying that it should be detectable in the pro-
dromal stage, i.e. in MCI patients. 
Several studies have compared VEFRs of AD and HC. One study found no difference in 
reactivity to visual stimulation [11], whereas a recent study showed a significantly de-
creased reactivity in AD [12]. Other studies reported increased VEFR damping in AD, 
suggesting increased vascular stiffness [13, 14]. VEFR damping improved in a dose de-
pendent manner under treatment of acetylcholine-esterase inhibitors,  indicating func-

tional deficit in AD cerebrovasculature and that decreased VEFRs and Aβ-induced mor-
phological lesions might be related.  
This study aims for a revised VEFR analysis procedure in which parameter reliability and 
blood pressure dynamics are considered. Study outcomes regarding NVC of AD, MCI 
and HC based on the revised procedure are compared to outcomes obtained by the 
standard procedure.  
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5.2 Patients and Methods 
 

Patients 

VEFRs have been assessed in a group of Alzheimer patients (AD), a group of amnestic 
Mild Cognitive Impairment patients (aMCI) and a group of healthy controls (HC). The 
controls were matched with the patient groups for age, gender and educational level 
(table 1). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Maastricht 
University Medical Centre. AD-patients were only eligible for participation if they had a 
reliable informant. All participants gave written informed consent before the start of 
the study. Patients were recruited from the multidisciplinary memory clinic of the 
Maastricht University Medical Centre. AD patients were diagnosed according to the 
DSM-IV criteria for dementia [15] and NINCDS-ADRDA criteria [16]. Specific exclusion 
criteria for AD were diagnosis of Vascular Dementia according to NINDS/AIREN criteria 
[17]. aMCI patients were enrolled when they met the criteria of Petersen [18] for aMCI, 
including a subjective and objective memory impairment, no significant impairments in 
daily functioning and no dementia. An additional exclusion criterion for the patients 
was the presence of micro-vascular pathology detected on MRI images according to the 
Fazekas scale [19]. Exclusion criteria for all groups were living in a nursing home at the 
start of the study, alcohol and/or drug abuse, diabetes and/or heart disease and/or 
cerebrovascular diseases. All subjects underwent duplex investigation to exclude sub-
jects with a possible stenosis (> 50%) of the carotid or basal intracranial arteries or 
subjects without a temporal “doppler” window. VEFRs of 15 AD, 17 aMCI and 18 HC 
were included in data-analysis.  
 
 

Table 5. General demographic data of subject groups. All data are presented as mean 
(standard deviation) [min max]. ) n=number of subjects, p-values of One-way Anova, 

Sidak correction 

 AD (n=15) MCI (n=17) HC (n=18)  

Male/female 7/8 11/6 7/11  

Age [year] 72 (1.7) [63-87] 69 (1.7) [58-79] 70 (1.6) [58-78]  

MMSE 19.8 (1.5) [8-28] 27.7 (0.4) [24-30] 28.9 (0.3) [26-30] 

AD-MCI 
p<0.001 
AD-C 
p<0.001 

sBP [mmHg] 137 (3) [123-154] 133 (3) [120-147] 134 (3) [108-151]  

dBP [mmHg] 90 (1) [79-98] 85 (2) [71-104] 87 (3) [63-105]  

mBP [mmHg] 105 (2) [94-116] 101 (2) [88-116] 103 (3) [79-120]  

mCBFV [cm/s] 33.8 (3.0) [18-53] 37.8 (3.1) [22-60] 37.5 (2.1) [25-53]  
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Demographic characteristics of the three groups are listed in table 1. Age was not sig-
nificantly different between groups. The scores on the Mini-Mental State Examination 
(MMSE) [20], a test to assess general cognitive functioning, were significantly lower for 
AD compared to aMCI or HC. Systolic, mean and diastolic blood pressure (S/M/D BP) 
and cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) in the PCA-P2 during baseline, i.e. resting su-
pine for at least 5 minutes, were similar for all groups.  
 

 

VEFR acquisition 

TCD measurements were performed using a Multidop X4 Doppler device (® DWL Com-
pumedics, Sipplingen, Germany). A 2MHz probe was mounted on a headband and CBFV 
was measured in the left PCA-P2 and right middle cerebral artery (MCA). The Doppler 
device was coupled to a data acquiring computer, (Task Force Monitor, ® CNSystems, 
Graz, Austria) enabling simultaneous recording of CBFV, ECG and beat-to-beat arterial 
finger BP.  Data were recorded during repetitive visual stimulation cycles of 40s ‘on’ 
/20s ‘off’ using a colour cartoon video on an LCD-screen in a dimly lit room. This block 
stimulus was applied until at least 10 artefact-free ‘on-off ’cycles were recorded.  
Mean CBFV and BP data were used for analysis. Absolute CBFV values were trans-
formed into relative CBFV changes according to: 

 

100%
V

VV
∆

0

0 ×
−

=V       (1) 

 

where ∆V represents the % change in CBFV relative to baseline, V the mean CBFV during 
stimulation, and V0 the baseline CBFV during 10 seconds rest period preceding stimula-
tion. The TCD data of 10 cycles were on-stimulus-locked averaged to obtain a character-
istic VEFR.  

 

VEFR quantification  

Time domain analysis 

Figure 1 shows a typical example of a VEFR. Amplitude/time-characteristics, i.e. the 

maximum relative velocity change during stimulation, ∆V,max  (averaged over an epoch of 
2s around the maximum velocity), tmax (time point corresponding to the maximum ve-

locity) and ∆V ,end (the mean relative velocity change of the last 10s), were determined 
for all VEFRs.  
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Figure 1. VEFR with amplitude-time characteristic parameters ∆V,max, tmax, ∆V,end 

 

Transfer function analysis: RG  

To describe VEFR behaviour, two transfer function models i.e. RG and RGe were used as 
shown in figure 2. The concept for this method was introduced for describing cerebral 
autoregulation [20] and later adapted for NVC by Rosengarten [1, 2]. His model, de-
noted as RG, (figure 2 top) can be described in the Laplace domain as  
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where gain K specifies the % CBFV difference between stimulus-on and -off period and 

ω0 characterizes the natural oscillation frequency of the control system as if it was un-
damped. Tv represents the initial rise time that modulates the initial flow response and 

ζ the system’s damping.  
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Figure 2. Rosengarten (RG) and extended Rosengarten model (RGe) to describe VEFR behaviour. 

The RG-model considers the VEFR as the output of a visual step stimulus of control system HNVC. 

The RGe-model assumes the VEFR to be the sum of the visual step stimulus induced flow response 

of HNVC (VEFRBP) and the blood pressure induced velocity response of dynamic cerebral autoregu-

lation control system HBP (FRBP). 

 

 

Transfer function analysis: RGe  

 

RGe (figure 2 bottom) is an extension of RG to account for the contribution of BP varia-
tions to the VEFR. Figure 3 (top) shows an example of a beat-to-beat BP signal continu-
ously recorded during a stimulation session. BP changes occur not only spontaneously 
but also time locked to the start of the stimulus (vertical dashed lines), resulting in a 
grand average net BP signal after stimulus-locked averaging (fig 3 bottom). Our working 
hypothesis is that such a stimulus-evoked BP response will lead to a BP induced flow 
response under control of cerebral autoregulation consequently contributing to the 
overall VEFR. 
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Figure 3. Example of a mean blood pressure measurement (MBP) during visual block stimulation 

(top) and the resulting visually-evoked blood pressure response after stimulus-locked averaging 

and standard deviations (bottom) 

 
 

RGe considers the VEFR as the sum of the step response of RG (HNVC) and a BP induced 
flow velocity response (FRBP) occurring simultaneously and described by the dynamic 
CA pressure – flow transfer function (HBP). The HBP part of RGe was adopted from Tiecks 
[21] and is equal to: 
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where ω0,CA represents the time constant, ζCA the damping and KCA the gain of the CA 
system and GCA an overall proportional gain (see figure 4). GCA characterizes the ampli-
fication between the initial BP change and resulting CBFV change, whereas KCA indi-
cates to what extent the CA system is able to regulate CBFV back to its original value. 

Parameters ω0,CA and ζCA describe response dynamics with ω0,CA the natural oscillation 
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time when HBP would be undamped and ζCA the extent to which this characteristic 
oscillation is damped.  

 

 

Figure 4. Step response characteristics of HBP  to illustrate meaning of parameters  ωCA, ζCA, GCA 

and KCA. 

 

 

VEFR model fitting and parameter precision 

The least square difference technique was used to minimize the curve fit difference 

between VEFR and model fit over the ‘on’ period. The mean square difference, εV
2, is 

calculated as follows: 
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with N the number of data points i.e. 200 (40s resamped with 5Hz), ∆Vi a VEFR data 

point and ∆Vi,m the corresponding optimal RG/RGe output. All data analysis was per-
formed using the mathematical software Matlab (®The Mathworks Inc., Natick MA, 
USA).   
To account for reliability of RG and RGe parameters, 95% confidence boundaries were 
calculated and the confidence interval width was used as reliability measure. The calcu-
lation is based on the Jacobian (J) which expresses the change in the fit function value 
due to a change in the parameter value:  
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         (5) 

  

with pj the jth parameter of the total set. Given J and εV
2, the covariance matrix Φ can 

be calculated [22]: 

 
  

           (6)  
      

Parameter confidence limits were estimated from Φ assuming a student’s t inverse 
cumulative distribution function. Based on a 95% confidence level and 3 and 7 degrees 
of freedom for RG and RGe respectively, the statistical t-score, t, can be determined. 

With S the diagonal elements of Φ, confidence boundaries Cb for a parameter x are 
given by:   

 

xb StxC ⋅⋅±=              (7) 

 

xSt ⋅  represents half the width of the 95% confidence interval of parameter x.  

 
Expression of this term relative to x yields: 

 

          (8)  

 

Ci is used as a measure for parameter estimation reliability. A criterion has to be set for 
the maximum Ci  value for which a parameter value is judged to be reliable. For a Ci 

value of 100%, the estimated parameter value equals its spread resulting in a value of 0  

for the low Cb, x - xSt ⋅ .  

 This implies that the parameter may have no contribution in the model description. To 
exclude this possibility, the cut-off for Ci  has been fixed on 100%. Only responses hav-
ing Ci <100% for all HNVC parameters are included in statistical analysis.  

 

VEFR behaviour: Tv - ζζζζ dynamics 

VEFR behavior will also be evaluated using Tv - ζ plots.  In our previous study [23], we 
identified 3 VEFR types with a different time shape i.e. normal, intermediate and slug-
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gish. Normal VEFRs typically have an early overshoot and late saturation and Tv <20 and 

ζ <1. Aberrant VEFRs lack either one of these features resulting in critically overdamped 

behavior (ζ >1). Intermediate VEFRs, lacking saturation, are accompanied by large Tv’s 
(>20), whereas sluggish VEFRs, lacking overshoot, by Tv ‘s <20.  
 
Statistics 

The Software Package for Social Sciences (SPSS Statistics version 17.0) has been used 
for statistical analyses. One-way Anova with Sidak correction has been applied to com-
pare group demographics and Mann-Whitney-U test for amplitude-time characteristics 
and model parameters. A p-value < 0.05 was regarded as significant. 
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5.3 Results  

        

VEFR analysis WITHOUT BP consideration 

Amplitude-time characteristics  

Group-averaged amplitude/time-parameters values and standard deviations are listed 
in table 2a.  No significant differences were found between groups. Group-averaged 
VEFRs have similar time courses (figure 5a).  
 

Table 2. Group-averaged VEFR amplitude/time parameter values for measured VEFRs 
(A) based on all data (All) or data meeting the 100%-reliability criterion (Reliable) i.e. AD 
[n=8], MCI [n=10], HC [n=12]. Similarly, values are shown for blood pressure corrected 

VERFs (B) i.e. AD [n=7], MCI [n=14], HC [n=13] 
A.Measured VEFRs 

 ∆∆∆∆V,max [%] tmax [s] ∆∆∆∆V,end [%] 

Data All  Reliable  All  Reliable  All  Reliable  

AD     37 ± 9 36 ± 8 20 ± 9 19 ± 9 30 ± 10 27 ± 10 

MCI   33 ± 9 35 ± 9 18 ± 8 17 ± 9 26 ± 8 28 ± 8 

HC     34 ± 13  34 ± 13 19 ± 9 15 ± 6  28 ± 14  26 ± 13 

B. Blood pressure corrected VEFRs (by RGe-model) 

 ∆∆∆∆V,max [%] tmax [s] ∆∆∆∆V,end [%] 

Data All  Reliable  All  Reliable  All  Reliable  

AD     37 ± 9 40 ± 9 17 ± 8 19 ± 10 30 ± 10 31 ± 12 

MCI 34 ± 9 35 ± 9 18 ± 8 17 ± 8 26 ± 9 27 ± 9 

HC  35 ± 14  35 ± 15 19 ± 9 17 ± 8 28 ± 15  28 ± 15 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Group-averaged VEFR (a), BP corrected VEFs or VEFRBPcor (b), group-averaged BP re-

sponse during visual stimulation (c), group-averaged BP - induced flow response or FRBP (d). 
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RG fitting and reliability consideration 

Figure 6a shows an VEFR example and its RG-fit. Median group RG parameter values 

and 25-75% percentiles are presented in table 3a. Damping ζ is significantly increased 
in AD compared to HC. 
Reliability consideration, i.e. Ci<100% for all 4 parameters, reduced the number of VEFR 
included in statistical analysis to 8/15 (AD: 53%), 10/17 (aMCI: 59%) and 12/18 (HC: 
67%) in HC. Re-analysis of this subset did not yield significant differences between 

groups. Only ζ is still significantly increased in AD compared to HC (0.84 vs. 0.63, 
p=0.031). Group median parameter values and 25-75 percentiles are listed in table 3b.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  a. Example of measured VEFR (gray) and its RG fit (black), b. resulting ‘real’ VEFR i.e. 

output of Hnvc part of RGe with step input (gray) and its RGe fit (black), c. corresponding measured 

BP response (dark gray) and resulting FRBP i.e. output of HBP part of RGe with BP as input (light 

gray). 
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Table 3. Medians (25
th

-75
th

 percentiles) of parameter values based on RG model (top) 
and RGe model (bottom) for all data (A and C) and data meeting reliability criterion (B 

and D) 

RG – MODEL 

A. All Data 

 HC (n=18) MCI (n=17) AD (n=15) 

ω 0.18   (0.15-0.26) 0.21   (0.11-0.27) 0.15   (0.14-0.33) 

ζζζζ 0.71   (0.54-1.2) 0.83   (0.72-1.4) 1.2     (0.84-1.6)* 

Tv 7.2     (2.7-10.8) 6.0     (3.6-30.5) 10.9   (2.1-203) 

K 23.8   (14.2-37.0) 22.2   (16.9-27.4) 23.2   (11.6-29.2) 

B. Reliable Data 

 HC (n=12) MCI (n=10) AD (n=8) 

ω  0.18   (0.15-0.22) 0.21   (0.14-0.22) 0.15   (0.14-0.25) 

ζζζζ
 0.63   (0.41-0.77) 0.77   (0.68-0.85) 0.84   (0.76-1.4)  ** 

Tv 7.2   (3.4-8.7) 6.1     (5.6-17.0) 10.3   (5.3-33.7) 

K 22.3   (14.9-35.4) 22.8   ( 20.4-29.2) 25.2   (19.5-35.0) 

 
RGe – MODEL 

C. All Data 

 HC [n=18] MCI [n=17] AD [n=15] 

ωωωωBP 0.16   (0.13-0.26) 0.17   (0.14-0.20) 0.16   (0.09-0.31) 

ζζζζBP 0.73   (0.58-1.3) 0.72   (0.63-0.86) 1.0   (0.75-1.6) 

TvBP 7.3     (1.6-19.7) 9.6   (6.4-17.1) 11.0   (1.9-43.2) 

KBP 23.9   (15.6-34.8) 22.7   (19.5-27.2) 24.8   (14.4-27.4) 

D. Reliable data 

 HC [n=13] MCI [n=14] AD [n=7] 

ωωωωBP 0.16   (0.14-0.25) 0.17   (0.14-0.20) 0.21   (0.15-0.35) 

ζζζζBP 0.63   (0.49-1.2) 0.66   (0.63-0.76) 0.76   (0.71- 1.0) 

TvBP 6.8     (2.7-9.7) 8.8     (6.4-15.7) 9.2     (1.7-14.7) 

KBP 25.5   (17.1-37.5) 23.2   (20.2-30.0) 25.9   (25.1-37.1) 
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VEFR behaviour: Tv - ζζζζ  dynamics 

Dynamic VEFR behavior may be classified by parameters Tv and ζ [23].  Three classes of 

Tv - ζ combinations were identified corresponding to three different VEFR types. First, 

the “normal” response (type I) with typically 0< ζ <1 and Tv<20. The other 2 types 

showed so-called critically damped behavior with ζ >1 and were sub classified into 

intermediate (ζ >1 and Tv >20, type II ) and sluggish responses (ζ >1 and Tv <20, type 
III).  

Figure 7 shows Tv and ζ values of AD, aMCI and HC in a logarithmic plot normalized on 

reference values Tv0=20 and ζ0=1 and marked according to their reliability. All three 
aforementioned VEFR types are present in all three groups. Normal VEFRs are generally 

accompanied by reliable Tv and ζ, whereas the type II and III often have unreliable Tv 

and/or ζ. 
 
 

 
Figure 7. log-log plot of  Tv - ζ combinations in the three study groups. Reliability according to 

100% criterion i.e. Ci< 100% is regarded reliable. Parameter combinations in which both parame-

ters are reliable are marked by a black filled symbol, only one of them reliable by a grey filled 

symbol, and both parameters unreliable with a white or open symbol (circle for AD, square for 

aMCI and triangle for HC group). The graph has been clipped for log (ζ / ζ0) on a value of 0.75 

and for log (Tv / Tv0)  on -3 (dashed lines), outliers are displayed on this clip value. 

 
 

 

Amplitude-time characteristics for VEFRs with reliable RG parameters 

Repetition of time-domain analysis for VEFRs with a reliable RG parameter set showed 
no significant group differences. Mean values and standard deviations are shown in 
table 2a.  
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VEFR analysis WITH BP dynamics consideration 

Group-averaged stimulus locked BP responses were determined and are shown in fig-
ure 5c. In AD, a BP increase is visible as opposed to a decrease in aMCI and HC. The 
VEFRs were corrected for BP influence by application of  RGe (subtraction of FRbp, figure 
2b) obtaining BP corrected VEFRs as shown in figure 5b (VEFRBPCOR). BP-induced flow 
responses, FRBP, are shown (fig 5d).  
Amplitude-time characteristics  

Group-averaged amplitude-time parameter values and standard deviations of BP cor-
rected VEFRs are listed in table 2b. No significant differences are found between 
groups.  
RGe fitting and reliability consideration 

An example of a BP-corrected VEFR and its RGe-fit is shown in figure 6b and corre-
sponding BP and FRBP in figure 6c. Group-averaged RGe parameters of the HNVC  part are 

shown in table 3c. No significant difference was found for ζbp or other parameters.  
Also RGe parameter values were checked on their reliability. The number of VEFRs 
accompanied by 4 reliable model parameters was 7/15 (47%) for AD, 14/17 (82%) for 
aMCI and 13/18 (72%) for HC. Group medians and 25/75 percentiles for the reliable 
responses are listed in table 3d. Group comparison of this subset again revealed no 
significant differences.  

VEFR behaviour: Tv,bp - ζζζζbp dynamics 

Comparison of  Tv,bp and ζbp values to Tv and ζ values show that some subjects changed 
from quadrant and/or reliability status due to BP correction. However, these individual 
shifts did not show a consistent tendency towards a specific quadrant or reliability 
status.  
Amplitude-time characteristics VEFRs with reliable RGe parameters 

Repetition of time-domain analysis for VEFRs with reliable RGe parameter values 
showed no significant differences between groups. Mean values and standard devia-
tions are shown in table 2b. 
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 5.4 Discussion 

Main findings 

Group-averaged VEFRs show a similar time course with similar amplitude-time-
characteristics for AD, aMCI and HC. Application of RG revealed a significantly increased 
damping in AD compared to HC, whereas for RGe no significant differences in HNVC pa-
rameters were observed. Findings remained unaffected by reliability consideration.  
Reliability  

About 40% and 33% of the VEFRs analysed by respectively RG and RGe had at least one 
unreliable parameter value. Although reliability consideration did not affect (non-
parametric) statistical outcomes, it has important consequences for the parameter 
distribution. For Tv,bp , for example, group means decrease substantially after reliability 

consideration, i.e. AD 169 to 10 and HC 62 to 9s.  Also, ζ and Tv ranges become consid-
erably narrowed (figure 8a and b), enhancing the confidence by which a measurement 
can be allocated to one group or the other.  
 

 

 
Figure 8. Effect of reliability consideration on parameter ranges of ζ and ζbp (a) and of Tv and  

Tv,bp (b). The graphs have been clipped for ζ and ζbp on a value of 3 and for Tv and Tv,bp on 60 

(dashed lines), extreme values are displayed on the clip value.  
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In particular VEFRs with extreme parameter values become excluded. Remarkably, Tv -ζ 

combinations are in general unreliable when Tv attains extreme values (see figure 7). 

Roughly, 2 cases are distinguishable: unreliable Tv -ζ  values lie either in the upper right 
quadrant where Tv is large, i.e. log (Tv / Tv0) > 0 and Tv >20 (intermediate behaviour), or 
below the horizontal line where log (Tv / Tv0) < -1 or Tv < 2 (subgroup of sluggish behav-
iour). Thus, aberrant VEFRs seem prone to be accompanied by RG fits with unreliable 
parameter values.  
Unreliability may result from the least squares search in the fitting procedure in which 
model limits may be approached. To model the non-saturation of intermediate VEFRs, a 
fast initial upstroke has to be combined with a very slow oscillation. The fitting routine 
is forced to make a trade-off between these contradictive requirements  resulting in 
unreliable parameter values. The subgroup of sluggish VEFRs have in common that they 
saturate very fast. The course of these fits, i.e. model outputs, resembles the step in-
put, suggesting a linear input-output relation. This can be obtained in case HNVC would 

reduce to K, which applies either when Tv → 0 and ω0→ ∞ or when Tv equals 2 ζ/ω0 and 

ω0 → ∞ (see eq. 1). Based on obtained parameter values the second case does not 
apply, implying that the first case is valid i.e. the model approaches its limits.  
To prevent unreliability of model parameters, it is crucial to determine whether aber-
rant VEFRs result from procedural aspects or reflect physiological behavior. Optimiza-
tion of the experimental set-up may improve measurement accuracy and reduce VEFR 
variance. Examples of optimization measures are prolongation of stimulus-on period to 
prevent non-saturation and EOG recording to determine precisely the moment at which 
the stimulus is ‘on‘ to minimize trigger jitter due to uncertainty around the exact mo-
ment of eyes opening. If aberrant VEFRs are physiological, the models used in this study 
may not be completely adequate to describe their behavior. It would make sense to 
incorporate the functioning and influence of other physiological systems on VEFR es-
tablishment. The most obvious physiological systems and their measurable output are 
baroreflex (heart rate) and ventilation/ pH balance (CO2).  
BP variation  

The difference in study outcomes for RG and RGe implies that either BP responses or  
CA action might differ between AD and HC. Figure 5c shows a visually-evoked BP in-
crease in AD in contrast to a marked decrease in aMCI and HC. Inspection of individual 
BP responses showed that AD BP responds to visual stimulation by an increase or no 
change, aMCI by no change or decrease and HC mainly by decrease. For better under-
standing of these relationships, mechanisms underlying BP responses deserve closer 
consideration. A BP response may result directly from visual stimulation or indirectly by 
triggering of mechanisms with a general influence on BP. The possible presence of a 
non-specific general effect of visual stimulation e.g. arousal, attention or vigilance has 
also been suggested to explain the observed small MCA flow increase during visual 
stimulation by some authors [24,25]. Our findings support that BP predominantly re-
sponds to visual stimulation, but more conclusive evidence about its responsiveness in 
different conditions regarding e.g. vascular reserves, emotional or behavioral status is 
required. Preliminary findings of an ongoing study in our cohort reveal a significantly 
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decreased baroreflex sensitivity in AD favoring a vascular origin (collaboration JC Claas-
sen group, UMC St Radboud Nijmegen, not published yet).  
Also, individual variability in BP fluctuations in general, i.e. not related to group, may 
explain the difference in study outcomes for RG and RGe. BP fluctuations during visual 
stimulation trigger CA action resulting in a subject-specific FRBP i.e. BP correction effect. 
Individual variations can be ascribed to multiple sources of variance because of the 
complex interplay of different physiological systems.   
Mean BP and CBFV values were used to compare RG and RGe outputs for investigation 
of blood pressure influence on VEFRs. It can be argued, however, that systolic CBFV 
responsiveness seems less dependent on blood pressure than diastolic or mean CBFV 
responsiveness to visual stimulation or orthostatic/blood pressure induced changes [26, 
27]. On the other hand, static and dynamic cerebral autoregulation are defined as 
CBF(V) changes following a change in mean arterial blood pressure or cerebral perfu-
sion pressure [28, 29, 30]. To elucidate whether a different blood pressure contribution 
is found for peak-systolic sampled in contrast to time-averaged sampled (i.e. mean) 
beat-to-beat values, we compared RG and RGe model outputs of a large study cohort 
[n=72] consisting of subjects with diverse age and pathology based on systolic and 
mean values. Fit errors between VEFRs and RGe outputs appeared to be significantly 

lower compared to those for RG outputs both for mean (0.8 ± 0.6 vs. 2.4 ± 2.8, p 

p<0.001) and systolic values (1.5 ± 1.2 vs. 2.2 ± 2.6, p p<0.001) [33]. Although the effect 
was more pronounced for mean than systolic values, this suggests that blood pressure 
variations should be accounted for irrespective of the chosen sampling time point 
within the heart cycle.  
Choice of blood pressure correction procedure  

Very recently, Panerai and coworkers [8] identified and removed the influence of BP 
and end–tidal CO2 to motor induced changes in CBFV. They state that this additional 
post-processing step should lead to more robust estimates of NVC and better under-
standing of its physiological covariates. Indeed, the study provides supporting evidence 
for the influence of circulatory peripheral changes on measures of NVC following sen-
sorimotor manoeuvres [8]. These findings stress the relevance of this topic and prompt 
us to discuss Panerai’s findings in the light of our study. 
Although both the study of Panerai and co-workers [8] and our study were aimed at 
retrieving the unpolluted flow response originating directly from the stimulus to ensure 
pure NVC description, different approaches are chosen for realizing this. Panerai 
adopted a multivariate autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model with 3 inputs 
(stimulus, etCO2 and BP), whereas we employed a control system model with 2 inputs 
(stimulus, BP) to describe the CBFV output. We departed from current control system 
practice for development of a blood pressure correction procedure. Hereto, we mod-
elled the influence of beat-to-beat BP variation on CBFV via the system of dynamic 
cerebral autoregulation. This means that we made assumptions regarding the relation 
between BP and CBFV but we based this on a well-accepted model for cerebral auto-
regulation introduced by Tiecks et al [21]. Panerai and co-workers on the other hand, 
did not restrict their model by such assumptions which enables quantification of the 
ratio of input to output variance. However, their approach does not allow for linkage of 
effects to control system parameter changes which would assist in hypotheses genera-
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tion for (patho-)physiological explanation. Future comparison of blood pressure contri-
bution as found by the model of Panerai and by our model might reveal the extent to 
which both models agree in blood pressure contribution identification giving rise to 
increased  reliability.  
Physiology 

The significant increase in AD damping compared to HC (RG) disappeared when ac-
counting for BP variation (RGe). Previously, significantly increased VEFR damping was 
found in non-medicated AD which normalized after cholinesterase inhibitor treatment 
with donepezil or rivastigmine [13, 14]. Cholinesterase inhibitors promote acetylcholine 
availability in the cholinergic pathways by inhibiting its breakdown [14]. Most of our AD 
received cholinesterase inhibitors, but showed nevertheless increased damping. This 
discrepancy may be due to differences between studies in patient characteristics e.g. 
use of other medication. Alternatively, neurovascular coupling may be unaffected in AD 
implying that the finding of increased damping by other studies may have resulted from 
neglecting BP influence. This explanation is supported by the spatial progression path of 
AD atrophy, which often starts in medial temporal lobes, spreads to posterior temporal 
and parietal lobes and eventually to frontal lobes [31]. Occipital lobes are unlikely to be 
affected in the disease stage of our population. Even in the tempo-parietal area of our 
AD group, CA integrity is preserved [32]. Peripheral resistance was significantly in-
creased, but compliance was similar to HC. In view of this, neurovascular coupling is 
conceivably preserved in AD. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

This study shows that neglecting reliability and BP dynamics, can lead to misinterpreta-
tions when studying neurovascular coupling. Although reliability consideration did not 
affect study outcomes, it did decrease parameter variability substantially. Accounting 
for BP dynamics reverses study conclusions from altered to normal neurovascular cou-
pling in AD. Both parameter reliability and BP dynamics should therefore be included in 
VEFR analysis. The individual variability in VEFRs and BP variations request an approach 
with a stronger link to physiology e.g. development of physiology-based models incor-
porating interacting physiological systems. This may reduce VEFR variance, increase 
parameter reliability and enable linkage of behavior to vascular properties. It would 
enable us to reveal the ‘real’ VEFR reflecting only neurovascular coupling action.  
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Abstract 

 
Control system analysis of visually-evoked blood flow responses (VEFRs) is often applied 
to quantitatively assess neurovascular coupling function. Although control system 
models enable description of VEFR behaviour by patient-specific model parameter 
values, they do only provide linkage of VEFR behaviour to control system properties but 
not to physiological properties. Previous investigations, however, emphasize the need 
for a model incorporating physiological features, especially since other physiological 
systems such as cerebral autoregulation may influence VEFR establishment. In this 
study, preliminary results are reported for the application of a newly developed lumped 
parameter model of the visual cortex vasculature to previously described three differ-
ent VEFR types. In this new model, regulatory processes i.e. neurogenic, metabolic, 
myogenic and shear stress mechanisms, act on smooth muscle tone which inherently 
leads to adjustment of microcirculatory resistance and compliance. This allows the 
study of effects of (patho-)physiological changes on the VEFR. It may be concluded that 
the model provides an improved link between VEFR and physiology. In addition, the 
preliminary results show that our physiology-based model can describe the representa-
tives of the three different VEFR types reasonably well obtaining physiologically plausi-
ble parameter values.  
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6.1 Introduction 

         
Regulation of cerebral blood flow may be disturbed in several pathologies, e.g. hyper-
tension and Alzheimer’s disease [14, 18]. Underlying pathophysiological mechanisms 
are not elucidated yet. Function of cerebrovascular control mechanisms, such as cere-
bral autoregulation (CA) and neurovascular coupling (NVC), is usually assessed by de-
termination of their input-output relationship i.e. transfer function analysis (TFA). CA 
transfer function is assessed by spectral cross-correlation between its input, measured 
finger blood pressure, and its output, cerebral blood flow velocity measured by tran-
scranial Doppler ultrasonography (TCD), relative to spectral auto-correlation of its input 
[36]. For NVC assessment, the measured visually-evoked blood flow response (VEFR) is 
described by the step response output of a 2

nd
 order control system model with a (vis-

ual stimulus) step as input [28, 29]. In this way, patient-specific parameter values are 
obtained as quantitative measures for their regulatory capacity e.g. gain and phase for 
CA and amongst others damping and initial rise time for NVC. An important limitation 
of TFA is, however, that it is purely descriptive without a well-defined relation to physi-
ology. Application of a physiology-based mathematical model which is able to describe 
processes leading to vascular regulation by physic laws, would provide more insight in 
CA and NVC function both in normal and pathophysiological conditions.  
The complexity of cerebrovascular control is reflected by the different processes and 
factors proposed to be involved [26]. Neural activation, pressure fluctuations compen-
sated by myogenic action, metabolic changes and flow-induced changes in shear stress 
may all trigger different simultaneously acting mechanisms which together maintain 
local homeostasis and energy balance. A detailed description of processes, starting 
from molecular changes on cell-level to changes in smooth muscle tone on pial artery 
level, has been presented by Banaji et al [2]. Their model is intended as a virtually com-
plete background relating the majority of factors involved in cerebrovascular control by 
phenomenological descriptions. Parameter ranges are, however, not provided, which 
hampers usability for our application.  
Mathematical modeling can be applied to describe a system by its system properties on 
which physic laws are applicable such as mass conservation and momentum balance. 
Regarding cerebrovascular control, mathematical modeling has gained considerable 
attention in the field of functional imaging to explain fMRI Blood Oxygen Level Depend-
ent (BOLD) responses. Buxton et al. [5] put a fundament by introducing their so-called 
‘balloon-model’ in which mainly flow-volume relationships and oxygen dynamics have 
been included. Boas [4] has integrated this in a vascular network model consisting of an 
arterial, capillary and venous segment to investigate spatio-temporal aspects of the 
BOLD response. This has been extended to a lumped parameter model to describe the 
influence of CA on the BOLD-response [27]. Aforementioned models provide also only 
phenomenological descriptions i.e. they are not applicable to patient-specific data.  
For the description of TCD velocity measurements, Ursino and Lodi [34] provided a solid 
base by the development of a multiple-element windkessel model of the brain circula-
tion. They validated their model with physiological experimental data from literature 
and applied it to patient data obtained during neurosurgery. Olufsen et al. [25] used a 
simple three-element windkessel model, consisting of two resistors representing sys-
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temic and peripheral resistance, and a capacitor to describe vascular compliance, in a 
different context i.e. to explain TCD measurements gathered during (gradual) change in 
orthostatic conditions. Although the authors could not ascribe their observations di-
rectly to physiological changes, the model provided them with a tool to test hypotheses 
of how the observed data could be explained in a physiologically plausible way. A simi-
lar lumped parameter model was recently used to study changes in the CA mechanism 
when blood pressure is increased stepwise [36]. This study revealed that transfer func-
tion phase shows bimodal behavior as a function of compliance which may explain why 
CA data evaluated by TFA show conflicting results.  
Lumped parameter models have not been used so far to describe visually-evoked blood 
flow responses (VEFRs) reflecting NVC function. In previous studies, we investigated 
NVC function of former (pre)eclamptics [21] and Alzheimer patients by VEFR measure-
ment [22]. In both studies, we found three types of VEFRs which were not exclusively 
related to pathological or healthy condition. These VEFR types include the so-called 
normal VEFR showing an overshoot in the first 20s of stimulation and saturation in the 
last 20s of stimulation, the intermediate VEFR lacking saturation in the last 20s and the 
sluggish VEFR without an overshoot in the first 20s. Recently, a lumped parameter 
model of the vasculature of the visual cortex including different processes to adapt 
smooth muscle tone has been designed in our group [32]. This lumped parameter 
model is based on Ursino’s model consisting of an arterial segment (PCA), a microcircu-
latory segment including adjustable vascular properties (visual cortex vasculature) and 
a venous segment. The microcirculatory segment parameters, reflecting vascular resis-
tance and compliance, can vary through changes in smooth muscle tone induced by 
different directly or indirectly activated physiological processes.  
The aim of this study is to examine the ability of our lumped parameter model to de-
scribe the different VEFR types. In addition, the potential use of the model will be dem-
onstrated by testing hypotheses regarding which combination of regulatory processes 
will yield the best fit for a particular VEFR type. To this end, we will first explore model 
settings to investigate whether VEFR behaviour can be described by physiologically 
defensible model parameter values. Then different combinations of possible underlying 
processes will be applied to gain more insight in their possible contributions to any of 
the VEFR types.  
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6.2 Methods 

 

Lumped parameter model 
To study cerebral blood flow regulation, a lumped parameter model has been 
developed in our group, describing the P2 segment of the PCA and its distal vessels, up 
to the large cerebral veins [32]. The model consists of three lumped parts: the PCA, the 
arteriolar and microcirculation, and the venous circulation (see figure 1). The physics 
and physiological base underlying the model will be largely explained here, but we refer 
to [32] for the details.  Also, fixed parameter values are specified in Table 1.  
 

 
Figure 1: Lumped parameter model of the posterior cerebral artery and its distal arteriolar and 

venous beds. Pa, Pic  and Pvo denote the arterial, intracranial and venous output blood pressure, 

respectively. Par and Pv  are the central arteriolar and venous pressure, respectively. Qa is the PCA 

inflow. Qar and Qvo  are venous in- and outflow, respectively. Cpca, Lpca and Rpca represent PCA com-

pliance, inertia and resistance, respectively. Car and Rar  are the arteriolar compliance and resis-

tance, respectively. Cv and Rv denote thevenous compliance and resistance, respectively. PCA is the 

posterior cerebral artery. 

 

Posterior cerebral artery 
The PCA is modelled by an electrical analogue with parameters based on local 
geometrical and mechanical vessel properties. PCA resistance, i.e. its viscous resistance 
to blood flow, is represented by a resistor, Rpca , whereas PCA compliance, i.e. its blood 
storage capacity, is modelled by a capacitor, Cpca.  The intertia of the blood, which can 
not be neglected in (larger) arteries as the PCA, is characterized by an inductor, Lpca. 
The total PCA compliance can be calculated assuming a thick-walled vessel with radius 

rpca , wall thickness hpca, length lpca and elastic modulus Epca:  
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With ρBlood the density of the blood. The resistance is calculated assuming Poiseuille 
flow:  
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Here ηBlood  is the dynamic viscosity of the blood. Values for constant model 

parameters, amongst others Epca, hpca ,ρblood and ηblood ,  are listed in Table 1. 
 

Venous circulation 
Also the venous circulation is described by its electrical analogue, consisting of a (split) 
resistor to account for its viscous resistance and a capacitor to model its volume 
storage capacity. The parameters of the venous system are based on data from 
literature. Venous capacitance is  0.025 ml/mmHg, reflecting a venous RC-time (RVCV) of 
0.4s [34]. Venous resistance is 0.26 mmHg*min/ml, leading to a venous pressure drop 
of 14 mmHg [34] at baseline flow (QBL=53 ml/min, [23]). 
 

Arteriolar circulation 
The electrical analogue of the arteriolar circulation consists of a resistance and 
capacitance. They are modelled as variable parameters since they need to be 
adjustable via stimulus-induced changes in arteriolar radius to enable VEFR description. 
Arteriolar radius may change in case arteriolar pressure and hence, smooth muscle 

tension will change.  The relation between arteriolar wall tension (Tar), arteriolar radius 

(rar) and arteriolar pressure (Par) can be described by Laplace's law cf. [34]. Total 

arteriolar vessel wall tension (Tar) can further assumed to be the sum of elastic (Tar,e), 

muscular (Tar.m) and viscous (Tar,v) tensions [34]: 
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With Pic  the intracranial pressure.  Elastic tension is defined as  
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With σar,e and σar,coll  the elastic stress and collagen fiber stress respectively. Subscript 0 

refers to unstressed condition. Values forσar,e, σar,coll ,Kar and har are listed in Table 1. 
Muscular tension can be described by  
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With nar,m a constant parameter for smooth muscle tension modelling cf. [34]. 
Subscripts t and m refer to instantaneous and muscular component of defined 

parameters respectively.  Again, values for constant model parameters rar,m , rar,t and 

nar,m are listed in Table 1. The viscous tension is defined as  
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With rar,0  the radius in unstressed condition. Arteriolar wall thickness (har) in these 
equations is formulated by  
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 With har,0  the wall thickness in unstressed condition. CBF is regulated by adjusting 

Tar,max  in (6) , according to  
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Mvsm is a measure of smooth muscle activation, which varies from -1 to 1, representing 

maximum vasodilation and -constriction, respectively. Tar,max,0  is constant (Table 1). 
 

Arteriolar resistance (Rar) and volume (Var) are assumed to scale with rar
-4

 and rar
-2

, 
respectively:  
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KR,ar is chosen such that, for baseline arteriolar pressure and radius, Rar leads to a 
baseline flow (QBL). KV,ar ensures that baseline capacitance corresponds to an arteriolar 

RC-time (Rar*Car) of 1s [27].  
 
 

2.1.2  Regulation 

CBF regulation is performed by varying Mvsm in (9), which in turn affects smooth muscle 

tension .  Mvsm  is coupled to Mvsm,lin via a sigmoidal function:  
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Mvsm,lin is the summation of influences of myogenic (xmyo), shear stress based (xshear), 

neurogenic (xneuro), and metabolic (xmeta) regulation, multiplied by their respective gains 

(Gmyo, Gshear, Gneuro and Gmeta):  
 

metametaneuroneuroshearshearmyomyolinvsm xGxGxGxGM ⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=,    (13) 

 
An overview of regulation is depicted in figure 3.  In all four regulatory mechanisms, the 

regulatory state (xregulation) is coupled to the regulatory activation (Aregulation) via first-

order behaviour. An extra parameter, xinitial , may be used to correct the initial flow 
when it has not been measured in baseline condition e.g. with the subject’s eyes open 
instead of eyes closed..  
 

Myogenic regulation 

Activation of myogenic regulation (Amyo) is based on the deviation of the current 

arteriolar wall tension, Tar, from a reference tension, Tmyo,0 , and is normalised by a 

normalisation tension, Tmyo,s [6, 7, 31]:  
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Tmyo,0 is chosen to be the tension at baseline pressure for Mvsm = 0. Tmyo,,s is a 

normalisation tension for obtaining a dimensionless Amyo, and is chosen to be 0.3 
mmHg*cm. For myogenic regulation, the coupling of the regulatory state to the 
regulatory activation equates to  
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 where τmyo is the time constant governing myogenic regulation.  
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Shear stress based regulation 
 Shear stress is caused by viscous friction of blood and the vessel wall. If viscosity-

dominated (Poiseuille) flow is assumed, wall shear stress (τW) is quantified by  
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in which Q and r are blood flow and vessel radius, respectively.  
 

From  (16) , it can be inferred that shear stress scales with Q/r
3
. Shear stress activation 

is therefore chosen as  
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 Kshear  is chosen such that, at baseline, Ashear = 0.  
 

xshear is coupled to  Ashear via first-order time behaviour, analogous to (15).  
 
Neurogenic regulation 
Neurogenic regulation, together with metabolic regulation, is assumed to be 
determined by the amount of visual cortex activation. For the sake of simplicity, 

neurogenic activation (Aneuro) is assumed to change stepwise at eye-opening, cf. [28, 
29]. Neurogenic regulation is then again described by a first-order response, analogous 
to (15) .  
 
Metabolic regulation 
Metabolic regulation is assumed to be mediated by venous CO2 [1, 12], a potent 
vasodilator [20]. It is assumed that the set of arterioles feeding the capillary bed are in 
close proximity to the venous return, a concept reviewed by [16].  
Brain tissue CO2 concentration [CO2]t is assessed from the molar balance between CO2 
production and CO2 disposal. [CO2]t represents a molar concentration. Tissue CO2 is 
produced by metabolism (MCO2) and disposed by blood perfusing the tissue. This is 
formulated in the following equation:  
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 in which V is the brain volume perfused by one PCA and [CO2]v  and [CO2]a are the 
venous and arterial CO2 concentrations, respectively. V represents the unilateral 
primary visual cortex volume.  
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Visual cortex stimulation influences metabolism as follows:  
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 In this equation, fQ is the ratio between open eye and closed eye flows at baseline i.e. 

without visual stimulation. nQM is a factor describing the ratio of percentual flow 

increase to percentual metabolism increase, which is chosen to be 2.2 [33]. MCO2, 0  is 

assumed to be 1.35*10
-7- 

mol/s [12].  [CO2]a is assumed to be constant at 20.65 

mmol/l  [13].  [CO2]v is assumed to be in equilibrium with [CO2]t , which is justified by 
the very fast diffusion of CO2 [15; p.504]. Note that for two dissolved gases to be in 
equilibrium, their partial pressures (not their concentrations) are to be equal [10].  
 

[CO2]t influences metabolic activation, Ameta , via  
 

)][]([ ,22 spttAmetameta COCOGA −=       (20) 

 

[CO2]t,sp  is defined as the steady-state solution of (18). GAmeta is a scaling gain factor, 

which is chosen to be 0.59 l/mmol. xmeta is coupled to Ameta via first-order dynamics, 
analogous to (15).  
 

VEFR Fitting  
Measured visually evoked flow responses (VEFRs) showing behaviour representative for 
every category of VEFRs  i.e. normal, intermediate or sluggish, were chosen for model 
testing. Since all time constants of the regulatory processes largely exceed the cyclic 
heart beat time base, use of VEFRs based on beat-to-beat values is justified. VEFRs and 
accompanying visually-evoked blood pressure responses (VEBPR) are shown in figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Representative VEFRs and accompanying VEBPR, i.e. target for model output 

fitting and model input,  for normal (A), sluggish (B) and intermediate (C) type. 

Normal 

Intermediate 

Sluggish 
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The VEBPR was used as model input. The VEFR was converted to flow assuming a PCA 
diameter of 2.1 mm and a circular cross-sectional area. The converted VEFR was then 

compared to the model arterial flow (QA) i.e. modelled PCA flow. The sum of squares 
between measured and model flow was calculated and minimised by changing the 
activation parameters i.e. gains and time constants of regulatory processes. Fit quality 

could thus be assessed by examining the minimised root mean square error (ERMS), 
defined as  
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     (21) 

 
Fitting was performed using the trust-region-reflective algorithm [8, 9], implemented in 
the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox function lsqnonlin. Fitting was initiated from 
multiple start points in parameter space using the MATLAB Global Optimization 
Toolbox function MultiStart.  
 
 

 
Figure 3: Flow chart showing the four modelled regulatory mechanisms (myogenic, 

shear stress based, metabolic, and neurogenic regulation).TAR, rAR and QAR represent the 

arteriolar tension, radius and outflow, respectively. ANEURO, neurogenic activity, parame-

ter correcting for steady-state differences between fitted and measured flows. MCO2, 

CO2 metabolism (19). [CO2]t, brain tissue CO2 concentration (18).AMYO, ASHEAR, and AMETA, 

myogenic, shear stress based, and metabolic activation (14, 17, and 20). For each 

mechanism, a blue box represents a first order low-pass filter (15), yielding a regulatory 

state variable, which is multiplied by a gain factor represented by a red triangle. Regula-

tory influences are then summed (13) and yield MVSM via a sigmoidal function (12). CO2, 

carbon dioxide. 
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Table 1: Constant model parameters. PCA, posterior cerebral artery. 

Symbol Value Unit Description Reference 

ηBlood 4*10
-3 

Pa*s Dynamic blood viscosity (Letcher 1981) 

ρBlood 1.05
 

g*ml
-1 

Blood mass density 

Epca 1.6 MPa Young’s modulus of PCA 
wall 

Rpca 1.05 mm PCA inner radius 

Lpca 8.6 cm PCA length 

hpca 0.026 mm PCA thickness 

(Mulder 2011, 
Alastruey 2007) 

rar,0 0.0075 cm Vessel inner radius in the 
condition of unstressed wall 

har,0 0.0025 cm Wall thickness in the un-
stressed condition (r = r0) 

σar,e,0 11.19 mmHg 

Kar,0 4.5 - 

σar,coll 41.32 mmHg 

Constant parameter for 
elastic stress model 

Tar,max,0 1.50 mmHg * 
cm 

Optimal smooth muscle 
tension in basal condition 

rar,m 0.0128 cm Radius at which smooth 
muscle exerts maximal force 

rar,t 0.0174 cm 

nar,m 1.75 - 

Constant parameter for 
smooth muscle tension 
model 

ηar 47.8 mmHg Wall viscosity 

(Ursino 1998) 

Qbl 53 ml/min Baseline flow (Moore 2007) 

Pic 10 mmHg Intracranial pressure (Payne 2006) 

Pvo 14 mmHg Venous output pressure (Ursino 1998) 

 

 

Strategy 

To gain insight in the behaviour and quality of the fitting procedure, first a few explora-
tory steps will be carried out. Assessment of parameter ranges is not obvious, espe-
ciallly not for the gains since there are no literature values available. Although ranges 
for time constants can be retrieved from literature, these are also rough estimations.  
Therefore, we start by evaluating the dependency of the output of the fitting routine 
on chosen parameter space and chosen initial values i.e. start points. First, the parame-
ter space will be varied by choosing  large (L) and small (S) ranges for the fitting pa-
rameters. The mullti-start procedure will be applied i.e. the fitting routine is allowed to 
randomly choose 9 start points within the parameter space apart from the user-defined 
start point to obtain the output accompanied by the minimum root mean square error 

(ERMS). The fitting procedure will be applied to the normal response type. Obtained 
parameter values will be re-entered in the fitting procedure to test its dependency on 
intial value choice despite the use of the multi-start procedure. 
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In case the multi-start procedure will not provide a unique solution, a single start point 
procedure in the small parameter space will be applied as a ‘best practice’ alternative, 
also for the other VEFR representatives. The obtained output will again be re-entered 
as initial values in the fitting procedure to reveal its consistency.  
 
After evaluation of the quality of the fitting procedure, the potential use of the model 
will be illustrated by testing hypotheses regarding description of the VEFR representa-
tives: 
 
H1:   The normal response is best described by neuronal and metabolic activation, 

since a fast and slower time-constant are required to describe the overshoot . 
H2:   The intermediate response is best described by neuronal and shear activation, 

since a fast and slow time constant are required to describe its course. 
H3:   The sluggish response can be described solely by activation of the neuronal 

process, sinde it has no overshoot and an exponential course. 
 
To test the hypotheses, all three VEFR types will be fitted by solely the neurogenic 

process (2 degrees of freedom, i.e. τneuro and Gneuro) and by all three possible combina-
tions of the neurogenic process and either one of the three other processes i.e. meta-
bolic, myogenic or shear stress activation (4 degrees of freedom per combination). Of 
the 4 obtained fits for every VEFR type, the fit with the minimum root mean square 
error  will be regarded as the best fit to describe a particular VEFR type. 
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6.3 Results 
 
Large/Small parameter spaces + multi-start procedure 

Based on preliminary runs using infinite ranges, a large but reasonable parameter space 
has been determined. The large parameter space was defined by ranges for the gains of 
-100 - 0 or  0 - 100, with exception of the neuronal gain with a range -10 – 0, and ranges 
for all time constants of 0-60s (table 2A). Initial values for the large parameter space 
were chosen based on their expected order. The multi-start procedure was set on 10 
start points, which implies that the user-defined initial values were used as 1 start point 
and that the other 9 start points were randomly selected within the parameter space.  
For the set-up of the small parameter space, the parameter ranges were finetuned 
based on literature values in order to define conceivable values from a physiological 
perspective (table 2B). This resulted in time constants for the different processes in the 

order of τneuro ~1-15s < τmyo~5-13s < τmeta~10-25s < τshear~25-60s. Gain boundaries were 
chosen to vary between 0 and their largest value obtained for the large boundaries plus 
~25%.  The initial values for the time constants and gains  were chosen to be exactly in 
the middle of the range, but again the multi-start procedure was applied. 
The model fits and parameter values obtained are presented in figure 4. The graphs 
show the measured VEFR (green) and the obtained model-fit (blue). The accompanying 
table shows the fit parameter values. The results show that although the difference in 
fits for the large and small parameter spaces do not change dramatically, the parame-
ter values differ considerably. Notably, several processes seem to compete with each 
other e.g. metabolic and shear time constants are ~55-60s in both the first and second 
run whereas the metabolic gain (Gmeta) increases and shear stress gain (Gshear) decreases 
considerably in the second run as compared to the first.  
Initial values + single start procedure 

Following our strategy, the fitting routine was repeated for the small parameter space 
using the single start procedure to ensure it started at the user-defined initial values.  
The obtained fit parameter values were then entered as initial values and the fitting 
procedures was repeated to test the sensitivity of the fitting routine for its initial val-
ues. Apart from the normal VEFR representative, this second exploratory step is also 
applied to the other VEFR types. The model fits and parameters obtained are shown in 
figure 5. In contrast to what is expected, the obtained parameter values do change 
somehow proving that outcomes depend on chosen initial values.  
Illustration of model use for hypothesis testing 

Then, the hypotheses were tested by fitting all VEFR types with solely the neurogenic 

process (2 degrees of freedom, i.e. τneuro and Gneuro) and with all three possible combi-
nations of the neurogenic process and either one of the three other processes i.e. 
metabolic, myogenic or shear stress activation (4 degrees of freedom per combination). 
In this way, 4 fits were obtained for each of the three VEFR types. For every VEFR type, 
the best fit, i.e. lowest least square difference between VEFR and fit, and accompanying 
parameter values are shown in figure 6.  
Notably, fits of almost similar goodness of fit as the best fits could be obtained when 
the time constant range of the second (additional) process was adapted to include the 
value obtained for the second process of the best fit. For the normal type, for example, 
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the best fit was obtained when the neurogenic process was combined with the meta-

bolic process (τmeta ~15s). A value of 15s was not included in the time constant ranges 
of the myogenic or shear stress process. When fitting the normal VEFR by the neuro-
genic process combined with these processes the boundary limits were attained (i.e. 
upper limit of 13s for myogenic process and lower limit of 20s for the shear stress proc-
ess). Adjusting these limits to include 15s in their range showed that also a good fit 
could be attained for the neurogenic combined with the myogenic process. Similarly, 
the intermediate response could be best described by the neurogenic process com-

bined with the shear stress mechanism (τshear ~50s). However, when the time constant 
ranges for myogenic or metabolic process were adapted to include 50s as well, they 
were both able to describe the intermediate response reasonably when combined with 
the neurogenic process. The sluggish response can be described solely by the neuro-
genic process, but also combined with metabolic activation a good fit was observed.  
 
Table 2. Large (A) and small (B) parameter spaces definied by upper and lower parame-
ter limits. Initial values were chosen by expected order (A) or halfway (B), respectively.  

A. LARGE ττττneuro Gneuro Gmeta ττττmeta Gmyo ττττmyo Gshear ττττshear 

Initial values 10 -0.1 -10     10 10 10 -10     10 

Lower Limit 0 -10 -100 0 0 0 -100      0 

Upper LImit 60 0   0   60 100 60 0       60 

B. SMALL ττττneuro Gneuro Gmeta ττττmeta Gmyo ττττmyo Gshear ττττshear 

Initial values 7.5 -2.5 -60     17.5 10 9 -35      40 

Lower Limit 0 -5 -120 10 0 5 -70      20 

Upper LImit 15 0   0   25 20 13 0       60 
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MULTI-START ττττneuro Gneuro Gmeta ττττmeta Gmyo ττττmyo Gshear ττττshear 

Normal  L 26.7 -2.5 -42.2 54.2 10.8 57.5 -26.0 →→→→ 60 

Normal  L RP 28.8 -2.3 -100 ←←←← 57.8 9.2 →→→→ 60 -8.0 58.1 

Normal  S 10.2 -0.78 -42.6 19.3 0.67 12.8 →→→→ 0 →→→→ 60 

Normal  S RP 8.7 -0.92 →→→→ 0 18.2 2.8 →→→→ 13 -8.5 42.5 

Figure 4. Dependency on parameter space (multiple start points in fitting routine). VEFR 

(green) and model-predicted flow (blue) for varying space sizes (left: L,right: S). Accom-

panying fit  values for initial values as in table 2 and obtained values re-entered (RP). 

Large Small 
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 ττττneuro Gneuro Gmeta ττττmeta Gmyo ττττmyo Gneuro ττττshear 

Normal S 11.7 -1.6 →→→→ 0 24.5 1.8 5.9 -53.0 53.3 

Normal S RP 11.7 -0.87 -56.6 21.8 0.45 9.1 →→→→ 0 56.0 

Intermediate S 11.2 -2.2 →→→→ 0  21.8 8.8 6.4 -38.8 33.4 

Intermediate S RP →→→→ 15 -1.3 -60 →→→→ 25 1.9 5 ←←←← -14.8 23.0 

Sluggish S 14.4 -0.71 -13.5 22.9 0.57 5 ←←←← -4.2 58.4 

Sluggish S RP →→→→ 15 0.87 →→→→ 0 15.6 1.1 5 ←←←← -11.3 43.8 

Figure 5. Dependency on choice of initial values (single start point fitting routine). VEFRs 

(green) and predicted flows (blue) for parameter space S. Initial values as in table 2 and 

obtained values re-entered (RP). Fit values in red indicate approach of boundaries.  
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Figure 6. Best model-predicted flows (blue) and model outcomes for VEFR types (green). 
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6.4 Discussion 

The main advantage of applying a lumped parameter model incorporating regulatory 
processes for VEFR description is that it provides parameter values with a physiological 
meaning. This may enable linkage of VEFR behavior to (patho-)physiological processes. 
Our model is based on previous models as proposed by Ursino and Lodi [34] to describe 
transcranial Doppler blood flow velocity recordings and introduced by Payne [27] for 
the understanding of fMRI BOLD responses. We integrated parts of these models with 
process descriptions representing different mechanisms capable of activating vascular 
smooth muscle tone. We aimed in first instance to describe physiology behind 
neurovascular coupling as complete and flexible as possible, since proposed physiologi-
cal pathways for VEFR establishment are yet ambiguous regarding involved processes. 
This prompted us to design a model which allows testing of hypotheses about respon-
sible mechanisms.  
The model contains 4 different activation processes, which all act on smooth muscle 
tone of the arteriolar compartment. Both the neuronal and metabolic process can be 
activated by a (step) stimulus, whereas the myogenic and shear stress mechanisms are 
indirect mechanisms reacting on pressure and flow changes respectively. All mecha-
nisms are capable of accomplishment of a change in vascular smooths muscle tone and 
in arterioler diameter i.e. vasodilation or constriction. The metabolic and shear stress 
descriptions probably describe best the actual physiological mechanisms. Metabolic 
activation is based on the dynamic relation between CO2 production and removal, 
which is disturbed in case metabolism increases e.g. by a step stimulus. Also, the shear 
stress process may reflect physiology quite well by describing the increase in wall shear 
stress resulting from increased blood flow. Neuronal and myogenic processes are based 
on best current knowledge adopted from basic research.  
Two parameter spaces were defined i.e. a large parameter space based on rough esti-
mation and a small parameter space in which the ranges of the time constants of the 4 
processes were based on literature values. Neuronal time-constants are reported in the 
order of 2-4s [27], whereas metabolic time constants are chosen in the order of 20s in 
other models [34]. Myogenic responses are also relatively fast as shown by reported 
time constants of 5-14s, whereas shear-induced processes involving NO for vasodilation 
will be relatively slow, i.e. a typical time constant of 60s is observed in other vascular 
beds [3, 11]. These values were used in the analyses and referred to as (part of) the 
small parameter space (S). 
To test the feasibility of the model to describe VEFRs, we first made a few exploratory 
steps to test the quality of the fitting routine i.e. its dependency on parameter space 
and initial values. The first step of our strategy shows that for the large parameter 
space, the model-fit does match the VEFR fairly but not perfectly. As expected, a better 
description was attained when applying a smaller parameter space. In both cases a 
good match between VEFR and fit was expected, since the model has sufficient degrees 
of freedom to describe normal VEFR behavior i.e. overshoot and saturation. The limited 
match for the large parameter space and the spread in outcomes between the first run 
and repeated run (with outcome of first run entered as initial values), implies that the 
set of differential equation constituting the numerical problem has not an unique solu-
tion. This complicates the fit procedure since it may encounter a local minimum instead 
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of a global minimum. The findings suggest that the parameter space should be further 
finetuned to ensure a global minimum irrespective of which initial values are chosen by 
the fitting routine. Therefore it is highly recommendable to first apply a global sensitiv-
ity analysis to enable fine-tuning of the parameter space and possible parameter reduc-
tion since it will identify parameters which do not or barely influence model outcomes. 
Parameters which do not have an effect on the outcome may either be fixed to prevent 
overfitting. 
As a second exploratory step, we applied the procedure using the small parameter 
space to all 3 VEFR types but now with a single start point to ensure that the fitting 
routine in all types starts from this user-defined start point (in contrast to multi-start 
use). Also here repetition of the run, using model outcomes obtained in the first run as 
initial values, leads to changes in model parameter outcomes. This confirms that the 
fitting procedure is sensitive to user-defined initial values also when a single fit proce-
dure is used. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that our model is applicable for physio-
logical description of VEFRs since the fits obtained match the normal and sluggish VEFR 
quite good, the intermediate VEFR reasonable and accompanying parameter values 
seem plausible from physiological perspective. However, again a global sensitivity 
analysis should be carried out to improve parameter reliability. Given the number of 
parameters involved and the relatively strong interaction between the different pa-
rameters, this would require an implementation of the fitting procedure on a massive 
parallel computer system. 
Irrespective of the quality of the fitting routing, we demonstrated the capability of the 
model for hypotheses testing to show the model’s potential use in the future. We 
tested different hypotheses with our model i.e. normal VEFR best described by combi-
nation of neuronal and metabolic process, intermediate VEFR by neuronal and shear 
stress mechanism and the sluggish response solely by neuronal activiation. To this end, 
we used different combination of processes and compared the fits with respect to fit 
error between VEFR and fit. Since visual activation will activate the neurogenic process 
anyway, it may be combined with each of the three other processes to describe the 
VEFRs i.e. metabolic, myogenic or shear stress. Comparison of fits and parameter val-
ues for solely neurogenic action and those for neurogenic process combined with either 
one of the three other processes for all VEFR types, shows that only the sluggish VEFR 
can be described by solely neurogenic action as was expected regarding its time course. 
The normal VEFR can best be described by neurogenic action combined with a process 
of a time constant of 20s. Good fits were obtained both for neurogenic activation com-
bined with myogenic and metabolic processes. Similarly for the intermediate response, 
it was demonstrated that it can best be described by neurogenic action combined with 
a process with a time constant of about 50s. This could be accomplished by the combi-
nation of neurogenic action with either one of the three other processes. Thus, new 
clinical experiments should be thought off to improve distinction between the three 
processes, in particular between myogenic and metabolic action. Since the myogenic 
response can not be selectively manipulated, strategies should be sought in selective 
metabolic suppression by pharmaceuticals or manipulative maneuvers to control its 
levels of activation e.g. by inducing hyper- or hypocapnia. VEFRs have previously been 
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acquired  in condition of hypercapnia, showing a decreased initial rise and increased 
visually-evoked flow level [30]. 
  
Possibilities and outlook 

This explorative study shows how a newly introduced physiological model may be ex-
plored to gain insight in model parameter ranges, computational limitations and the 
behavior of the different processes given various preconditions. A more systematic and 
thorough approach is required to assure that global instead of local minima are found 
and to gain more insight in the effect of (combinations of) parameter changes on the 
model outcome. A suitable tool for this purpose would be the Monte-Carlo approach. 
With this technique all model parameters are (randomly or selectively) varied over  
arbitrary predefined ranges in the parameter space. This reveals their influence on the 
model outcome i.e. the sensitivity of the model for a parameter change. It provides 
information on which parameters are the most influential to the model output and 
hence, need to be assessed with the most accuracy. This method has successfully been 
applied for a wave propagation model for vascular access [17].  
Furthermore, application of the physiological model enables a mechanistic approach to 
unravel contributions of different processes thereby generating hypotheses for further 
research. Our exploratory study revealed for example that myogenic and metabolic 
processes are hard to differentiate via modeling. Strategic experimental set-ups can be 
designed to reveal their relative contributions in certain conditions. Dynamic interac-
tion between testing hypotheses with the model and generation of new hypotheses for 
experiments provides a productive base for further research.  
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General discussion        

The aim of the work presented in this thesis was to progress towards development of 
reliable and clinically relevant parameters for cerebral blood flow regulation assess-
ment by use of ultrasonography. Quantitative assessment of cerebral blood flow and its 
regulation is of great clinical importance since cerebral hypoperfusion predisposes a 
variety of pathologies. Given the important advantages of ultrasonography, efforts 
have been focused on the description of ultrasonographic blood flow velocity meas-
urements by reliable parameters preferably with a physiological interpretation. 
 

7.1 Main Findings 

In chapter 2, blood flow velocities (BFV) of patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are 
shown to be significantly lowered at proximal sites but preserved at distal sites as com-
pared to BFV of mild cognitive impaired patients (MCI) or healthy controls (HC). This 
pattern holds for three trajectories i.e. the internal carotid arteries, the middle and 
posterior cerebral arteries. It can presumably be ascribed to reduced distal diameters 
resulting from AD pathology.  In addition, MCI BFV appears to be similar to HC BFV in 
the extracranial and intracranial posterior circulation, whereas they are intermediate 
between AD and HC in the intracranial anterior circulation. This suggests that intracra-
nial anterior vessels may be most suitable for early detection of pathological altera-
tions. Thus, location-specific cerebrovascular BFV decline in AD and MCI is detectable 
using ultrasonography showing its potential as a screening tool for MCI.   
In the same study cohort, dynamic cerebral autoregulation (DCA) has been studied and 
discussed in chapter 3. The cerebrovascular resistance index, CVRi, was significantly 
higher in AD compared to MCI and HC implying increased AD vessel stiffness. Also, CVRi 
is shown to be a potential biomarker for AD development of MCI.  Moreover, windkes-
sel model findings of a significantly elevated peripheral resistance parameter confirmed 
cerebrovascular resistance increase in AD.  
To investigate neurovascular coupling assessment, visually-evoked blood flow re-
sponses (VEFRs) were examined first in a relative young study cohort i.e. formerly (pre-
)eclamptic patients and controls as described in chapter 4. VEFRs were fitted with the 
step response of a 2nd order control system model to obtain patient-specific parameter 
values. Although inter-group differences in model parameters were not found, a trend 

was observed that critical damping (ζ>1) occurred more frequently in former patients 
than in controls. Critical damping reflects an atypical VEFR, which is either uncompen-

sated (sluggish, ζ>1; Tv < 20) or compensated by a rise in rate time (intermediate, ζ>1; 
Tv > 20). Further study is required to interpret these two VEFR types. 
The standard VEFR analysis procedure as described in chapter 4, has been optimized by 
consideration of parameter reliability and blood pressure dynamics in chapter 5. These 
two VEFR-analysis procedures were applied to the AD study cohort. Reliability consid-
eration resulted in about 40% VEFR exclusion, mainly due to the models’ inability to fit 
critically damped responses but reduced parameter variability considerably. Regarding 
the influence of blood pressure variation, a significantly increased damping was found 
in AD for the standard but not for the revised model. This reversed conclusions from 
altered to normal neurovascular coupling in AD. Considering their influence on ob-
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tained parameters, both aspects should be included in VEFR-analysis. Neurovascular 
coupling is unaffected in AD, which is conceivable given usual spatial-temporal AD pa-
thology progression.  
To enable linkage of VEFR behavior to physiological properties, a lumped parameter 
model of the visual cortex vasculature is introduced in chapter 6. Regulatory processes 
i.e. neurogenic, metabolic, myogenic and shear stress mechanisms, act on smooth 
muscle tone which inherently leads to adjustment of microcirculatory resistance and 
compliance. Preliminary results show that this newly introduced physiology-based 
model can describe a representatives of VEFR types reasonably well obtaining physio-
logically plausible parameter values.  
 

7.2 Considerations for data acquisition 

Use of transcranial Doppler ultrasonography (TCD)  

In this thesis, duplex and Transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasonography have been ap-
plied to assess cerebral blood flow and its regulation because of their major advantages 
over other imaging techniques such as non-invasiveness, cost-effectiveness and high 
temporal resolution. However, ultrasonography has some drawbacks which need to be 
considered when employing this technique.  
Both duplex and TCD, depend on temporal window size and bone thickness to obtain 
sufficient ultrasound signal quality. In practice, this results not only in exclusion of 
about 10% of the population due to insufficient window quality, but also in less optimal 
signal quality in case of poor window quality. Mean spectral energies of 36.4 dB on 
average have been reported for subjects with normal window quality, whereas reduced 
values of 30.3 dB are found for subjects with poor window quality [9]. Its influence on 
DCA parameters has also been investigated by corrupting the normal insonation win-
dows with aluminum foils obtaining spectral energies similar to poor window quality 
subject group. This causes a significant reduction in phase difference but magnitude is 
preserved. Use of ultrasound contrast agent via bolus injection is recommended to 
compensate for lowered signal quality [10]. In this work, however, 5Hz low-pass filter-
ing of raw blood pressure and velocity data was applied for beat-to-beat detection 
combined with artifact removal to optimize signal quality for further analysis. Filtering 
and artifact removal work sufficiently well and preserve non-invasiveness.  
Another consideration for ultrasonography use is that operator-dependency may intro-
duce measurement inaccuracy. Inter-observer variability, expressed by interclass corre-
lation coefficients (ICC), has been reported to be 0.9 for peak systolic and 0.8 for end 
diastolic velocity, whereas values of 0.81 to 0.97 are reported for peak systolic and 
0.69—0.89 for end-diastolic intra-observer variability [12]. These findings suggest that 
measurements performed by well-experienced operators are very consistent. Since lack 
of regular practice is known to reduce measurement accuracy, it is advisable to stimu-
late clinical operators and investigators to keep up experience by regular practice. Ul-
trasonographic velocity recordings in this thesis have been measured by a limited num-
ber of operators who were all moderate to well-experienced in operating these tech-
niques implying negligible influence on presented results. 
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In contrast to duplex ultrasonography, TCD recordings are not corrected for insonation 

angle. Insonation angles for the MCAs and PCAs are reported to be in the order of 30° 
[7] accounting for an underestimation of about 15-20% (cosine relationship) of the 
measured velocities. However, individual variability of insonation angles may be con-
siderable, which emphasizes the need to account for it when investigating absolute 
cerebral blood flow (velocity). To cancel out the influence of insonation angle, only 
angle-corrected velocities or relative TCD velocity changes have been reported in this 
thesis as is also recommendable in general for use in clinical and research practice.   
 

Quality Assurance  
Transcranial Doppler ultrasonography (TCD) 
The research in this thesis revealed the diagnostic value of ultrasonographic BFV meas-
urements for AD e.g. detectable location-specific BFV decline. Still, diagnostic value 
may be further improved by optimizing dataset quality via combination of Duplex ultra-
sonography (D-TCD) or ‘blind’ TCD (B-TCD) with other techniques.  A major drawback of 
D-TCD /B-TCD is that velocities are measured, whereas we are interested in cerebral 
blood flow requiring also diameter and velocity profile information. With MR angiogra-
phy (MRA) or Time-Of-Flight images (TOF) cerebrovascular diameter differences can be 
detected with a resolution of ~0.35mm corresponding to flow changes of minimally 3 
ml/min for a BFV of 50 cm/s. Also, assumed velocity profiles should be evaluated espe-
cially for tortuous vessels or near bifurcations. Novel technics such as multigate Dop-
pler [2] or particle image velocimetry may be applied to gain more insight in the veloc-
ity profile near the carotid bulb. This may not only help to explain lowered proximal ICA 
BFV in AD as compared to MCI or HC, but it will also improve flow estimation.  
Visually-evoked blood flow response (VEFR) 
Furthermore, the remarkable but consistent finding of atypical VEFR types emphasizes 
the need for a critical review of the experimental set-up. It is crucial for correct meas-
urement interpretation to determine whether atypical VEFRs result from procedural 
aspects or reflect physiological behavior. Therefore, it is not only advisable to further 
optimize the experimental set-up to ensure optimal measurement accuracy, but also to 
include potential sources of physiological variation such as blood pressure and CO2 in 
the data acquisition to enable quantitative correction for their effects.  
Optimization measures for experimental set-up may involve electrooculography (EOG) 
measurement for precise eye opening and closure detection (exact on and off time 
detection to minimize trigger jitter in averaging of responses), assurance of optimal 
visual acuity and prolongation of stimulus duration to prevent non-saturation of VEFRs.   
In addition, quality measures and criteria should be standardized and routinely incorpo-
rated in post-processing steps.  For DCA analysis, a statistical procedure has been intro-
duced called surrogate analysis, which provides a kind of reliability criterion. Above its 
cut-off, pressure and flow data can be assumed to be correlated with sufficient confi-
dence, so that gain and phase measures may be regarded as meaningful.  Our newly 
introduced reliability parameter for VEFR-analysis has a similar function i.e. it is meant 
to select only parameter values for statistical analysis which are sufficiently reliable and 
meaningful. These quality measures should be further evaluated with the purpose to 
eventually become standard applied as a consensus between researchers in the field.    
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7.3 Considerations for modeling 

 

Quality of models 

Regarding the principles of ‘good modeling’, guidelines have been developed first for 
problem identification and specification and second for the three parts of the modeling 
process i.e. model development, evaluation and application [4]. Each of these iterative 
basic steps is accompanied by some modeling issues which should be considered.   
For problem definition and specification, knowledge of the background of the modeled 
process is required also to make decisions regarding input requirements and desired 
output.  For neurovascular coupling, there seems to be a gap between micro-level re-
search in which processes involved in establishment of local vasodilation are central, 
and macro-level research where differentiation between VEFRs in normal and patho-
logic conditions is the main topic of investigation. The intermediate level consisting of 
spatial and temporal courses of neural signal spread and vasodilatory propagation ap-
pear to be underexposed in neurovascular coupling research. Schummers et al [11] 
used two-photon imaging of calcium signals in a ferret visual cortex to investigate the 
influence of tuned astrocytic responses to visual stimulation on hemodynamical signals. 
Similar studies should be designed to gain insight in the spatial and temporal organiza-
tion of coupling between neuronal and hemodynamical responses via the tuning inter-
ference of astrocytes. This information could help in designing a lumped parameter 
model with more spatial and temporal detail e.g. the arteriolar compartment could 
possibly be split up in more parallel compartments to differentiate spatially between 
cortex areas which may interact via the activation processes underlying neurovascular 
coupling. 
For model development, a consideration needs to be made between the required 
model complexity and the uncertainty in model output (see figure 7.1). When increas-
ing the model complexity, model framework uncertainty becomes smaller since the 
number of parameters or degrees of freedom increases. However, data uncertainty will 
increase since the potential error coming from input data will grow. To obtain a mini-
mum total uncertainty, an optimum between these two sources of uncertainty needs 
to be realized.  Both newly introduced models, i.e. the RGe model and the physiology-
based model, lead to a shift to the right on the uncertainty curves.  They provide more 
degrees of freedom but lead to stricter accuracy requirements for the input data. As a 
first step towards physiology-based modeling, it was essential to incorporate all possi-
bly important physiological processes underlying neurovascular coupling. . The ultimate 
goal is, however, to describe the VEFR accurately by the miminum required parameters 
i.e. finding the best compromise between model framework and data uncertainty (fig 
7.1). Therefore, as a second step the complexity of the model may be reduced by com-
parison of the contributions of processes or sensitivity analyses. 
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Figure 7.1 Relationship between model framework uncertainty and data uncertainty 

and their effect on total model uncertainty (in [4], adapted from Hanna [5]) 

 

A major issue for model evaluation is to assess the (relative) sensitivity of the model 
output for a change in a model input parameter. Model input parameters for which the 
model output is the most sensitive should be determined with the highest accuracy. 
Other parameters may be considered as less important and can possibly even be re-
moved from the model, so that uncertainty in model outcome will decrease. This is a 
crucial step before the newly developed model can be applied in further research. It is 
highly recommendable to perform a global and local sensitivity analysis for the lumped 
parameter model similar to those previously applied for patient-specific wave-
propagation models of the systemic arterial tree for the purpose of obtaining mechani-
cal property values [8] and to predict outcomes after vascular access creation [6].  

 
7.4 Clinical Relevance  

The research in this thesis revealed the diagnostic value of ultrasonographic BFV meas-
urements for several pathologies i.e. AD, MCI, pre-eclampsia and eclampsia. Extensive 
duplex examination of intra- and extracranial BFV in MCI may reveal which (sites of) 
blood vessels are most susceptible for declined BFV and may predict conversion to AD. 
In addition, CVRi seems to be a good potential candidate for prediction for future con-
version of MCI to AD. An optimal set-up for future study is to prospectively measure 
location-specific BFV with duplex ultrasonography, CVRi by simultaneous Doppler veloc-
ity and blood pressure recording, to perform cognitive tests and to acquire MRI images 
and MRA diameters for all MCI patients. Monitoring these MCI patients will reveal the 
predictive value of blood volume flow maps and resistance values for AD conversion.  
Moreover, other patient populations may benefit from this methodological approach. 
Cerebral hypoperfusion makes the brain vulnerable to and may predispose different 
pathological processes. Screening and diagnosic value of duplex ultrasonography may 
be structurally explored such as done for the relatively new MRI perfusion technique 
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arterial spin labeling [3].  Early detection of cerebrovascular hemodynamics may be 
beneficial for diseases such as stroke. Also cerebral hyperperfusion is potentially harm-
ful for the brain. Migraine is associated with increased cerebral blood flow. The effect 
of acupuncture as therapeutic treatment has been investigated with promising results 
[1].  
Both cerebral autoregulation and neurovascular coupling seem to be preserved in AD 
based on transfer function analysis. For neurovascular coupling, however, VEFR inter-
pretation i.e. diagnostic value of model parameters is not unambiguous yet.  Although a 
VEFR showing an overshoot and late saturation is reported being the normal response, 
it may be argued that it is not efficient to require an overshoot before attaining the 
required saturation level. From this point of view, the sluggish response, if fast enough, 
may be more efficient.  Similar if the saturation level is the desired flow level, the in-
termediate type and fast sluggish type meet the required need. From this perspective, 
only the very slow sluggish responses are problematic. There may be a transition from 
one type to the other dependent on pathology, which would imply that monitoring of 
these patients would be beneficial. This is supported by the stimulus dependency of the 
VEFR course i.e. simpler stimuli do in general not lead to an overshoot in the VEFR. If 
neurovascular coupling functions well, a more complex stimulus would also not require 
an overshoot.  Also, the response may be dependent on the precondition of the vessels 
i.e. level of vasodilation/constriction. Challenging conditions such as increasing stimulus 
complexity or pre-dilation level are easy applicable and may improve distinction of 
pathological from normal VEFR.  
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7.5 Conclusion 

The work in this thesis was aimed to progress towards reliable and clinically employable 
parameters for assessment of cerebral blood flow regulation using ultrasonography. 
The current standard of control system analysis to assess local cerebral blood flow 
regulation has limitations regarding parameter reliability and VEFR interpretation. The 
application of a reliability parameter exposed control system limitations regarding reli-
able description of all three measured visually-evoked blood flow responses (VEFR) 
types. Both reliability and interpretation may be improved by optimization and control 
of data acquisition quality and by use of physiology-based models. The need for physi-
ology-based models is further emphasized by the alteration of clinical study outcomes 
when blood pressure variation was taken into account in the control system model. 
Physiological mechanisms influencing VEFR establishment should be incorporated in 
such a model to possibly explain part of its variance. Application of a lumped parameter 
model of the visual cortex vasculature including regulatory adjustment of smooth mus-
cle tone shows that it has similar ability to describe VEFRs than a control system model, 
providing physiologically meaningful parameter values for evaluation.  
From a clinical perspective, it is shown in this thesis that blood flow velocity of Alz-
heimer patients is decreased at specific locations in the extracranial carotid arteries and 
throughout the intracranial circulation. Extracranial and intracranial posterior blood 
flow velocity of MCI patients is similar to controls, whereas intracranial anterior blood 
flow velocity is intermediate between Alzheimer patients and controls. In addition, 
global cerebral blood flow regulation of Alzheimer patients is preserved despite in-
creased peripheral resistance. When accounting for blood pressure variations, local 
cerebral blood flow regulation in the occipital lobe is found to be preserved as well. 
Thus, it is recommendable to examine all future MCI patients on extra- and intracranial 
baseline  blood flow velocity using Duplex ultrasonography and to determine their 
cerebrovascular resistance index by use of simultaneous recording of blood pressure. 
Follow-up of MCI patients will reveal the predictive value of these parameters for fu-
ture AD development.  
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Summary  
 

 

Towards Clinical Assessment of Cerebral Blood Flow Regulation using 

Ultrasonography 

Model Applicability in Clinical Studies 

 

For preservation of its vital functions, the brain is largely dependent of a suffi-
cient delivery of oxygen and nutrients. Blood flow to the brain is essentially regulated 
by 2 control mechanisms i.e. neurovascular coupling and cerebral autoregulation. 
Cerebral autoregulation aims for constant adequate blood supply by compensating for 
blood pressure variations by dilatation or narrowing of the cerebral microvasculature. 
Neurovascular coupling adjusts blood supply to the local metabolic need. Cerebral per-
fusion and blood flow regulation are compromised in several pathological conditions. 
Clinical examination of cerebral blood flow and its regulation may therefore provide 
helpful diagnostic, predictive and therapeutic information. The work in this thesis was 
aimed at putting a step forward towards development of reliable and clinically usable 
parameters for cerebral blood flow regulation assessment using ultrasonography. 

 
Regarding early diagnostics, screening and monitoring of cerebral blood flow 

and its regulation, ultrasonography has major advantages over other imaging tools 
because of its non-invasiveness, cost-effectiveness, easy usability and its good time 
resolution. It allows examination of blood flow velocities at multiple locations through-
out the extra- and intracranial circulation and evaluation of both control mechanisms 
by transfer function analysis. For evaluation of cerebral autoregulation, transcranial 
Doppler blood flow velocities in the large middle cerebral arteries have been recorded 
simultaneously with plethysmographic (finger) blood pressure. Gain and phase of the 
pressure-flow transfer function have been determined to obtain quantitative measures 
for cerebral autoregulation. Neurovascular coupling has been assessed by presenting a 
visual block stimulus to a subject and simultaneous measurement of the blood flow 
velocity in the artery exclusively supplying the visual cortex. The obtained visually-
evoked blood flow response (VEFR) has been considered as the step response of a lin-
ear second order control system model providing patient-specific parameters such as 
gain and damping as quantitative measures for neurovascular coupling .  

 
In chapter 2, a clinical study has been described in which extra- and intracra-

nial blood flow velocities (BFVs), measured at multiple sites in the circulation, have 
been compared between Alzheimer patients (AD), patients with mild cognitive impair-
ment (MCI) and healthy aging controls (HC). BFVs of AD were significantly lowered at 
proximal sites but preserved at distal sites for the internal carotid artery and middle 
and posterior cerebral arteries as compared to those of MCI or HC. This specific pattern 
can presumably be ascribed to reduced distal diameters resulting from AD pathology. 
MCI BFV were similar to HC BFV in the extracranial and intracranial posterior circula-
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tion, whereas they were intermediate between AD and HC in the intracranial anterior 
circulation. This suggests that intracranial anterior vessels are most suitable for early 
detection of pathological alterations resulting from AD. The study findings further indi-
cate that extensive ultrasonographic screening of intra- and extracranial arteries is 
useful for monitoring BFV decline in the MCI stage. Future follow-up of MCI patients 
may reveal the predictive value of location-specific BFV for conversion to AD.  

 
 In the same study cohort, dynamic cerebral autoregulation has been studied 

as discussed in chapter 3. Cerebral autoregulatory gain and phase values were similar 
for AD, MCI and HC which implies that the cerebral autoregulatory mechanism is pre-
served in AD. However, the cerebrovascular resistance index i.e. the ratio between 
absolute time-averaged blood pressure and flow velocity, was significantly higher in AD 
as compared to MCI and HC indicating that vessel stiffness is increased in AD. Indeed, it 
appeared to be a potential biomarker for AD development of MCI. The cerebrovascular 
resistance increase in AD was furthermore confirmed by windkessel model findings of a 
significantly elevated peripheral resistance in AD. Arterial resistance and peripheral 
compliance were equal for all groups.  

 
From chapter 4, the focus was shifted to assessment of local blood flow regu-

lation. Visually-evoked blood flow responses (VEFRs) of formerly (pre-)eclamptic pa-
tients and healthy controls have been examined to evaluate neurovascular coupling 
first in a relative young study population. The aim of the study was to investigate 
whether possible local (pre)eclampsia-induced endothelial damage was reversible or 
not. The measured VEFRs have been fitted with the step response of a 2nd  order con-
trol system model. Although inter-group differences in model parameters were not 

found, a trend was observed that critical damping (ζ>1) occurred more frequently in 
former patients than in controls. Critical damping reflects an atypical VEFR, which is 

either uncompensated (sluggish, ζ>1; Tv < 20) or compensated by a rise in rate time 

(intermediate, ζ>1; Tv > 20). Since these abnormal VEFRs were mainly found in former 
patients (but not exclusively), these response types were hypothesized to result from 
pathological disturbances.  

 
A revised VEFR analysis procedure to account for reliability and blood pressure 

dynamics has been proposed in chapter 5. This revised procedure consists of the intro-
duction of a reliability measure for model parameters and of a model extension to con-
sider possible blood pressure contribution to the measured VEFR. The effects of these 
adjustments on study outcomes have been evaluated by applying both the standard 
VEFR analysis procedure (applied in chapter 4) and the revised procedure to the AD 
study cohort. Reliability consideration resulted in about 40% VEFR exclusion, mainly 
due to the models’ inability to fit critically damped responses. Reliability consideration 
reduced parameter variability substantially. Regarding the influence of blood pressure 
variation, a significantly increased damping was found in AD for the standard but not 
for the revised model. This reversed the study conclusion from altered to normal 
neurovascular coupling in AD. Considering their influence on obtained parameters, 
both aspects i.e. reliability and blood pressure variation should be included in VEFR-
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analysis. Regarding clinical study outcomes, neurovascular coupling seems to be unaf-
fected in AD since the finding of an increased damping may be ascribed to ignorance of 
blood pressure contribution to VEFR.  

 
Study conclusions of earlier chapters (4 and 5) emphasize the need for a model 

incorporating physiological features. In chapter 6, preliminary results have been re-
ported of the application of a newly developed lumped parameter model of the visual 
cortex vasculature to the 3 different VEFR types. In the new model, regulatory proc-
esses i.e. neurogenic, metabolic, myogenic and shear stress mechanisms, act on 
smooth muscle tone which inherently leads to adjustment of microcirculatory resis-
tance and compliance. This allows the study of effects of pathological changes on the 
VEFR. It may be concluded that the model provides an improved link between VEFR and 
physiology. Preliminary results show that the physiology-based model can describe 
VEFR type representatives reasonably well obtaining physiologically plausible parame-
ter values.  

 
Thus, from a clinical perspective it may be concluded that (Duplex) ultrasono-

graphy has great potential as a standard screening tool for MCI patients. It seems 
worthwhile to examine all future MCI patients on extra- and intracranial blood flow 
velocity and to determine their cerebrovascular resistance index by simultaneous blood 
pressure recording. Follow-up of MCI patients will reveal the predictive value of these 
parameters for future AD development. Furthermore, from a methodological perspec-
tive, it  can be concluded that the current standard of control system analysis to assess 
local cerebral blood flow regulation has limitations regarding parameter reliability and 
VEFR interpretation. Both reliability and interpretation may be improved by optimiza-
tion and control of data acquisition quality and by use of physiology-based models. 
Physiological mechanisms influencing VEFR establishment should be incorporated in 
such a model to possibly explain part of its variance. Efforts should be directed to de-
velopment and validation of physiology-based models aimed at reliable description of 
VEFRs by physiologically meaningful parameters.   
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Samenvatting  
 

 

Op weg naar Klinische Evaluatie van Cerebrale Bloedstroom Regulatie 

op basis van Ultrageluidsmetingen 

Model Toepassing in Klinische Studies 

 
Voor het behoud van zijn vitale functies, is het brein in sterke mate afhankelijk 

van de aanvoer van voldoende zuurstof en voedingstoffen. De bloedtoevoer naar het 
brein wordt hoofdzakelijk beheerst door 2 regelsystemen i.e. neurovasculaire koppeling 
en cerebrale autoregulatie. Cerebrale autoregulatie zorgt voor een constante en vol-
doende bloedtoevoer  door bloeddruk variaties te compenseren  via dilatatie of con-
strictie van de kleine weerstandsvaatjes. Neurovasculaire koppeling past de bloedtoe-
voer aan aan de locale metabole behoefte. Cerebrale perfusie en bloedstroom regulatie 
kunnen in gevaar komen onder verschillende pathologische omstandigheden. Klinisch 
onderzoek van cerebrale bloedstroom en zijn regulatie kunnen zorgen voor relevante 
diagnostische, predictieve en therapeutische informatie. Het in deze thesis gepresen-
teerde onderzoek is er daarom op gericht om een stap voorwaarts te zetten in de ont-
wikkeling  van betrouwbare en klinisch bruikbare parameters om de cerebrale bloed 
stroom regulatie te evalueren met behulp van ultrageluid. 

 
Als het gaat om vroege diagnostiek, screening en bewaking van de cerebrale 

bloedstroom en zijn regulatie, heeft ultrageluid belangrijke voordelen ten opzichte van 
andere beeldvormende technieken omdat  het niet invasief, kosteneffectief en gemak-
kelijk in gebruik is en omdat het een goede tijdsresolutie heeft. Met behulp van ultrage-
luid kunnen bloedstroomsnelheden onderzocht worden op verschillende plaatsen in 
zowel de extra- als intracraniële circulatie en kunnen tevens beide regelsystemen geë-
valueerd worden met behulp van overdrachtsfunctie analyse. Voor het onderzoeken 
van de cerebrale autoregulatie, zijn de transcraniële Doppler bloedstroomsnelheden in 
de grote middelste hersenvaten tegelijkertijd gemeten en opgenomen met de vinger 
bloeddruk (via plethysmografie). De versterking (gain) en fase van de druk – bloed-
stroomsnelheid overdrachtsfunctie zijn bepaald om kwantitatieve maten te verkrijgen 
voor cerebrale autoregulatie functie. Neurovasculaire koppeling functie is onderzocht 
door een visuele blokstimulus aan de proefpersoon aan te bieden en tegelijkertijd  de 
bloedstroomsnelheid te meten in het bloedvat dat voor de bloedtoevoer van de visuele 
cortex  zorgt. De visueel opgewekte bloedstroom responsie (VEFR) is vervolgens be-
schouwd als de stap responsie van een lineair tweede orde regelsysteem model om 
patiëntspecifieke parameters zoals de versterkingsfactor (gain) en demping als maten 
voor neurovasculaire koppeling te genereren.  

 

In hoofdstuk 2 is een klinische studie beschreven waarbij extra- en intracranië-
le bloedstroomsnelheden (BFVs), gemeten op verschillende plaatsen binnen de circula-
tie, vergeleken zijn tussen Alzheimer patiënten (AD), patiënten met milde cognitieve 
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schade (MCI) en gezonde oudere controles (HC). BFVs van AD waren significant lager op 
proximale plaatsen maar vergelijkbaar ten op zichte van MCI en HC op distale plaatsen 
in zowel de arteria carotis interna als de arteria cerebri media en posterior. Dit specifie-
ke patroon kan waarschijnlijk worden toegeschreven aan afgenomen distale vaatdia-
meters als gevolg van AD pathologie. MCI BFV zijn vergelijkbaar met HC BFV in de ex-
tracraniële en intracraniële posterieure circulatie, terwijl MCI BFV waarden in de intra-
craniële anterieure circulatie tussen AD en HC in liggen. Dit suggereert dat intracraniële 
anterieure vaten het meest geschikt zijn om vroeg pathologische veranderingen als 
gevolg van AD te detecteren.  De studie bevindingen impliceren verder dat uitgebreide 
ultrageluidsscreening van intra- en extracraniële vaten nuttig is om BFV afname te mo-
nitoren in de MCI fase. Toekomstige follow-up van MCI patiënten kan de predictieve 
waarde van plaats-specifieke BFV voor conversie naar AD laten zien.  

 
Bij hetzelfde studie cohort is tevens de dynamische cerebrale autoregulatie 

bestudeerd zoals bediscussieerd in  hoofdstuk 3. Cerebrale autoregulatie gain en fase 
zijn vergelijkbaar voor AD, MCI en HC wat suggereert dat het cerebrale autoregulatie 
mechanisme intact is bij AD patiënten. Toch is de  cerebrovasculaire weerstand index, 
m.a.w. de ratio tussen absolute tijdsgemiddelde bloeddruk en bloedstroomsnelheid, 
significant hoger in AD in vergelijking met MCI en HC wat impliceert dat de vaatweer-
stand verhoogd is bij AD. Sterker nog, deze index blijkt een potentiële biomarker te zijn 
voor de ontwikkeling van AD bij MCI patiënten. De cerebrovasculaire weerstand toe-
name in AD wordt bovendien bevestigd door windkessel model bevindingen die aanto-
nen dat de perifere weerstand significant verhoogd is in AD. Arteriële weerstand en 
perifere compliantie zijn daarentegen gelijk voor alle groepen. 

  
Vanaf hoofdstuk 4 wordt de focus verschoven naar locale bloedstroom regula-

tie. Visueel opgewekte bloedstroom responsies (VEFRs) van voormalig (pre-)eclampsie 
patiënten en gezonde controles zijn onderzocht om neurovasculaire koppeling eerst in 
een relatief jonge studie populatie te onderzoeken. Het doel van de studie was te on-
derzoeken of mogelijke (pre-)eclampsie geïnduceerd endotheel schade reversibel is of 
niet. De gemeten VEFRs zijn daartoe gefit met de stap responsie van een 2e orde regel-
systeem model. Ondanks dat er geen groepsverschillen in model parameters gevonden 

zijn, was er wel een duidelijke trend zichtbaar dat kritische demping (ζ>1) vaker op-
treedt bij voormalig patiënten dan bij controles. Kritische demping weerspiegelt een 

atypische VEFR, die ofwel ongecompenseerd blijft (sluggish, ζ>1; Tv < 20) of gecompen-

seerd wordt door een stijging in de initiële stijg term (intermediate, ζ>1; Tv > 20). Aan-
gezien deze abnormale VEFRs vaker gezien worden bij voormalige patiënten (maar niet 
uitsluitend), kan als hypothese gesteld worden dat deze responsies het resultaat zijn 
van pathologische verstoringen.  

 
Een aangepaste VEFR analyse procedure die rekening houdt met betrouw-

baarheid van model parameters en met bloeddruk dynamica wordt geïntroduceerd in 
hoofdstuk 5. Deze aangepaste procedure bestaat uit de introductie van een betrouw-
baarheid parameter voor model parameters en uit een model uitbreiding om de moge-
lijke bijdrage van bloeddruk variaties aan de gemeten VEFR mee te nemen in de analy-
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se. De effecten van deze aanpassingen op de studie uitkomsten zijn geëvalueerd door 
zowel de standaard procedure (toegepast in hoofdstuk 4) als de aangepaste procedure  
toe te passen op de VEFRS gemeten bij het AD studie cohort. Overweging van de be-
trouwbaarheid van model parameters resulteerde in exclusie van ongeveer 40% van de 
VEFRs, vooral door de tekortkoming van het model bij het fitten van kritisch gedempte 
responsies.  Echter, in acht name van de betrouwbaarheid leidde ook tot een aanzien-
lijke reductie van de parameter variabiliteit. Wat betreft de invloed van bloeddruk vari-
atie, werd een significant verhoogde demping gevonden wanneer de standaard proce-
dure werd toegepast in tegenstelling tot voor de aangepaste procedure. Dit leidde tot 
omkering van de studie conclusie van gestoorde naar normale neurovasculaire koppe-
ling in AD. Gezien hun invloed op verkregen parameters, zouden beide aspecten m.a.w. 
betrouwbaarheid en bloeddruk variatie geïncludeerd moeten worden in VEFR-analyse. 
De klinische studie uitkomsten in ogenschouw nemend, lijkt neurovasculaire koppeling 
niet aangetast in AD omdat het vinden van een verhoogde demping toegeschreven zou 
kunnen worden aan het negeren van mogelijke bloeddruk bijdrage aan de VEFR.  

 
Studie conclusies uit eerdere hoofdstukken (4 en 5) benadrukken de behoefte 

aan een model met fysiologisch betekenisvolle parameters. In hoofdstuk 6, worden de 
eerste (voorbereidende) resultaten gerapporteerd van de toepassing van een nieuw 
ontwikkeld lumped parameter model van de visuele cortex vaatboom  op de  3 verschil-
lende VEFR types. In het nieuwe model grijpen de regulatie processen m.a.w. neuroge-
ne, metabole, myogene en shear stress mechanismen, aan op de tonus van de gladde 
spiercellen wat inherent leidt tot de aanpassing van de microcirculatie weerstand en 
compliantie. Dit zorgt ervoor dat effecten van pathologische veranderingen op de VEFR 
bestudeerd kunnen worden. Er kan geconcludeerd worden dat met dit model de link 
tussen VEFR en fysiologie wordt verbeterd. De eerste resultaten laten zien dat het op 
fysiologie gebaseerde model in staat is om representatieve voorbeelden van alle 3 VEFR 
types redelijk goed te beschrijven waarbij fysiologisch aanvaardbare parameter waar-
den worden verkregen.  

 
Vanuit een klinisch perspectief kan geconcludeerd worden dat  (Duplex) ultra-

geluidsmetingen duidelijk potentie laten zien als een standaard screening tool bij MCI 
patiënten. Het lijkt de moeite waard om bij alle toekomstige MCI patiënten de extra- en 
intracraniële bloedstroomsnelheden te meten en de cerebrovasculaire weerstand te 
bepalen door simultane bloeddruk opname. Follow-up van MCI patiënten zal de predic-
tieve waarde van deze parameters laten zien voor toekomstige ontwikkeling naar AD. 
Van een methodologische perspectief kan geconcludeerd worden dat de huidige stan-
daard gebruikte regelsysteem analyse om de locale cerebrale bloedstroom regulatie te 
evalueren beperkingen heeft qua parameter betrouwbaarheid en VEFR interpretatie. 
Zowel betrouwbaarheid als interpretatie kunnen mogelijk verbeterd worden door op-
timalisatie en betere controle van de data acquisitie kwaliteit en door het gebruik van 
op fysiologie gebaseerde modellen. Fysiologische mechanismen die de totstandkoming 
van de VEFR beïnvloeden zouden  geïmplementeerd in een dergelijk model moeten 
worden om mogelijk een deel van de VEFR variantie te kunnen verklaren. Er zou ge-
streefd moeten worden naar de ontwikkeling en validatie van op fysiologie gebaseerde 
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modellen die ontworpen zijn om VEFRs betrouwbaar te kunnen beschrijven aan de 
hand van parameters met een eenduidige fysiologische betekenis.   
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